The Motor Vehicle Accidents Fund (MVA Fund)
commenced operations under the fuel levy
system on 1 January 1988.
The MVA Fund was established by an Act of
Parliament under the Motor Vehicle Accidents
Act, No. 13 of 1991 (MVA Act) as the instrument by
which the Government of Eswatini compensates
road accident victims who have suffered bodily
injuries or loss of support following the death
of breadwinners.
OUR VISION
A road accident fund that provides best care and excellent service for value.

OUR MISSION
To effectively provide quality medical treatment, rehabilitation and compensation for
motor vehicle accident victims, and to collaborate with stakeholders in the prevention of
road traffic accidents, through implementing global best practices.

OUR CORE VALUES
Compassion

We will always express the highest level of
compassion when dealing with clients’ cases

Integrity

We will always demonstrate the highest level of
integrity when working with stakeholders and
clients

Professionalism

We will always demonstrate the highest level of
professionalism when working with stakeholders
and clients

Innovation

We will seek to apply innovative and technologydriven ways and methods in delivering solutions/
services to our clients

Teamwork

We will always work as one united team, at sectional,
departmental and corporate levels
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FOREWORD
BY THE
MINISTER
As with the rest of the world, the COVID-19 pandemic caused tremendous
turmoil in Eswatini’s already faltering economy. Globally, countries locked
down their economies and the movement of people too aggressively in the
first wave, I believe.

In Eswatini this caused our GDP, which usually
grows at about 2% on average, to shrink by 1.9%
in the year under review, a satisfactory figure
for the region. Fortunately, our economy is
strong and, unlike many other African countries,
Eswatini is not a major commodity exporter
and industry was not significantly affected.
Textiles, sugar, soft drinks and forestry – the
country’s main exports, were affected but have
all regained lost ground since the economy
opened up.
We are feeling the economic impact of the social
unrest in Eswatini in mid-2021, however, and my
sense is that we will generate around 5% less
tax than anticipated. Again, our industries are
fairly robust and the effects of social unrest
on the retail sector did not have an appreciable
impact on the GDP.

RATIO OF DEBT TO GDP
The country’s debt to GDP ratio is relatively
healthy, at around 36%. Since the majority of
Eswatini’s foreign debt is concessional funding
from organisations such as the World Bank and
the IMF at an interest rate of less than 2%, it
is characterised as safe debt. Eswatini is also
fairly unique in that the country’s reserves are
analogous to our external debt and so, despite
a small and sluggish economy, this places us
in a far better position than most other African
countries.

Neal Rijkenberg
Minister of Finance, Eswatini
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The outcome has been a better
structured governance framework
that will produce the desired and
effective oversight that is in the best
interests of the Fund. Moreover, before
we started this process, the Board
members underwent a week-long
capacity-building exercise in
order to ensure the kind
of skilled and informed
guidance that would be
required.
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LEGISLATIVE ENVIRONMENT
We do need to reconsider how parastatals
operate and are exploring a possible third party
mechanism as a country. It is my belief that the
mandatory motor vehicle fund would provide an
excellent mechanism through which to manage
claims that affect road accident victims as well
as damaged property (vehicles). The longanticipated adjustment to the fuel levy was
approved by Cabinet after the financial year end,.
and this will now be tabled with Parliament.
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PERFORMANCE OF THE FUND
The SMVAF has delivered pleasing results
during the year under review, and kudos are
due to the CEO, David Myeni, and his team, who
have made solid progress in turning around
stakeholder perceptions and shedding their
negative image due to not fulfilling their core
mandate.
I am pleased to report that the performance and
turnaround times of the Fund have improved
tremendously in the year under review. While
there is still room for improvement, we must
ensure that the Fund remains healthy going
forward, and the increase in the fuel levy and
the claimants’ benefit structure should help to
address this issue.
Stakeholder confidence is growing based on the
way the Fund has dealt with the huge claims
backlog and their increasingly swift response
times. The positive impact on the man in the
street and the Fund’s presence at the scene of
accidents are making a substantial difference.
The stand-alone Ekuphileni Clinic is now fully
operational and has world-class equipment in
place and access to top-notch specialists online
who can analyse and evaluate medical issues.
This too has made a substantial difference to the
service offering of the Fund.
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decline significantly over the next two to three
two to three years now that a loophole which
years now that the fund has come up with an
allowed old grey imports of extremely cheap
elaborate framework and within that framevehicles into the country has been closed. The
work is finalizing its accident prevention
over 2 000 grey imports coming into the country
strategy to facilitate better collaborative and
each month have been cut to 50. Eswatini is still
action with all the relevant stakeholders within
able to import vehicles from South Africa and we
the road safety space.
claim receipts from the South African Customs
Union (SACU) which eliminates import tariffs on
products originating in member states.

COVID-19 RESPONSE
I think we have managed our COVID-19 response
well and an extra 1.5bn Emalangeni was spent
to tackle the virus. Our vaccine roll-out is
working efficiently; approximately 17% of the
population has been vaccinated and we have
sufficient vaccines on hand to vaccinate over
50% of our people.

FOREWORD BY THE MINISTER

FUTURE OUTLOOK

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

One of the risks that funds such as the
SMVAF must guard against is the possibility
of abuse through fraudulent claims and
misrepresentation. I believe this risk
opportunity will be firmly shut now that the
Fund has become first responders.

I extend my sincere gratitude to the CEO, the
Board and the executive team, whose worldclass approach will no doubt take the Fund to
new heights in the years ahead. It is evident that
the entire team at SMVAF has gone the extra
mile to turn the organisation around, deliver
on its mandate and ensure that road accident
victims get the best possible care.

In the medium term, as the Fund continues
to transform, becoming a more efficient and
effective institution, I encourage them to get
involved in other areas such as third-party
claims as I know this will be managed well and
with integrity. I also look forward to seeing
the Fund becoming more active in medical
elements through partnerships with the public
and private hospitals and clinics.

Our Board members are skilled
across a variety of industries,
including transport, finance,
energy and natural resources,
accounting and investments,
business analysis, fuel distribution
and governance expertise.

Your efforts are deeply appreciated.
Neal Rijkenberg
Minister of Finance, Eswatini
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ABOUT THIS
REPORT
Our annual integrated report for the year ended March 2021 provides
an overview of how the Sincephetelo Motor Vehicle Accidents Fund
(also referred to as SMVAF or the Fund) creates and delivers value. This
report, our second integrated report, reflects a complete and balanced view
of the financial and operational performance of the Fund, our opportunities
and risks, alongside our strategic priorities for the year ahead.

We have endeavoured to present a coherent,
consistent and concise description of the
mandate of the Fund, our strategy, our
operations, the business environment, and the
clients that we serve.

REPORTING BOUNDARY
This annual report presents a balanced and fair
account of the Fund for the financial year from
1 April 2020 to 31 March 2021. The report focuses
on the material matters relating to our strategy,
our business model, the context in which we
operate, our performance and governance, and
the material risks and opportunities arising
from them, and those we have identified within
the parameters of best practice.
The report explains how we fulfil our legislated
mandate in the short-, medium- and long-term,
which we define as one year, two to three years,
and three to five years respectively, and reflects
the material interests of all our stakeholders.

REPORTING FRAMEWORK
The report was prepared in line with the
principles of the King IV Code on Corporate
Governance (King IV) and is also guided by the
principles and requirements of the International
Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) <IR>
framework.
While we are in the early stages of integrated
reporting we have attempted, as far as possible,
to take Prosperity, People and Planet (the 3Ps)
into account in line with the IIRC Six Capitals
model. We intend to expand on this area in
subsequent reports.
Our annual financial statements, from
page 106, were prepared in accordance with
the International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS), and in the manner required by the Motor
Vehicle Accidents Act of 1991 as amended, as
well as the Public Enterprises (Control and
Monitoring) Act, 1989.
We recognise that the long-term sustainability
and relevance of the Fund is contingent on
the successful implementation of a proactive
operating model and an integrated post-crash
value chain, coupled with delivering ongoing
value to stakeholders.
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ABOUT THIS REPORT

HOW TO NAVIGATE OUR REPORT
The following icons illustrate where you can find more information about our approach,
activities and mandate and how they interconnect with our Capitals.

Capital
FC

Financial Capital

SRC

Social and Relationship Capital

IC

Intellectual Capital

MC

Manufactured Capital

HC

Human Capital

NC

Natural Capital

For more on our Capitals, see page 14.

MATERIALITY
We consider an issue to be material if it
has the potential to impact our ability to
fulfil our mandate sustainably or influence
decisions by our principal and stakeholders.
Our material matters, described on page 48,
were determined by a review of the SMVAF
strategy (page 32); our interaction with the
Six Capitals (page 36); our social, economic
and environmental operating environment
(page 16); and through extensive engagement
with our stakeholders to better understand their
expectations and concerns (page 85).
This report represents our story; an account of
who we are and what we are working towards
(page 10), and how we intend to deliver on our
2020–2024 strategy (page 38). It outlines the
material risks and opportunities we anticipate
along the way (page 48) and illustrates how the
Fund creates value (page 62).

FORWARD-LOOKING
STATEMENTS
This report contains certain forward-looking
statements, particularly with regard to the need
to realise a new operating model, the legislation
necessary to effect this, nurturing existing
talent to effectively deliver on the new strategy,
and the effect of global and domestic economic
conditions on our strategy, performance and
operations. These statements reflect both
known and as yet unknown risks, uncertainties
and other important factors that could cause our
actual results, performance or achievements to
be materially different from the future results,
performance or achievements expressed or
implied by such forward-looking statements.
SMVAF undertakes no obligation to update
publicly or release any revisions to these
forward-looking statements to reflect events or
circumstances after the date of this document,
or to reflect the occurrence of anticipated events.
The forward-looking statements have not been
reviewed or reported on by the auditors.
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DIRECTORS’ STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY
While executive management, assisted by the reporting team, was responsible for the preparation of
this integrated report, the Board of Directors (the Board), supported by the Audit, Finance and Risk
Committee, acknowledges its responsibility for overseeing and ensuring the integrity of the report.
Having applied its collective mind to the report’s presentation and preparation and believing it to fairly
represent those matters that have a material effect on our ability to fulfil our mandate, the Board
accordingly approved this integrated report, which is signed on its behalf, on 30 August 2021.

SMVAF AT A GLANCE

NET OPERATING
INCOME

NET BENEFITS AND
CLAIMS EXPENSES

10.6% DECREASE TO E111.9M

7% INCREASE TO E118.4M

(2020: E125.3M)

(2020: E110.6M)

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

MVA LEVY

63.7% DECREASE TO E55M

REMAINED AT 35C/L
AND RECORDED A 14.3%
DROP TO E103.9M

(2020: E151.9M, WHICH
INCLUDED A E55.7M IMPAIRMENT
LOSS ON THE HEAD OFFICE
BUILDING)
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(2020: E121.2M)

INVESTMENT INCOME

OPERATING
EXPENSES

104% INCREASE TO E58.9M

DECREASED BY 44.8%
(NORMALISED 22.8%)
TO E107.9M

(2020: E28.9M)

CSI DISBURSEMENTS

(2020: E195.6M NORMALISED
E139.9M)

E1 677 000
(2020: E1 649 000)

CLAIMS LIABILITY

SOLVENCY RATIO

24% INCREASE TO E395M

15.4% DECREASE TO 169%

(2020: E318M)

(2020: 200%)
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TOTAL ASSETS RESERVES
2.5% INCREASE TO
E693.1M

16.3% DECREASE
TO E283M

(2020: E676.3M)

(2020: E338M)

TIME TAKEN
TO SETTLE
CLAIMS

PERCENTAGE
MALE TO
FEMALE

REDUCED FROM
33 MONTHS TO
18 MONTHS.
GOAL – 6 MONTHS

44% MALES:
56% FEMALES

INCREASED FROM 39% TO 42%
AS A PROPORTION OF REVENUE

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

113
(2020: 105)

NUMBER OF CALLS
1 350 IN THE FIRST THREE
QUARTERS OF THE YEAR

3

43%, TARGET TO
INCREASE BY 5%

(2020: 42% MALES:
58% FEMALES)

MANPOWER COSTS

MOUs SIGNED

EMPLOYEE
SATISFACTION

REGISTERED
CLAIMS
914, UP FROM 806 IN THE
PREVIOUS FINANCIAL YEAR

AVERAGE VALUE
PER CLAIM
E8 450 – NON-UNDERTAKINGS;
E18 000 FOR UNDERTAKINGS
PAYMENTS
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WHO WE ARE
The Sincephetelo Motor Vehicle Accidents Fund was established under the
Motor Vehicle Accidents Act No. 13 of 1991, as amended in 2011 (the Act) to
compensate road accident victims who have inculpably suffered bodily injury
or loss of support following the death of breadwinners from motor vehicle
accidents by means of the motor vehicle accidents’ fuel levy. The existence of
the Fund introduced compensation for accident victims without the need for
recourse to third party insurance that, for many, in the years leading up to the
legislation, was unaffordable. The Fund derives its income from a fuel levy,
paid by all drivers and vehicle owners at the point of fuel purchase.

The Fund has two fully-fledged branches, one
in Manzini and one in Mbabane, as well as one
mobile office.
Payment of medical and rehabilitative benefits
in personal injury claims were thus prioritised
and, in the event of loss of life, funeral benefits
and a loss of support benefits are payable. The
Fund is empowered to participate in national
road crash and injury prevention interventions
and strategies.

The amended Act stipulates liability benefits for
an injured party, in order of preference:
»
»
»
»
»
»

Medical and rehabilitative services
Enhanced quality of life
Loss of earnings
General damages
Funeral expenses
Loss of support

In terms of the Act, compensation under the
fuel levy system for the no fault is a legal right.

Driver/owner
Fuel levy

Claim

Claim

Compensation/Rehabilitation

12
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Victim

WHO WE ARE

RESPONSE TO COVID-19
Safeguarding the health of our employees while
ensuring business continuity and our ability to
provide a service to our clients was paramount
for the Fund.
Strict COVID-19 protocols were put in place
to mitigate the risk to employees and the
Ekuphileni Clinic was capacitated to offer
employees and stakeholders Rapid COVID-19
tests for employees at the Fund’s expense.
The Fund also supported employees affected
by COVID-19 by providing fumigation services
at their places of residence and by supplying
sanitisers. The Fund continues to provide staff
with masks and sanitisers to ensure compliance
with COVID-19 protocols, while COVID-19
protocols and guidelines are shared from time
to time with staff to ensure continued adherence
to revised safety protocols.
At the same time, our Business Continuity
Committee offered guidance to external
stakeholders on insights drawn from shared data.

OUR VISION
A road accident fund that provides best care and
excellent service for value.

OUR MISSION
To effectively provide quality medical treatment,
rehabilitation and compensation for motor
vehicle accident victims, and to collaborate with
stakeholders in the prevention of road traffic
accidents, through implementing global best
practices.

OUR VALUES
Compassion

We will always express the highest level of compassion when
dealing with clients’ cases

Integrity

We will always demonstrate the highest level of integrity when
working with stakeholders and clients

Professionalism

We will always demonstrate the highest level of professionalism
when working with stakeholders and clients

Innovation

We will seek to apply innovative and technology-driven ways
and methods in delivering solutions/services to our clients

Teamwork

We will always work as one united team, at section,
departmental and corporate level
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OUR CAPITALS
Financial Capital
FC

» Fuel levy
» Investments
» Financial reserves

Intellectual Capital

IC

» Policies, procedures and
manuals
» Researched best practice
» Regional benchmarking
» The Motor Vehicle Accidents
Amendment Act
» Strategy and operational
frameworks
» Investment management
» Information technology
and systems
» Treatment and rehabilitation
programmes
» HR practice and initiatives
» Business intelligence

Human Capital
HC

14

Social and Relationship Capital

»
»
»
»

Employees
Board and organisational culture
Legal and medical professionals
Auditors and actuaries

SINCEPHETELO MVA FUND INTEGRATED REPORT 2021

SRC

» Ministry of Finance and the
Government of the Kingdom
of Eswatini
» Legislators
» Road users and clients
» Medical practitioners
» Police
» Media
» Communities and public
» Employees
» Swaziland Union of Financial
Institutions and Allied Workers
(SUFIAW)

Manufactured Capital
MC

»
»
»
»

Office buildings
Equipment
Ekuphileni Clinic
Vehicles

Natural Capital
NC

» Water usage
» Energy usage

WHO WE ARE

SMVAF Level 1

OUR BUSINESS PROCESSES
Sincephetelo MVA – Core Processes

START

1
Claim registration
(Claim Origination)

2
Investigation

Feedback to
Customer
Service
(Claimant
Notification/
letters)

3
Claims Management
No Case Claims
(Funeral/
Loss of support)

4
Case Management

5
Finance
(Payment)

END
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OUR
OPERATING
ENVIRONMENT
The COVID-19 pandemic has cast a pall over the global economy and,
while things are looking up, the scars left by deep financial and economic
insecurity are pressing concerns.

THE GLOBAL ECONOMY
According to the IMF, global economic growth
is expected to reach 6% in the year ahead,
following an estimated 3.3% contraction the
previous year. World GDP growth is projected to
be 4.4% in the year ahead.
However, while prospects for the world
economy are looking up, recovery will be uneven
with some countries gaining ground quicker
than others. The United States and Korea, for
example, are reaching pre-pandemic per capita
income levels although Europe is expected
to take close to three years to recover. South
African economic recovery is projected to take
up to five years.
Improvements are being propelled by the
vaccine rollout in developed economies,
coupled with the extent of government support
to vulnerable industries. Fiscal and monetary
authorities continued to bolster economies
via relief measures initiated at the start of
the pandemic, extending credit to households
and making funds available to businesses.
The manufacturing sector is showing signs
of improving and trade has recovered as
borders gradually reopen and travel resumes.
The extent of a country’s reliance on tourism is
also pivotal to the pace of its recovery.

18
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Given the unpredictable nature of the virus,
forecasting with any degree of certainty is
difficult, though. The possibility of factors
such as higher inflation, increasing poverty
levels, new variants and market volatility are
concerning. International co-operation and
solid fiscal and financial policies and systems
to ensure social and economic support are
essential.

SOUTH AFRICAN ECONOMIC
CONTEXT
The South African economy grew 6.3% in the
fourth quarter of 2020 with eight out of ten
industries reporting positive growth according
to Statistics South Africa, following the easing
of lockdown restrictions. However, the overall
economy contracted by 7% during 2020 on the
back of COVID-19, followed by a rise in inflation
to 3.2%. Consumer prices increased by 0.7%.
Global, regional and domestic uncertainty
arising from the pandemic magnified inflationary
pressures and continued to dampen economic
growth; a trend that is expected to continue in
the short- to medium-term in the face of the
third wave in early 2021.

OUR OPERATING ENVIROMENT

ESWATINI ECONOMIC CONTEXT
Eswatini’s already struggling economy was
hard hit by the COVID-19 pandemic, contracting
by an estimated 3.2% in the year under review.
The situation was further exacerbated by
underlying structural issues.
The country relies on South Africa for about 70%
of its imports and 65% of exports and COVID-19
induced disruptions to international and domestic
supply chains of goods and services, coupled
with travel restrictions, put cross-border supply
chains and logistics under severe pressure.

By the end of Q4, the Lilangeni/Rand rallied
against the US Dollar, maintaining an upward
trend that was closer to pre-COVID-19 levels
and should alleviate the pass-through effect
of oil price increases on inflation. International
reserves should rebound as export demand
recovers.
Weak investor sentiment during the second
wave was overturned by positive global
commodity prices and South Africa’s trade
surplus, reflecting an anticipated improvement
in the global and regional economic outlook.

Most sectors of the economy were impacted
by the pandemic: tourism and hospitality were
severely affected, manufacturing declined
sharply with exports constrained, construction
was weakened as supplies were not accessible,
and investments dropped. Information and
communication services were the only sectors
understandably boosted by an increased
demand for online services.

Despite ongoing uncertainty, the Eswatini
economy is expected to grow by 1.4% in 2021,
owing to a marginal recovery in all sectors, and
predominantly in agriculture, manufacturing,
and construction. Downside factors that
could derail recovery include a resurgence
in COVID-19 infection rates, the slow rollout
of vaccines, and global and regional financial
market volatility, particularly in South Africa.

Overall, the picture looked bleak: annual
inflation climbed from 3.87% in 2020 to 4.55%,
food prices increased, while the Lilangeni
reached its lowest rate against the US Dollar
and the fiscal deficit dropped to 8.6% of GDP
forcing the government to seek international
support.

The full extent of COVID-19 on unemployment,
declining profitability, the vulnerability of some
sectors and reduced public revenue is yet to
be quantified, but a long recovery period in
emerging market economies seems probable.

This inflationary trend is projected to continue,
underpinned by rising oil and domestic
administered prices and the growing cost of
imported goods which negatively affected
domestic revenue streams.

Source: OECD
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CHAIRMAN’S
STATEMENT
It is my privilege to present the Sincephetelo Motor Vehicle Accident Fund
annual report and annual financial statements for the financial year ended
31 March 2021, on behalf of the Board.

The past year has been one of unprecedented
global disruption and the Fund too has been
hard hit by the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
on our society, business and the economy.
Travel restrictions as a result of lockdown
naturally precipitated a decrease in our revenue
as fuel levy declined, contributing to a weaker
performance of the Fund.
I am pleased to report that there were no
burning issues that required Board oversight
in the year under review, other than managing
business continuity during COVID-19.
Although overseeing the continued operations
of the business under the pall of COVID was topof-mind, the Board was intimately involved in
two other major projects; setting up the Clinic
as a stand-alone entity and delivering on the
longstanding backlog of claims, both of which
started in the previous financial year.

RISK MANAGEMENT
As a Board, the financial viability of the Fund
is our top priority. In the process of dealing
with the claims backlog it became evident that
the number of claims exceeded our available
reserves and revenue, and we therefore opted
for an alternative funding mechanism, rather
than depleting our reserves. In its oversight role,
the Board is continually monitoring the solvency
and liquidity position of the Fund in tandem with
the settlement of the claims backlog to ensure
that we do not reach a position of insolvency.
As part of the strategies employed, the Board
has approved the sourcing of an E34m loan from
the African Alliance to ensure that balance is
22
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maintained between the financial sustainability
of the Fund and improved customer satisfaction
through the settlement of claims.
The financial status and long-term sustainability
of the Fund is concerning and the next three to
five years will be challenging if no adjustments
are made to revenue collection. The Fund derives
its income solely from the MVA fuel levy, and
we saw a sharp decline in revenue in the year
under review due to lower fuel consumption with
people working from home and moving around
less during COVID-19. Lower revenue, coupled
with a large number of potential claims following
the Court ruling, deemed the restriction on
general damages for unidentified motor vehicles
unconstitutional and consequently increased the
Fund’s exposure.
Creating a self-sustaining clinic also formed
part of the Fund’s risk management initiatives
in the year under review. The Ekuphileni Clinic
was an investment made by the previous Board
and management, but despite having excellent
equipment, it was underutilised. A decision was
made to turn it into a stand-alone clinic so as
not to become a financial drain on the Fund, a
move that has enabled us to diversify revenue
sources, reduce operating costs and improve
the quality of treatment and rehabilitation of
road accident victims.

REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
Of great concern to the Board was the court
case that challenged the constitutional validity
of two provisions of the MVA Act; one which
prevents the award of general damages for

LEADERSHIP STATEMENTS

hit-and-run claims and a second which limits
multiple claims to E150 000. The Court ruled
that both provisions were unconstitutional. The
judgement will hit us hard, especially as we will
have to make provision for an influx of claims,
but we are still in discussions with government
and the Ministry to increase the MVA levy –
the only way in which the Fund is able to grow
its revenue.

RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE
OF THE FUND
The Fund’s performance was severely impacted
by the COVID-19 pandemic, associated
lockdowns and the economic after-effects.
Against this very difficult backdrop, and
putting long-term concerns aside, the Board
is satisfied with the operational and strategic
performance of the Fund; the balanced
scorecard methodology is gaining traction, the
organisational restructuring is paying dividends,
our people management processes are in place
and client satisfaction levels have improved. All
this bodes well for the continued sustainability
of the Fund.

Zithulele Gina
Chairman of the Board
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EKUPHILENI CLINIC

FUTURE OUTLOOK

The operational structures for the Clinic and
their Board were approved in the year under
review and I would like to take this opportunity
to wish them every success in the year ahead.

The 2020/21 financial year marked the second
year of the new strategy and on behalf of the
Board, I would like to assure our stakeholders
that we will continue to deliver on our promise
of seamless and efficient service. We cannot do
it alone, however.

There were some industrial relations issues
relating to the transfer of employees from the
Fund to the Clinic. Employees from SMVAF’s
former Clinic Department were terminated
by the Fund and rehired by the newly formed
Ekuphileni Clinic (Pty) Ltd. This was done
following intensive consultations with the
shareholder and employee representatives.

MESSAGE TO STAKEHOLDERS
The aims and objectives of Seamless
Sincephetelo Strategy 2020–2024 have been
well communicated to our stakeholders,
claimants, government and the public at large.
I want to reassure each of them that we have
made good progress, and people are starting
to experience the delivery of our promises
as evidenced by our interactions with the public
and through the results of public perception
surveys.
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The success of the Fund is inextricably linked
to ongoing collaboration with government, and
the active support of its executive and legislative
arms is essential for Cabinet and Parliamentary
approval of our proposed amendments to the
MVA Act. With their endorsement, the inherent
value of the Fund will become evident.
We celebrate the achievements made so far,
we have come a long way during the past year,
and I am optimistic that the Fund will go from
strength to strength in the year ahead.

LEADERSHIP STATEMENTS

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
I extend my thanks to the Minister of Finance,
the Honourable Neal Rijkenberg and his team,
without whose support, willingness to listen and
insight we would not be here. I am grateful to
the Public Enterprise Unit for their guidance, for
driving compliance and hands-on involvement.
I must commend the sterling work of capable
and dedicated management whose business
continuity efforts ensured that employees were
able to work from home, and later in shifts under
strict COVID-19 protocols, once lockdown was
relaxed. Your teamwork and commitment are
bringing the strategy of the Fund to fruition, and
we appreciate every achievement, both small
and large. We know we can sleep well at night
because the business is in good hands.
To the employees at the coalface, despite a
rocky background of unmet promises and job
insecurity we have worked together, gaining
trust, understanding and collaboration along
the way, even during this difficult time of
COVID-19. An organisation is nothing without its
staff. Thank you.

Lastly, as Chairman, I would like to express
my appreciation to the Board and its subcommittees for their support. This diverse
group of individuals are bound by a common
purpose. My sincere gratitude for your wisdom,
careful consideration of issues, and guidance in
ensuring that the Fund achieves its mandate.

Zithulele Gina
Chairman of the Board
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MESSAGE
FROM THE CEO
The 2020/21 financial year marked the second year of our journey towards a
bold new future, and I am pleased to report that we have made substantial
progress in transforming the Fund to an integrated post-crash value chain
model, despite a country beset by political unrest and an already constrained
economy, compounded by the effects of COVID-19.

Even though it was a difficult year, we have
achieved more than expected under the
circumstances. The strategic plan was finalised
during the year under review, and approved by
Cabinet, while approval was granted for the
rationalisation of the Clinic to a stand-alone
subsidiary that could compete on an equal
footing in the market and become self-funding.
The Fund also initiated a study on the feasibility
of establishing a specialised high-care trauma
hospital capable of treating oncology and
heart patients to augment the Clinic’s service
offering. For reasons beyond the control of the
Fund, we were unable to access all the data
necessary to evaluate this possibility by the end
of the financial year. We expect to receive this
information in the new financial year and to then
evaluate bringing strategic partners on board to
invest in this venture for the benefit of country.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY
The obvious and direct impact of COVID-19 was
the inability of the Fund to carry out business
as usual. Following a six-week lockdown we
had to adapt to working remotely, a situation for
which the business was ill-prepared. We also
introduced shifts to ensure compliance with
COVID-19 regulations, at the same time, the
business continuity team made sure that the
business could continue to operate.
The Fund was badly let down by our technology
infrastructure. Some employees still had
desktops and were unable to work effectively
26
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from home, with data and connectivity issues
exacerbating the problem, although this was
gradually addressed.
We also experienced glitches with the client
management services platform intended to
complement our existing IT system.
We have learnt a great deal from the
technological challenges we encountered and
implementation of an enterprise-wide system
to integrate all our systems and streamline
customer service to ensure a more responsive
and accessible organisation will be accelerated
in the new financial year. This is critical for
the business as some functions are still done
manually.

SLOWDOWN IN THE ECONOMY
The Eswatini macroeconomic landscape has
been under pressure for some time and with
the COVID-19 pandemic economic activity was
profoundly diminished. With borders closed
and travel restricted, our capacity to generate
revenue dwindled. Simultaneously, fewer
claims were registered.
During the 2019/20 financial year, we had
applied for an upward revision of the MVA levy,
which was last set at E0.35 cents per litre in
the 2011 Amendment Act. Much has changed
since then and an upward revision that reflects
a vastly changed economic environment is
crucial to the long-term sustainability of the
Fund. Unfortunately, legislation to approve this

LEADERSHIP STATEMENTS

change remained pending at the end of this
financial year.
In addition, the claims benefit structure last
set in 2011, was amended during the year under
review but requires a corresponding increase
in revenue to finance the improved benefit
structure, and a proposal to increase funding
levels is on the table.

INVESTMENTS
On a positive note, the Fund did experience some
improvement in investments compared with the
previous financial year. Although our investment
portfolio continued to face significant withdrawals
as the Fund worked to narrow the backlog of
claims and fund operational expenditure, solid
performance in the equity markets somewhat
countered disinvestments in cash equivalents.

David Mfanimpela Myeni
Chief Executive Officer
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ALIGNMENT OF BUSINESS
PROCESSES

Great strides were made in aligning the Fund’s
business processes with the new model
and, while still a work in progress, by the
end of September 2020 we had successfully
restructured the organisation to meet the
demands of a more responsive, customercentric organisation. Change champions
are working directly with employees to
identify opportunities to enhance strategy
implementation and counter bottlenecks.
Furthermore, the Fund intends to reduce direct
operational expenses such as the contributions
spent on claims, but we will need to offset this
against spending on new interventions if we are
to maximise service delivery to road accident
victims. While achieving this, we will not at any
time jeopardise the financial sustainability or
operational efficiency of the Fund. All interventions
will need to be achieved within the confines of the
resources.
Employees were reassigned in this process and
are adjusting to their new responsibilities and to
new ways of doing things. The Fund now also has
fully-fledged customer services branches in
Mbabane and Manzini which are able to respond
to claims issues and handle case management.

SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS

There are currently a considerable number
of people who have private medical aid or
insurance and who have not claimed from
the Fund following an accident. In light of the
current economic pressure on households and
rising unemployment, many of these people will
no longer be able to afford private cover and will
seek compensation from the Fund for medical
expenses and loss of income.
Significant inroads were made to reduce the
claims backlog that has dogged the Fund for
many years. Outstanding claims amounted to
E395m at 31 March 2021 (2020: E317m) and by
the end of this reporting period we had made
good inroads into addressing the backlog, with
close to E100m having been paid to claimants.
This process has naturally depleted the Fund’s
reserves, but was critical to redeem our image
and reputation in the face of the huge volume of
customer complaints regarding the time it took
to settle claims.
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MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL
PARTNERSHIPS

The establishment of the road traffic accident
call centre within the Fund during the year under
review allowed us to leverage the capacity of the
Emergency Medical Services (EMS) to ensure a
quicker response time. This has also improved
case management as case management officers
know when and where to transfer patients and
check up on the health of victims.
It is our intention to secure mutually beneficial
relationships with our partners. The hospitals,
for example, are under-equipped, and rather
than paying a subsidised rate for their services,
the Fund’s approach is to pay a cost-reflective
tariff so that the revenue in the meantime, can
be utilised to acquire better equipment and thus
boost service.
As a client-facing business, the Fund depends on
close customer relationships and, unfortunately,
the majority of our clientele are not technologically
savvy, as was reflected in the number of cases
that would ordinarily have been attended to at
the Clinic. Case managers were unable to do so
in order to comply with COVID-19 regulations and
had to rely on virtual mechanisms.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

Implementation of the stakeholder management
framework, developed in FY2020/21 to identify
key stakeholders and strengthen relationships
is behind schedule, but remains pivotal to our
strategic plan. The ranking of collaboration with
stakeholders was delayed but is an essential part of
our strategy implementation. I am satisfied that this
was finalised by year end, and departments have
been assigned to work with specific stakeholders.
We will closely monitor the outcomes of these
stakeholder engagements in the year ahead.

PAY FOR PERFORMANCE

Efforts to instil a high-performance culture in
the organisation are ongoing and the reputation
of the Fund and our leadership is gradually
being restored. The introduction of Employee of
the Quarter awards to reward performance is
bearing fruit and helping to encourage a highperformance culture.
I would like to emphasise, however, that there is
still much work ahead to improve the employer–
employee relationship and levels of trust. For
far too long the Fund has operated under weak
management and poor management practices,
and therefore transformation is vital if the Fund
is to thrive in the long term.

LEADERSHIP STATEMENTS

Our plans to migrate to a performance-based
pay system did not materialise by year end.
Performance-based pay is a novel concept for
Eswatini public enterprises, but it is one that
will greatly enhance the performance of the
Fund over time, hence it is important that this
project is completed in the next financial year.

will continue to adapt to ensure that the Fund
remains relevant and sustainable to all our
stakeholders.

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

It is important to recognise that change is never
easy, and I extend my thanks to employees for
their remarkable contributions and for their
willingness to engage honestly and openly.
I appreciate the input of all segments of staff
in interrogating the culture of the past and
in identifying the type of culture we need to
move forward.

The executive team embarked on an eightmonth coaching programme in the year under
review to augment their leadership skills and
capacitate them to operationalise the strategic
plan. Already the coaching is paying dividends in
helping improve teaming, results orientation as
well as team dynamics.

COMMUNICATION

Many employees were directly and indirectly
affected during the second wave with the loss
of close friends and relatives which impacted
staff morale, safety and security. Our business
continuity and communications team continued
to support staff, creating awareness of COVID-19
safety regulations and supplying sanitisers
and masks. The wellness centre played a
complementary role in terms of providing
guidelines for staff members that would be
infected, including periodic follow-ups to
monitor their recovery progress.
We cannot achieve our strategy without our people
and leadership’s role to share the Fund’s vision
and help employees to understand their role in
our success. Quarterly forums were introduced
to keep employees informed about developments
in the Fund, encourage employee engagement
and nurture two-way dialogue. Regrettably these
sessions have been impacted by COVID-19 and
only two were held in the year under review.

LOOKING AHEAD

We have made great strides in implementing our
strategy during the year under review and are
beginning to see the fruits of our endeavours.
Strategic advances have been favourably
received and there have been pleasing shifts in
perceptions of the Fund.
We are aware that this is only our first year
implementing the strategy. Since strategic
planning and implementation is rarely a static
exercise, we are following with interest the
events in the country and the world at large and

Despite an embattled Eswatini economy,
we remain hopeful that business will improve in
the short- to medium-term.

The foundations have been laid and we have
made solid progress in implementing our
strategy in an extremely difficult context. It is
incumbent on all of us now to consolidate what
we have started and deliver on our promises
to enhance partnerships and customer
experiences, ensure the continued financial
viability of the Fund and deliver on our mandate
to stakeholders.
We know what we want to achieve and a formula
for how we plan to get there. I have no doubt that
the Fund has a bright future.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

To our clients and stakeholders, your
forbearance as we worked to redeem our
reputation does not go unnoticed – thank you
for your receptiveness and patience.
Our gratitude goes out to our line Ministry,
particularly the Minister of Finance, for their
invaluable guidance and support during the
period, and the Public Enterprise Unit (PEU)
for their insight to support the accelerated
implementation of our strategy. To our Chairman,
the Board and its sub-committees, I am deeply
grateful for your vision, oversight and guidance
as we work to transform the Fund.
Finally, I would like to express my gratitude
to our employees who, as individuals and as
teams, have embraced our new vision and are
working with us to make the new strategy and
culture a reality.
David Mfanimpela Myeni
Chief Executive Officer
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DELIVERING
VALUE
DELIVERING VALUE THROUGH STRATEGY

The Fund’s Seamless Sincephetelo Strategy 2020–2024, approved in March
2020, represented a fundamental shift in how we define our business and the
way in which we operate. This bold five-year plan will transform the business
from a compensation-based organisation to one which delivers proactive
treatment and rehabilitation of road accident victims by 2024.
FIVE-YEAR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 2019–2024
1.

Transform from reactive to
proactive operating model

1.1 Early intervention resulting in lower costs of treatment and
effective rehabilitation.
1.2 Strong brand positioning.
1.3 Operational cost optimisation.

2.

Financial stability

2.1 Ensure the MVA levy is cost reflective.
2.2 Eliminate under-collection of MVA levy.
2.3 Reduce operational expenditure (excl. benefits and claims
and manpower costs) to within 29% of total revenue
(currently 60%).
2.4 Reduce manpower costs to under 29% of total revenue
(currently 41%).

3.

Customer satisfaction and
awareness

3.1 Achieve a Net Promoter Score of at least 65% by 2024.
Currently at 22%.
3.2 Reduce the average claims payment turnaround time to less
than six months by 2024 (currently 30 months).

4.

Talent management

4.1 Improve accessibility through decentralising our services.
4.2 Availability of requisite talent to support strategic direction.
4.3 Effective performance management system culture linked to
performance-based pay.
4.4 To achieve a sustainable positive public image.
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STRATEGIC FOCUS TARGETS
Strategic focus
Solvency
Customer satisfaction (NPS)
Claims processing
MTPL project
Hospital project

2021/22

2024

150%

250%

At least +30

At least +65

12 months or less

Six months or less

All legislation passed

Third party liability
claims processed

Business case approved

Phase 1 fully operational
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A Bold New Future:
A new corporate strategy,
an Integrated Post-Crash Value
Chain Model to ensure effective
delivery on mandate, relevance,
and sustainability by 2024.

CURRENT LANDSCAPE

Transforming the
Business
» Manage financial
performance
» Improve the case
management service
» Scale up accident prevention
» Improve employee
engagement
» Build culture of
responsibility and
accountability
» Develop and operationalise
customer service charter

THE JOURNEY

THE DESTINY

Business Results
by 2024
Mission:
To effectively provide quality
medical treatment, rehabilitation
and compensation for motor vehicle
accident victims, and to collaborate
with stakeholders in the prevention
of road traffic accidents, through
implementing global best practices

Vision:
To be a road accident fund that
provides best care and excellent
service for value

Values:

» Restructured business
operations
» Reduced reliance on fuel
levy
» Transformed Clinic into
stand-alone entity
» Enhanced transformational
capabilities: Change, project
and BPR management
» Improved communication
and alignment
» Improved stakeholder
management

Compassion / Integrity /
Professionalism / Innovation /
Teamwork
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STRATEGIC
FOCUS AREAS

A NEW PATH CHARTERED

DELIVERING VALUE

CUSTOMER EXP

Initiatives
Design integrated
post-crash model
Review Benefits
Structure
Restructure branch
network
Stakeholder and image
management
Customer experience
and accessibility
Establish Ekuphileni
Clinic as a stand-alone
entity

Key Enablers:
Stakeholder support
(Government role, legislation,
additional funding, strategic
partnerships)
Improved collaboration /
partnerships (EPR, REPS,
hospitals, reinsurance
partners)
Data analytics (with partners
and internally)

EFFICIENCY

-

Compensation
Treatment
Rehabilitation
Prevention

Reimburse

Reintegrate

Prevent

A bold new future
IPC-VC

Evacuate

Business Process
Management
Talent Management
Skills Development
Program
» Attractive Talent
Value Proposition
» High performance
organisation

SUSTAINABILITY

External:
» Delivering timeously,
in collaboration with
Stakeholders on:
Superior customer
experience:

Road accident prevention
(Scale up)

Establish Business
Intelligence Data
Capability
Transform from
Reactive to Proactive
Operating Model

Measurement of
Success:

Diversify the MVA
Fund revenue
Resuscitate the
Third Party Insurance
Review MVA Fuel
Levy / MVA Act
Risk management
Financial stability

Rehabilitate

Treat

Measurement of
Success:
Internal:
» Efficient business process
» Financial sustainability
» Beneficial stakeholder
partnerships
» High performance and
accountable organisational
culture
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Inputs

OUR VALUE CREATING BUSINESS MODEL

Our Six Capitals
FC

HC

Financial Capital*
E104m | Fuel levy

Human Capital*
114 | Employees

E339m | Financial

» Board and
organisational culture
» Legal and medical
professionals
» Auditors and actuaries

assets/
investments

E283m | Financial
reserves

IC

Intellectual Capital
» Policies, procedures and
manuals
» Researched best practice
» MVA Act
» Strategy and operational
frameworks
» Investment management
» IT and systems
» Treatment and rehabilitation
programmes

Key
activities

» Investigation and
settlement of claims
» Treatment and
rehabilitation
» Financial reserves
management
» Road safety awareness
and accident prevention
programmes
» CSI
» Stakeholder
management
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In terms of fulfilling our
mandate by implementing
our strategy* through:
» Sustainable valueefficient operations
» Recruitment, selection
and placement
» Retention and talent
management/Human
Capital management
» Internal and external
communications
» Change and project
management
» Sustainability

While mitigating our
critical risks*, in the
areas of:
» Revenue flow
» Organisational
transformation
» Accident and claims
response time
» Regulatory compliance
» Stakeholder
management
» Outdated legislation

*For more on our finance,
see page 40.

*For more on our risk,
see page 46.

*For more on our stakeholders,
see page 84.

*For more on our HR,
see page 76.

*For more on our strategy,
see page 32.

*For more on our Capitals,
see page 14.
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SRC

MC

Social and Relationship
Capital
» Ministry of Finance and
Government
» Road users and clients
» Medical practitioners
» Employees
» Community and public
» Police
» Media
» Union SUFIAW

NC

Manufactured Capital
2 | Buildings

Natural Capital
» Water and energy usage

Equipment
Ekuphileni Clinic

22 | Vehicles

Outputs

» Medical treatment
» Rehabilitation and
compensation
» Loss of earnings and support
compensation
» Funeral benefit

Outcomes
With Trade-offs ...

For our Stakeholders*

Stakeholder*

Capital

Outcome

852 | Cases resolved
546 | Rehabilitations initiated
E118.4 | Paid in benefits
914 | Accidents responded to

Clients

FC

SRC

»
»
»
»

Employees

HC

SRC

» Managing change
» Attracting, retaining and developing talent
» Engaged and motivated employees

Government

FC

SRC

» Motivating for updated legislation

Media

SRC

» Positive engagement
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CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY

FINANCIAL
SUSTAINABILITY

INTEGRATED
POST-CRASH
VALUE

THE THREE PILLARS OF THE 2020–2024 STRATEGY
The Fund has identified 21 projects to deliver its strategic objectives until 2024. All projects under
the sustainability programme were on track, although some projects under efficiency and customer
experience programmes were behind schedule.
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Target
achievement

Actual
progress
achieved

Focus area

Description

Customer Experience
Programme

Delivery of programme within budget and on
time in %

76

61

Operational Efficiency
Programme

Delivery of programme within budget and on
time in %

65

58

Financial Sustainability Delivery of programme within budget and on
Programme
time in %

64

64
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CHIEF FINANCIAL
OFFICER’S
REVIEW
Our Finance Department represents a key component of our Financial,
Intellectual and Human Capitals, enabling our strategy while ensuring
fiscal prudence in our operations.

The past year was adversely impacted by the
COVID-19 pandemic, political unrest and a 2.4%
contraction in the beleaguered Eswatini economy
which relies heavily on the transport sector.
In the face of this deeply challenging
macroeconomic environment, the Fund reported
a 14.3% decrease in levy income to E103.9m
(2020: E121.2m).
It is interesting to note that income derived from
the levy decreased drastically in February, as it
had in FY2019/20, and the Fund is investigating
the cause of these consistently low volumes at
this particular time.

MVA LEVY
In FY2019/20 the Fund applied to the Ministry of
Finance to adjust the MVA levy by 14 cents per
litre. The levy was last set at 35 cents per litre
in the 2011 Amendment Act and we believe that
this amount is no longer a realistic reflection of
the current economic environment.
The claims benefit structure was reviewed
to evaluate funding options with relevant
and updated benefits that meet the needs of
claimants, while taking into consideration
affordability and sustainability imperatives.
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The results of the actuarial assessment
demonstrated the necessity of increasing
income/fuel levy to align with the corresponding
increase in operational cost as a result of the
new model.
At the end of the year under review the decision
to increase the levy remained pending, and
further impacted the financial performance of
the Fund.

RETURN ON INVESTMENTS
The Fund’s return on investments were likewise
negatively affected as the markets responded to
the economic after-effects of the pandemic and
uncertainty about future impacts. Although the
markets later recovered, this early dip impinged
on the Fund’s ability to successfully deliver
on our mandate since income to render our
services declined.
The budget forecast was adjusted to respond
to the effects of the pandemic and to reflect the
14.3% decrease in fuel levy collections recorded
over the 12 months to 31 March 2021. Austerity
measures were implemented to compensate for
the drop in income and included postponement
of planned expenditure/activities, as per the
initial budget, to the next financial period.

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER’S REVIEW

FRAUD

DEPLETION OF RESERVES

The development of a fraud policy was begun
in the previous financial year and the Fund is
currently working on the implementation of
an anonymous fraud reporting platform. The
platform will be rolled out in the third quarter
of the 2022 reporting period following Board
approval. No cases of fraud were reported in the
year under review.

An overall decline in revenue required the Fund
to draw on existing reserves, raising concerns
over our solvency and fear that reserves could
be depleted in the next two years.
Accumulated reserves decreased by 16.3% to
E283m (2019/20: E338m). Mainly due to a 24%
increase in outstanding claims and a slight
increase of 2.5% in assets.
The Fund also recorded a deficit of E151m;
a decrease of 63.8% (2019/2020: E338m) while
benefits and claims increased from E110.6m to
E118.4m – a 7% shift. Fair value gains experienced
pleasing growth to E34.3m (2019/20: -E12.9m).

Martin Simelane
Chief Financial Officer
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DECLINE IN REVENUE

OPERATING EXPENSES

In the previous financial year, the Fund took
a conscious decision to focus on settling our
claims backlog so as to present the Fund’s
true financial position, rather than reporting
surpluses that consisted of money owed to
claimants.

The performance of the Fund is influenced by
macroeconomic conditions and environmental
factors, and by the extent to which we manage
our costs. In the last three years, total operating
costs exceeded revenue by an average of
30%. Manpower costs form the bulk of these
operating costs, at 43% of revenue, and the
Fund’s cost base is unsustainable at this level,
having gradually eroded reserves from E490m
to E283m.

Our commitment to clearing the claims backlog
and implementing the new proactive business
model requires a positive cash flow but, since no
historical data is available at this early stage of
implementation, an accurate actuarial measure
of the medium- to long-term impact of the model
is not possible. If not carefully managed, this
could become a significant risk to the solvency
of the Fund.
In light of the E41.2m (when eliminating the
effects of impairment loss of the head office
building of E55.7M) decrease in the deficit to
E55m (2019/20: E151.9m), the Audit, Finance and
Risk Committees were tasked with establishing
how best to mitigate against the aggresive
payment of claims and reduce the outflow of
cash. It was decided that taking out a loan would
be the best option to manage cash and clear the
claims backlog once and for all.
The May 2021 subsequent event court ruling
which declared unconstitutional a clause in the
Motor Vehicle Act which requires hit-and-run
accident victims to identify the owner or vehicle
involved in the accident to be eligible for damages
represents an additional risk for the Fund. Going
forward, this judgement effectively increases the
level of benefits received by accident victims who
were involved in unidentified vehicles, without
a corresponding increase in the income of the
Fund. We cannot overlook the risk of challenges
to other provisions of the Act which could further
negatively affect the Fund.

That being said, during the year under
review, operating expenses declined by 45%
(normalised 23%) from E195.6m to E107.9m
as some activities were deferred due to
COVID-19. The main driver of operating
expenses, however, is the cost of implementing
our transformation strategy.
Last year’s normalised deficit was E96.3m
translating to 42.8% improvement.
Our COVID-19 response also resulted in
unforeseen expenditure as protocols were
implemented to ensure the safety of our
employees.
Furthermore,
our
network
infrastructure was upgraded to increase
bandwidth and provide sufficient data and
connectivity to facilitate employees working
from home. These expenses were offset
slightly by the decline in travel costs, events,
fuel, conferences, and similar pre-pandemic
business expenditure.
Disruptions in operations delayed the Fund’s
planned
business
intelligence
projects
such as the digitisation of all documents
(see page 62) while some critical projects,
including the development of a case
management system, did not come to fruition.
Implementation of the risk appetite framework
was deferred to the next reporting period.
The situation is exacerbated by the burden of
investigation costs, which are borne by the Fund
not the claimant. Close to 50% of lodged claims
are still received more than six months after the
accident, which requires scrutiny and clarity
before claims can be responsibly processed.
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While the Fund’s mandate was reprioritised in
2011 to focus on treatment and rehabilitation
in line with other countries in the region, the
organisation continued to operate according to
a reactive, rather than the proactive, business
model implied by the amendment. This
misalignment is being addressed in the new
strategy.

Income
» Interest rates fell to a low of 3.75% in March
2020, negatively impacting investment
returns. The rebound in equity markets in
April 2020 did, however, provide some relief.

Expenses
» Operating expenses decreased by 44.8%
(normalised 22.8%) from E195.6m to
E107.9m.
» Net benefits and claims totalled E118.4m –
an indication of improved customer service
levels.

Statement of financial position
» Total assets grew by 2.5% to E693m
(2020: E676.3m), mainly due to 137% increase
in our net cash flows caused by fair value
gains on our equity investments.
» Claims liability grew by 24% from E318m to
E395m.
» Reserves decreased by 16.3% to E283m
(2020: E338m).
» The decrease in fuel levy revenue has had a
corresponding negative impact on cash flow
and solvency, and the Fund’s solvency ratio
has dropped to 169%.

FINANCIAL OUTLOOK
Despite severe challenges, we are confident
that the Fund is resilient. The year under review
marked the first year since the launch of our
Seamless Sincephetelo 2020–2024 strategy
and, despite unprecedented times, results so far
are encouraging. The highly anticipated signing
of the Motor Vehicle Accident Amendment Bill
and the Third Party Motor Vehicle Bill in the
new financial year will be pivotal to the delivery
of our strategy. The funding level is expected
to improve once government approves the
application for an increase in the fuel levy by
35% once government approves the application
for a 14 cents increase in the fuel levy.
Similarly, the establishment of the Clinic
as a stand-alone subsidiary in April 2020 is
projected to boost performance. Although a
cash injection into the Clinic operations will
be needed initially, this shall reduce in the
medium- to long-term as the Clinic becomes
self-sustaining, generates its own income and
absorbs its own costs.
Martin Simelane
Chief Financial Officer
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MATERIAL MATTERS

During the year under review a number of matters were identified as being
material to the ability of the Fund to continue operating sustainably while
fulfilling its mandate, as described in the table below.

Material matter

Capitals affected

Viability of the operating model
Amendment of the Act
Reputational issues
Opening of the Ekuphileni Clinic to the public
High operational costs
Relevance of Fund benefits
PEU circulars or guidelines
Post-COVID-19 socio-economic developments
Change management
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FC

IC

FC

SRC

SRC

Ministry of Finance;
Road users
Road users; Claimants;
Media

SRC

FC

HC

Stakeholders impacted

Ministry of Finance;
Ministry of Health;
Road users

SRC

HC

Ministry of Health;
Communities
Road users; Claimants;
Employees

FC
SRC

Claimants

FC

SRC

FC

SRC

SRC

HC

Ministry of Finance;
Employees
IC

Communities; Road users;
Claimants; Employees
Employees

RISK MANAGEMENT AND INTERNAL AUDIT

RISK MANAGEMENT

OUR TOP 10 RISKS

The
risk
management
portfolio
was
incorporated into the Audit and Finance
Committee during the previous financial year
in recognition of its integral contribution to
the Fund’s Financial and Intellectual Capital.
The Fund manages and classifies risks
according to three categories strategic,
operational/divisional and projects. Risk
registers are reviewed regularly to ensure they
are up to date and for effective management of
emerging risks.

The Fund maintains and manages the Top 10
risks for the Board consideration. Monitoring
and reporting on the 10 evaluated risks that
would prevent the Fund from achieving its
strategic objectives.

Risk management processes to identify and
evaluate risks that have the potential to hinder
delivery of business objectives and performance
are being embedded in the daily operational
activities across the organisation to ensure a
swift and dynamic response to mitigate threats.
The Internal Audit and Risk Management
Function conducted workshops with all
departments within the Fund to review the
operational and strategic risk registers. The
workshops included an evaluation of the
operations to identify emerging risks and raise
awareness of risk management to instil a risk
management culture throughout the Fund.
The plans for the definition of the risk appetite for
the Fund was not executed during the reporting
period. This was mainly due to the restrictions
on gatherings due to COVID-19 regulations.
The exercise was deferred to the 2021/2022
reporting period with the hope for easing of
the COVID-19 regulations in anticipation of
progress in the roll out of vaccinations and
improved strategies for the containment of
the spread.
A number of emerging risks, including civil
unrest, were identified and assessed post-yearend and will be managed during the 2021/2022
reporting period.

In the year under review, the Board approved
the addition of insolvency as a further risk which
has the potential to threaten the sustainability
of the Fund and our ability to create value over
time.
The review and update of the Top 10 risks for
Board monitoring and reporting resulted in
the addition of two new risks to the previous
assessed Top 10 risks, namely, business
continuity and information technology. The
remainder of the Top 10 are from the previous
year’s assessed Top 10 risks with the variation
on the risk rating based on the residual risk
exposure.
Two of the Top 10 risks reported in the previous
year were mitigated and within acceptable level
and as such no longer managed as part of the
Top 10. This indicates progress in our risk
maturity, even though currently at a very
low rate as we work hard to improve the
risk management culture across the Fund’s
operations. Many of these risks are rated
high, with only three being moderate. Some
risks relate to the new operating model to be
introduced as a result of the strategy review,
and the Fund’s new strategic direction.
(For more on strategy, see page 32.)
Two of the Top 10 risks for the Fund are failure
to complete the rehabilitation protocol within
specified time frames and poor levels of
customer satisfaction. The failure to complete
the rehabilitation protocol may be a result
of financial and statutory limits, inadequate
internal systems, inadequate resources
(neurosurgeons, rehabilitation centres) and
delayed payments to service providers.
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These ten risks together with their mitigation measures are described below:

Legend:
Impact

Overall

Severe

Major

Likelihood

High
Medium

Rare

Fairly likely

Likely

Highly likely

Low
RISK: Inability to effectively fund our legal mandate
Rank
1

Strategic Focus Area

FINANCIAL EFFICIENCY AND STABILITY

Cause

Mitigation

1. Revenue leakage due to:
a) Under declarations of fuel volumes
(Intention to defraud the Fund by
fuel retailers).
b) Non-compliance by new entrants.
2. Plan by Government for setting up
an establishment of blend fuel from
ethanol which is meant to reduce fuel
imports by approximately 10%.
3. Technology advancement
(introduction of electrically charged
motor vehicles).
4. Inadequate resources.

1.a) Introduce quarterly meetings with oil companies
to discuss challenges faced and way forward.
b) Make revenue assurance a key performance
area within Finance division.
2. Follow up with oil companies after reconciling
the fuel levy records to ensure that any variance
due are paid.
3. Set up stakeholder engagement plans with
partners (SRA, MNRE, Fuel Importers, ESERA).
4. Set up framework for the enforcement of
compliance with requirements of the MVA
act and evidence of review of reconciliations
including printing and signing off.
5. Engage with the newly established Government
fuel companies to understand their operations
and how we can collaborate with them
(determine effects of our fuel levy portion).
6. Follow up on progress approval of the submitted
amendment Act (by Cabinet).
7. Automation of processes.

Likelihood

Overall

Control effectiveness

SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS
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RISK: Business interruption due to civil unrest
Rank

Strategic Focus Area

BUSINESS CONTINUITY AND STABILITY

2

Cause

Mitigation

1. Civil unrest.
2. Internet service disruption.
3. Travel restrictions.

1. Monitor the political situation on the ground and
conduct business in the safest mode possible.

Likelihood

Overall

Control effectiveness

Impact

SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS

RISK: Inability to effectively implement the strategic plan
Rank

Strategic Focus Area

STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION

3

Cause

Mitigation

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1. Develop a transformation vision.
2. Intensify support from the principal (Ministry of
Finance).
3. Lobby political support and approval.
4. Ensure employee consultation.

Lack of capacity.
Inadequate change management.
Inability to make bold decisions.
Resistance from stakeholders.
Approval delays by principals.
Likelihood

Overall

Control effectiveness

Impact

SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS

RISK: Insolvency
Rank
4

Strategic Focus Area

FINANCIAL EFFICIENCY AND STABILITY

Cause

Mitigation

1.
2.
3.
4.

1. Improve the budget controls and cash flow
forecast.
2. Fast track the cost rationalisation initiatives.
3. Lobby for the fast tracking of the review of the
MVA levy.
4. Monitoring of investment placement to align with
cash flow forecast.

Depleting financial reserves.
Inadequate MVA levy.
Increase in the level of benefits.
Inadequate management and in
operating expenses.
5. Reduction in investment income.
Likelihood

Overall

Control effectiveness

SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS

Impact
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RISK: Poor customer service
Rank
5

Strategic Focus Area

COMPENSATION

Cause

Mitigation

1. Lack of understanding of the SLA
and customer service charter.
2. Inadequate/inefficient claim
management systems and internal
processes.
3. Lack of information/feedback to
claimants.
4. Poor performance management
and systems.
5. Limited monitoring of walk-in queries.
6. Some officers may lack the capacity to
deal with aggrieved clients.
7. Inadequate interpersonal skills.
8. Inadequate socialisation and
compliance of documented SOPs.
9. Lack of awareness on SMVAF values
by staff.
10. Insufficient or delayed information
from back office.
11. Inadequate capturing of status update
in the system (ENAC).
12. Delays in finalising the customer
service charter.
13. Lack of employee engagement.
14. Change fatigue to staff.

1. Process the files based on the severity of injuries
to allow closure of minor injuries files.
2. Define standards which will be used to set
processing timelines of each file.
3. Continuous interdepartmental meetings
to address issues and come up with
recommendations.
4. Finalise and communicate the Customer
Service Charter.
5. Analyse on a monthly basis the comments
captured on the visitor’s log book to determine
the level of customer satisfaction.
6. Ensure that the planned training is implemented.
7. Log all queries and complaints which will be used
by line mangers/supervisors to track weekly
progress on queries and complaints.
8. Use the Performance Management System to
determine the conformance levels of business
processes.
9. Implement the Customer Service Charter.
10. Ensure conformance to standard operating
procedures and the optimal use of the systems.

Likelihood

Overall

Control effectiveness

Impact

UNSATISFACTORY

RISK: Failure to effectively treat and rehabilitate within specific time frames
Rank
6

Strategic Focus Area

TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION

Cause

Mitigation

1. Financial and statutory limits.
2. Inadequate internal systems.
3. Inadequate resources (limited
neurosurgeons, rehabilitation centres,
secondary care facilities within the
country).
4. Delayed payments to service
providers.
5. Non-compliance by some claimants to
case management rehabilitation plan.
6. Lack of cooperation by stakeholders.

1. Monitor the responses from the advert of
expression of interest.
2. Roll out enterprise system to facilitate
management claims.
3. Research on best practice.
4. Document an evaluation template that will inform
how effective our treatment and rehabilitation
programme is.
5. Stakeholder management strategy
implementation.
6. Implement the Treatment and Rehabilitation
Strategy.

Likelihood

Overall

Control effectiveness

SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS
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RISK: Increased road accidents
Rank
7

Strategic Focus Area

ACCIDENT PREVENTION AND PUBLIC EDUCATION

Cause

Mitigation

1. Limited for the adequate
implementation of road safety
strategies.
2. Lack of political will and/or competing
interests.
3. Lack of a National Road Safety
Strategy.
4. Inadequate budget (too many requests
for financial assistance by business
partners).
5. Failure to enforce partners to play
their part.
6. Inadequate buy in by some staff
members.
7. Lack of traffic enforcement.
8. Lack of Road Safety Strategy.

1. Raise awareness on the our Road Safety Strategy.
2. Ensure full participation by key stakeholders
during Road Safety Strategy crafting to ensure
alignment with the plans for the national strategy.
3. Align resources that will be needed during the
strategy drafting.
4. Ensure that the Road Safety Strategy project
timelines are adhered to.
5. Maintain an up-to-date register of all the
items that will be done as part of the strategy
implementation.
6. Develop a reporting template which be used to
track all the interventions that that undertaken as
part of the road prevention strategy.
7. Scale up stakeholder engagement.
8. Develop MOUs with key stakeholders.
9. Engaging key stakeholders.
10. Budget and appointment of consultant
11. Ensure full participation by key stakeholders
during Road Safety Strategy crafting to ensure
alignment with the plans for the national strategy.

Likelihood

Overall

Control effectiveness

Impact

SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS

RISK: Disengaged employees
Rank
8

Strategic Focus Area

HUMAN RESOURCES/PEOPLE MANAGEMENT

Cause

Mitigation

1. Inconsistency in people management
(inadequate leadership and
supervisory skills).
2. Lack of clear framework to consult
and engage employees.
3. Poor communication.

1. Encourage Line Manager to introduce and adhere
to one-on-one feedbacks.
2. Ensure adherence to quarterly review meetings
with staff.

Likelihood

Overall

Control effectiveness

SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS

Impact
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RISK: Ineffective stakeholder management
Rank
9

Strategic Focus Area

STAKEHOLDER MANAGEMENT

Cause

Mitigation

1. Inadequate consultation.
2. Misalignment of framework with
stakeholder aspirations.
3. Lack of support by Board and
principals.
4. Very stringent control environment.
5. Poor implementation of the
stakeholder management.

1. Develop a pay framework benchmarked against
best practise and aligned to affordability.
2. Reinforce training of leadership on stakeholder
management.
3. Aggressive implementation of the stakeholder
management plans and quarterly reviews.

Likelihood

Overall

Control effectiveness

Impact

SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS

RISK: Lack of a comprehensive IT system to support our business needs
Rank
10

Strategic Focus Area

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Cause

Mitigation

1. Poor scoping of processes.
2. Inadequate change management
processes.
3. Inadequate end-user involvement.
4. Inadequate cyber security.

1. Finalise the new business processes.
2. Finalising the project scope and procuring and
deploying the system.
3. Implement an enterprise-wide IT governance
framework.

Likelihood

Overall

Control effectiveness

Impact

SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS

RISK HEAT
MAP

5

Highly likely

3

Likelihood

Likely

4

6

1

Fairly likely

1

Unlikely
= Inherent risk
– colour represents
control effectiveness

1

Rare

= Residual risk
– colour represents
control effectiveness

Insignificant

Minor

Moderate

Major

Severe

Impact

Risk level key
Low
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Medium

Control effectiveness key
High

Satisfactory Minor improvements Significant improvements Unsatisfactory
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INTERNAL AUDIT

Internal audits were conducted for Finance,
Information Technology, Procurement, and
Transport departments in the reporting period
respectively, in accordance with approved
internal audit and risk management plan.
The reports identified a number of control
weaknesses which were reported and
being monitored for implementation of the
recommended improvements.
There is also ongoing monitoring and review and
reporting of the effective implementation of the
recommendations made by external auditors on
the report to management for the external audit.
There were also a number of specific review and
consulting engagements that were requested
by either senior management or the Board
which were completed during the reporting
period. These engagements are executed in
addition to the approved internal audit plan for
the year. There were 11 specific engagements
during the reporting period which were received
and completed within the agreed scope and
timelines.
The internal audit function is engaged in
proactive risk management. It does not assume
the management role and seeks to remain
objective and independent. Specific review and
consulting engagements are also reported to the
Board for their oversight role and assessment

of the appropriateness of the safeguards for the
function to remain independent in accordance
with the requirements of the Internal Audit
Charter.
The Internal Audit Charter and the Internal Audit
and Risk Management Plan were reviewed and
approved by the Board to guide the operations
of the function.
Planned activities for Internal Audit were not
subject to an external quality assurance review
during the year under review, since external
assurance is required once in five years and the
function has only been operational for two years.
We are currently in the process of developing a
quality assurance and improvement programme
which will be implemented in accordance
with the requirements of the International
Professional Practices Framework.
However, suitably qualified service providers
were engaged to conduct a cyber-penetration
test to determine the Fund’s level of IT
vulnerability and mitigation of cyber security
risk. A number of control weaknesses were
identified, and the recommended improvements
are being monitored for implementation. This
assessment was completed in March 2021
ahead of the April 2021 deadline.
To read more on risk see page 46.
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FIT-FORPURPOSE
TECHNOLOGY
A fit-for-purpose and integrated IT system is crucial if the Fund is to achieve
its objectives, and operational efficiency in particular. The Fund’s current
multiple and stand-alone IT platforms are not adequately robust and affect
data reliability. Furthermore, they disrupted operations substantially, severely
hampering the Fund’s service delivery and processes during COVID-19.

The failure of our IT systems to meet the
demands of employees working from home
and connectivity issues resulted in reduced
response times and compromised efficiency.
The Fund’s payment cycle was also affected,
as manual processes resulted in longer
turnaround times. The result was a decline in
customer satisfaction as reflected in the net
promoter score.
The process of procuring an integrated
enterprise-wide technology solution (ERP),
which began in the year under review, is expected
to be in place by 2022. This sophisticated IT
system is capable of handling case management,
claims processing and complaints, as well as to
better manage the risk of cyber-attacks.
For more on risk and operations see pages 46 and 62,
respectively.

Successful business intelligence relies heavily
on the quality of the information received,
and we are confident that the new system will
facilitate rich data mining and lead to proactive
decision-making.
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DUPLICATION OF DATA
COLLECTION POINTS
Information about accidents and accident
victims is collected at various points along
the post-crash value chain. Police collect
information about what occurred, who is at fault,
and who the accident victims are; hospitals
collect information about the accident victims
and the injuries sustained; the Emergency
Preparedness Response unit collects its
own data; while the Fund conducts its own
investigations to determine similar information.
No single source of data exists that can be
enriched as it flows through the post-crash
value chain. Each entity has invested in its own
processes, technology and people to collect
and collate this data, resulting in a duplication
of costs and often leading to discrepancies.
Valuable resources are also wasted due to the
duplication. Once the ERP is in place, data will
be consolidated from relevant stakeholders to
ensure its quality.

FIT-FOR-PURPOSE TECHNOLOGY

DATA-DRIVEN DECISION-MAKING
The Fund is developing a business intelligence
capability to enable data-driven decisionmaking on claims, benefits and the Fund’s
financial position. A data analytics capability
can significantly improve the speed at which
claims are settled by reducing the need for
human intervention to check and finalise each
claim. Data analytics can also help analyse
trends on specific benefits and monitor changes
in behaviour and fraud. Valuable information
could be shared with other agencies for effective
deployment of resources such as road accident
prevention campaigns.
For more information on risk see page 46.
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CREATING
VALUE
THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON OUR OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

As expected, the pandemic disrupted our operations, significantly impacting
our ability to handle cases, pay claims and respond to customer queries
efficiently and effectively. To ensure business continuity while complying with
COVID-19 protocols, teams worked in shifts, with some working from home,
to minimise exposure.

Stakeholder engagement was disrupted by
COVID-19 restrictions, resulting in delays in
process improvement initiatives and, at the
height of the second wave of infection, case
management employees were unable to visit
accident victims undergoing hospital treatment
due to the risk of exposure to the virus.
Customer-facing services, too, were disrupted
as the Fund was forced to close the client
services wings on occasion to safeguard the
health of employees and clients alike.
Despite COVID-19, the performance of the Fund
showed satisfactory progress as the strategic
plan gained traction and implementation of the
new operating model altered the post-crash
value chain. By pivoting the Fund to provide
proactive assistance to accident victims we
are now well-positioned to deliver better
treatment and rehabilitation outcomes all the
way through to recovery and compensation.
Waiting for clients to come and register their
claims, which traditionally occurred about six
to 24 months after an accident, and which led to
an accumulation of backlogged claims, is a thing
of the past.
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OPERATIONAL UPDATE
The key focus of the operations of the Fund
in the year under review was to improve
responsiveness. Customer-centricity needed
to become more than just a buzzword; it
had to become a philosophy that underpins
every aspect of the business. We achieved a
great deal during the year, empowering our
employees to make decisions at the right level
and consequently reducing bureaucracy. We
also aligned our people with the right skills and
capacity to drive the strategy forward.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Business Intelligence (BI) is integral to
every aspect of the Fund and the Unit was
established during the year under review to
develop our capacity to anticipate and ably
respond to opportunities and threats. The Unit
collaborates across the business to monitor
trends that could influence business decisions
and optimise operational efficiencies. The
BI Unit also supports the actuarial valuation
processes of the Fund by ensuring that data
provided to the actuaries is clean and accurate.
A comprehensive BI strategy will be developed
during FY2021/22.

CREATING VALUE

During the year under review the Unit
focused on embedding an efficient business
intelligence capability across the organisation,
partnering with departments to ensure
that processes are aligned, adhered to, and
enable responsiveness. This helped ensure
that data from the various departments could
interface and be cross-checked, eliminating a
considerable risk to the Fund.

Two areas, data analytics practice and
document and records management, both
of which require IT-related support, did not
progress according to plan. The digitising
of documents has gained impetus and it is
projected that all documents will be scanned
by the end of the current FY. The delivery of
an enterprise-wide system will result in the
seamless delivery of a business intelligence
tool. In the year under review the department
was focussed on stakeholder engagement to
improve both internal and external information
sharing and storage.

See more about risks on page 49.

Their crucial project to scan all Fund documents
to ensure that information could be accessed
electronically, that automated processes are
supported, the retrieval of information is faster,
and information is reliable, was significantly
delayed by COVID-19. Poor connectivity meant
that employees working from home could
not access the electronic documents and had
to revert to using physical files once again
to speed up the processing of claims. Poor
connectivity also meant that processes could
not be followed, while less data could be
collected to measure whether the processes
introduced were indeed effective.

KEY BI INDICATORS AGAINST
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
The BI Unit major task was to redefine and
map business processes to align with the
new strategy. The diagram below shows the
organisation’s process construct. The claims
management standard operating procedures
(SOPs) were defined and mapped as planned,
and a 95% completion rate of the BPM plan was
achieved for the year under review.
Job descriptions for the new roles under BI
were developed and approved, and all positions
were filled.

For more on business intelligence see page 62.
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A loss of support and loss of earnings model was
developed to enable the department to assess
claims internally. This has seen a reduction in
the average time taken to settle this category of
claims, from a settlement period of eight months
to an average settlement period of two months as
well as the saving on the resources.
The analytics practice has been introduced as
well as saving on the resources in the different
departments; support was provided to develop
dashboards which has enabled leadership to

Measure of performance
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get clear indications of the different activities
within the Fund and further improved decisionmaking.
The Fund aims to digitise all documents by the
end of the 2022 financial year. This process
got underway during the year under review
but was significantly affected by the COVID-19
pandemic. Additional resources in the form
of industrial scanners have been added to
fast-track progress of this project.

Description 2019/2020
Baseline

Unit

Target

Actual Score

Business Process
Management (BPM)
implemented according
to work plan

Work plan for the financial
year approved and
implemented

%

90.00

95.00

4.00

Data analytics practice
introduced according to
work plan

Work plan for the financial
year approved and
implemented

%

90.00

–

1.00

Documents and records
Work plan for the financial
management practice reform year approved and
according to work plan
implemented

%

90.00

45.00

1.00

Job descriptions for all
departments

Job descriptions developed
and approved

Date 2020/12/30 2020/10/31

5.00

Performance scorecards
for all departments

Performance scorecards
developed and operationalised

Date 2021/03/31

5.00
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CREATING VALUE

Operational performance against key performance indicators, April 2020 to March 2021
Key
performance
area
Customercentricity

Strategic objective
Strategic objective

Target

To improve the
Net Promoter Score

+30

+22

↓

+8

Reduce fatalities and serious injuries
on roads in our prevention
programme:
Malagwane, Mafutseni,
Msahweni – Madlangempisi

Average
of 6

2

↑

4

Reduce days taken to pay emergency
funeral expenses claims

3 days

2.5

↑

0.5 days

75%

47%

↓

(28%)

5 MOUs by
28/02/2021

3

Adhere to treatment and
rehabilitation programme
(severely injured claims)

75%

90%

↑

15%

Reduce ratio of operational costs to
revenue

58%

62%

↓

(4%)

Reduce ratio of expenditure against
budget

100%

83%

↑

17%

Reduce ratio of manpower costs to
revenue

34%

42%

↓

(8%)

31/03/2021

23/04/2021

Conclude payment of hybrid claims
within six months
Efficiency

Sustainability

Objective
performance
Actual assessment Variance

Sign SLA with key stakeholders
(Ministry of Health, EPR, Police,
Ministry of Works)

Establish baseline employee
engagement score
(high performance culture)

Legend
Key
↑

Above target
range

Within target
range

↓

Below target
range

2

(20 days)
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Overall performance of strategy projects
Key
performance
area

Strategic objective
Strategic projects

Customercentricity

Operationalise
option 3: Transform
operational processes
to treatment and
rehabilitation

Sustainability

Develop business case
for option 4:
Converge post-crash
value chain
Legislative reform

Efficiency

Transform Clinic to
subsidiary

Target
Launch new model
by 30/09/2020

01/09/2021

↑

–

Alignment on
hospital feasibility
Phase 1 report
31/03/2021

31/01/2021

↑

2 months

MVA Amendment
Draft Bill
completed
31/03/2021

30/04/2021

↓

–

Third Party Draft
Bill (MTPL)
completed by
31/03/2021

Not yet achieved

↓

–

Cabinet approval
by end of year
31/03/2021

30/10/2020

↑

5 months
ahead of
schedule

CUSTOMER SERVICE
The key strategic goal for Customer Services
in FY2020/21 was to improve the customer
experience and increase customer satisfaction
levels from a baseline of 53% to 65%. A net
promoter score (NPS) survey was conducted
to determine customer perceptions and their
satisfaction with services received. The net
promoter score is calculated by subtracting
the percentage of detractors (claimants with
negative feedback) from the percentage of
promoters (claimants with positive feedback).
At the end of March 2021, the NPS results
returned a score of 20.38%, equating to a 76%
customer satisfaction rating. The information
gleaned was clear – claimants wanted us to:
1. Pay claims faster.
2. Revise benefits in line with the prevailing
socio-economic conditions.
3. Improve responsiveness to stakeholder
queries.
We are confident that our new technology
solution will help us improve further and, while
there is still much to be done, and are pleased
to report that the Fund achieved a great deal
during the year under review.
66

Objective
performance
Actual assessment Variance
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1. The highest number of claims ever was
paid out.
2. New legislation to effect the required
changes to the benefit structure was
drafted.
For more on the claims benefits structure see page 42.

3. Core business process re-engineering was
completed, allowing the Fund to be more
responsive to clients’ requests for service
or assistance. Our goal is to bring customer
satisfaction levels up to +65.
Unfortunately, the acquisition of the ERM
system was deferred, firstly, as COVID-19 travel
restrictions prevented the technicians from
entering the country and, secondly, because of
the Fund’s need for financial prudence in these
uncertain times. Implementation of the ERM
system is now scheduled for implementation in
the 2021/22 reporting period.

CREATING VALUE

CALL CENTRE
The Fund received an average of 1 350 calls.
This number climbed by 131% to 3 114 in the
fourth quarter as a result of follow-up calls
from claimants who receive annual payments
from the Fund at the start of each calendar year.
Call Centre performance was dramatically
impacted in the first quarter (the service level
dropped to 80% against a target of 95%) due to
the partial lockdown. Pleasingly, service levels
remained above 93% in the last three quarters
of the financial year, once lockdown was lifted.
In line with Call Centre standards, the Fund
maintained abandonment rates at 35%, well
above the target of 30%.
Inbound Call Centre statistics

Call Centre case registration
500
400
300
200
100

Num
3 500

%
120

3 000

100

2 500
2 000
1 500

0

2021

Q3

80

Notifications

60

Registered cases

Q4

2022

Q1

40

1 000

20

500
0

The major benefit of receiving accurate
information swiftly has been the early
commencement of resuscitation and prevention
of secondary injuries. The relocation of the
road traffic accident desk has also assisted the
Fund to immediately deploy resources for road
accident investigations and to provide proactive
treatment of road accident victims.

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

0

Received Inbound Calls
Answered Inbound Calls
Operator Inbound Calls
WhatsApp Enquiries
Service Level % rate
Abandoned Percentage
To ensure that the Fund is notified of an accident
as soon as it occurs and can promptly assist
accident victims, we collaborated with the
Emergency Preparedness Response (EPR),
which saw the accident desk move to the SMVAF
Call Centre in March 2021. This was a remarkable
achievement and, as a result, the number of
registered cases grew from 103 to 472.

The number of registered cases exceeds the
number of notifications received since some
accidents were group accidents, such as those
involving a bus or a kombi.

CLAIMS REGISTRATION

During the year under review the Claims
Department intensified public education on
lodging claims early; aimed to trim the claims
process by the Client Services Department
eliminating investigations; and enhanced
relationships with the Royal Eswatini Police
Service (REPS) to release reports timeously.
As a result, the compilation and submission
of Police Reports has improved from the
traditional seven days to two days. The Fund can
now determine claim liability within two days of
a claim being reported for intervention.
This improved turnaround time on the part of
the Police directly enabled the Fund to activate
the proactive claims model.
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The number of registered claims grew from 806
in the previous financial year to 914 during the
year under review, with 52% of these claims
relating to accidents that occurred during
the 2020/21 financial year. This upturn can be
attributed to clients’ increased understanding
of the claims process as well as to the efficiency
of our new operating model in order for the Fund
to respond to accident victims as soon as the
accident occurs. We are now able to collaborate
closely with all the relevant stakeholders from
the time of evacuation to hospital and treatment
plans.

Settled claims per annum
Number of claims
1 000
800
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400
200
0

2016

2017

2018
2019
Financial year

2020

2021

Claims registration
Number of claims

The new operating model aimed to cut the
timeframe for settling claims from 33 months to
six months in the year under review. However,
the claims settlement rate is behind schedule,
at 33 months and, in retrospect, such a steep
jump was perhaps unrealistic.
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The submission of claims was, unfortunately,
hampered by the fact that the Fund was not fully
online, and COVID-19 meant that people were
unable to lodge their claims in person at our
offices.

CLAIMS PERFORMANCE
PROCESSING 2020–2021
Category
Registered
Authorised
Settled
Total outstanding

Q1
June
2020

Q2
Sept
2020

Q3
Q4
Dec March
2020 2021

138

256

272

248

68

253

314

217

2 599

2 513

2 569

2 601

SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS
The Fund has made a concerted effort to deal
with the burden of backlog claims and enhance
customer satisfaction. In spite of the prolonged
lockdown at the start of the financial year, the
Fund managed to settle 917 claims, an 8%
decrease from the previous financial year.
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Concluding the payment of 75% of hybrid
claims (claims registered from 1 April 2020
and accident occurrences on or before
31 August 2020) within the six-month deadline
also proved to be a challenge, and the Fund only
attained 47% of target. We recognise that this
was an ambitious goal considering the work
still required to streamline our processes and
systems. We remain optimistic, however, that
we can achieve this figure in the medium term
and are aggressively pursuing this goal.
Underperformance was also attributed to
factors, such as:
» The time taken to treat and rehabilitate
accident victims, especially those suffering
from severe injuries.
» The lack of local specialists.
» The amount of time it takes to secure a
doctor’s appointment in South Africa.
» Claimants not keeping appointments.
If not addressed, the delay in settling claims
will increase the Fund’s liability and impact our
solvency ratio. The greatest threat we faced
during FY2020/21 though, was the loss of trust
from dissatisfied customers.

CREATING VALUE

A number of corrective measures have been
proposed to boost the Fund’s claims settlement
rate in the year ahead:
» Intensify the settlement of backlog claims.
» Improve implementation of treatment and
rehabilitation plans.
» Intensify collaboration with hospitals and
medical doctors for early intervention.
» Intensify public education on road safety.

The ERP project is core to improving operational
efficiencies and customer services and the Fund
will implement optimal technology to address
the third pillar by 2023.

PAYMENT OF EMERGENCY
FUNERAL EXPENSE CLAIMS

The Fund plans to put the necessary
technologies and processes in place in the
coming years within the FY to ensure minimal
disruption to our operations. The repercussions
of COVID-19 have taught us valuable lessons
about the importance of remaining agile and of
managing business continuity, and to this end
we are exploring technologies such as cloud
computing to ensure reach and continuity.

Delays in paying emergency funeral expenses
may seriously decrease the Fund’s Net Promoter
Score target and derail our ambitions to become
a customer-centric organisation. Consequently,
during the year under review the Fund resolved
that all funeral claims lodged for the purposes
of burial would be treated as emergency funeral
claims and would be paid within two and a half
days to enable families to deal with funeral
logistics and preparations. The Fund exceeded
this target by half a day and is working towards
reducing the timeframe of paying emergency
funeral expense claims even further.
The Fund aims to settle regular funeral claims
within two and a half days and minor injury
claims within six months.

The Fund has made a concerted
effort to deal with the burden of
backlog claims and enhance
customer satisfaction.
FUTURE OUTLOOK

The new operating model and our drive towards
customer-centricity and operational efficiency
brought with them a steep learning curve as we
endeavoured to adopt effective techniques and
find a balance between the three pillars of our
operations – people, process and technology.
In the year under review, we began to reorganise
ourselves as a division and review our processes
to align with the proactive operating model. We
then set about aligning our people so that the
resources and divisional structure supported
the strategy. Finding the optimal balance
between reining in manpower while getting
the right people on board remains our focus,
and we are in the process of improving our
talent management, corporate culture and staff
engagement.
For more on Human Capital see page 76.

CLIMATE CHANGE

The effects of climate change will become an
important risk factor as changing weather
patterns, such as the recent cyclone that disrupted
travel and communication, impact business.

CASE MANAGEMENT

Case management shifted its emphasis to the
proactive treatment and rehabilitation in line
with the new strategic approach of the Fund and,
during the year under review, we embarked on
a partnership with the EPR Call Centre which
saw the Fund becoming involved in the entire
value chain from the time of the accident to the
payment of the claim.
Partnership networks were signed with both
the public and private hospital and this network
will be extended to include specialists and
rehabilitative modalities such as physiotherapy
and speech therapy.
These initiatives underscore the Fund’s
emphasis on becoming more responsive and
agile.
The crux of the post-crash value chain is to
increase treatment outcomes, settle claims
quickly and help accident victims recover and
return to the economy. Historically, accident
victims went for treatment and then claimed
compensation from the Fund. Benchmarking
happened after the reporting period, which
meant that we had no control over the calibre
and appropriateness of treatment received.
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The case management workshop and
conference was hosted by the Fund as per the
bilateral agreements between the sister funds
(MVA Namibia, MVA Botswana, RAF South Africa
and SMVAF),“A Comprehensive Perspective to a
Better Future”. The objectives of the Conference
and workshop were as follows:
1. Creating a space for understanding of current
approaches to treatment and rehabilitation
that will assist the members to improve case
management services.
2. Understanding the stage at which each of the
partners are in the journey of treatment and
rehabilitation.
3. Determining
strategies
for
branding
treatment and rehabilitation.
4. Finding ways to implement successful
treatment and rehabilitation programs.
5. Improving the case management process
and creating a better future for all.
The welfare of claimants requires a holistic
approach and psychosocial support that is
provided through 25 caregivers. They are
provided with training and a support group was
formed where bi-annual group therapy sessions
are held. Cases that required assistive devices
were assessed and provided.

TREATMENT AND
REHABILITATION

All personal injury cases received by the Fund
are first classified according to the extent
of injury – minor, moderate or severe – and
then broken down further according to three
categories – proactive model, hybrid and
backlog project. During the year under review,
546 claims were categorised according to
injury with most claimants sustaining minor or
moderately severe injuries.
Claims severity split

%
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Minor

43

Moderately severe

38

Severe

19
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The majority of these accident victims
are currently undergoing treatment and
rehabilitation, others have been referred for
assessments, surgeries, therapies and reviews
while treatment plans and discharge reports
are developed.

Adherence to the treatment and
rehabilitation programme
In the year under review, the Fund developed a
case officer roadmap of a patient’s treatment
journey to illustrate the doctor’s intervention
and possible charges and ensure the full
rehabilitation of claimants. This roadmap
enables us to advise on funds available and
ensure that limits on the claims are not exceeded
while patients are undergoing treatment and
rehabilitation.
Our goal was to treat and rehabilitate 75% of
all severely injured claims but, regrettably,
treatment and rehabilitation plans were
developed for just 42% of the severely injured
patients.
This shortfall may be attributed to a number of
factors, including:
» The emergence of COVID-19 which saw the
Case Department unable to make hospital
visits, meet with doctors and develop
treatment plans.
» The lack of MOUs with stakeholders.
» Doctors and hospitals not fully appreciating
the Fund’s new model.
» Inadequate follow-ups due to a shortage of
case management staff.
» A shortage of specialists and rehabilitation
services in the country, leading to delayed
interventions and medical complications.
» Case Officers denied access to treatment
plans at the hospitals.
Such delays in the road crash value chain could
increase treatment and rehabilitation costs and
the Fund recognises that timely and intensive
rehabilitation are key to positive rehabilitation
outcomes. Case Officers denied access to
treatment plans at the hospitals. Complications
from not rehabilitating claimants promptly
as per treatment protocols could extend the
length of treatment and increase medical and
rehabilitation costs, as well as the need for
psychosocial support.

CREATING VALUE

BILLS AUDIT

The Ministry of Health is in ongoing
communication with the Case Management
Department about road accident victims admitted
to their hospital facilities, injuries sustained and
possible interventions through treatment plans.
This engagement will reduce delays in treatment
and rehabilitation of claimants.

All medical invoices/claims received in the
period under review were audited by the Bills
Auditor to ensure sustainability of the Fund by
ensuring that these claims are accurately coded
and to eliminate duplicates. Illustrated below
are claims received from September 2020 to
March 2021 unbundling and overcharging.

Finally, we are working with the Emergency
Preparedness Response (EPR) team to ensure
that they reach accident scenes and evacuate
victims to the nearest trauma hospital within
the agreed timeframe. Likewise, we are
working with the Police to provide us with an
extensive accident reconstruction report and
details of victims involved, and the Ministry of
Works and Transport, through their Road Safety
Department, to collaborate with the Fund in
promoting road safety.

Approved and declined claims
%
MAR 2021
FEB
JAN
DEC 2020
NOV
OCT

Formal collaboration with these stakeholders
will go a long way to improving adherence and
rehabilitation.

SEP
0

Plans are in place to introduce case
management plans of care instead of treatment
and rehabilitation plans, which are outside the
Fund’s control; to align health service providers
with the Fund’s new operating model; and to
intensify stakeholder engagement and the
signing of MOUs.
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See more about stakeholder engagement on page 84.

The total number of attendances for MVA and non-MVA clients:
Clinical services
GP Consultations
MRI
CT Scan
X-ray
Ultrasound
Mammo
EEG
Physiotherapy
Orthopaedic
Neurosurgeon
Neurologist
Plastic Surgeon
Psychiatrist
Orthortist
Clinical Psychology
Occupational Therapy
Speech Therapy

1st Quarter

2nd Quarter

3rd Quarter

4th Quarter

Total No. of
Attendees

109
5
23
97
4
–
–
29
13
–
–
–
–
–
15
12
–

318
25
71
30
5
2
6
349
136
49
29
31
16
8
48
30
9

334
120
76
195
26
41
2
469
110
–
–
–
–
2
37
10
6

252
66
121
139
49
19
6
283
91
71
56
–
–
–
6
4
6

1 013
216
291
461
84
62
14
1 130
350
120
85
31
16
10
106
56
21
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The number of attendances for non-MVA clients only:
Clinical services
GP Consultations
MRI
CT Scan
X-ray
Ultrasound
Mammo
EEG
Physiotherapy
Orthopaedic
Neurologist
Neurosurgeon
Orthortist
Clinical Psychologist
Occupational Therapist
Speech Therapist

1st Quarter

2nd Quarter

3rd Quarter

4th Quarter

Total No. of
Attendees

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

20
10
14
20
3
2
4
18
–
–
4
–
–
–
–

24
106
50
14
19
38
2
36
–
–
16
–
–
–
–

92
36
47
52
38
23
1
42
–
17
–
–
–
–
–

136
152
111
86
50
63
7
96
–
17
20
–
–
–
–

The successful establishment of the Ekuphileni
Clinic in April 2020 as a stand-alone clinic able
to service the general public, was a milestone
for the Fund.
The benefits of opening the Clinic to the public
are twofold: the Fund has been able to offset
shortcomings within the local health space
and improved our operating efficiency through
optimised use of the facility.
Historically, the logistics involved in moving
claimants to South Africa for treatment and
investigation were the main cost-drivers for the
Fund, which can now diversify revenue sources,
reduce operating costs and improve the quality
of treatment and rehabilitation. In addition, the
additional revenue from private clients is vital
for the future sustainability of the Clinic.
Revenue of E4.8m was achieved during the
year under review, of which E1.5m represents
revenue from the Fund’s accident victims. This
represents amounts that the Fund could have
paid to the external service providers. This
balance was still unpaid by the Fund to the Clinic
division in line with the MOU between the Fund
and the Clinic. The savings in consultancy fees
were reallocated in the budget to purchase two
vehicles for Case Management and to convert
the existing 27-seater Mercedes Sprinter into an
ambulance.
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The Clinic share structure – 10 million
authorised shares, with 5 million shares issued
to the Fund at E10m at E2 per share – was
approved by the Board. This amount was funded
by the E10m working capital allocated to the
Clinic in FY2020/21. The capital outlay to equip
the Clinic was converted to an investment by the
Fund in the wholly-owned subsidiary.
Chief Operations Officer, Innocent Dlamini,
was appointed interim CEO, and assume
responsibility for establishing new working
systems. Five Clinic directors were appointed
for a three-year term and will report to the
SMVAF Board. Two interim Board directors
were appointed to register the new company
and, once registration is complete, a substantive
Board will be appointed.

Reduction in operating costs
The Fund set a FY2020/21 target to reduce
operating costs as a percentage of revenue by
58%. Unfortunately, actual performance was
80%. Failure to reach target is attributed to
the introduction of the new operating model,
which called for restructuring of the Fund
and aligning employees with the needs of the
Seamless Sincephetelo Strategy 2020–2024.
Furthermore, our current funding level is not
sufficient to cover our operating costs.
For more on the new model see page 34.

CREATING VALUE

The implications of this increase in operating
costs may decrease the Fund’s solvency ratio
and hinder its ability to meet its liabilities in the
medium term. A financial sustainability strategy
was thus formulated in FY2019/20 with the aim
of decentralising departmental budgets through
adopting a zero-based approach to budgeting. A
project team has been established to determine
cost drivers and enforce measures to mitigate
the effects on costs. This will further assist in
resolving the declining solvency ratio.

CLINIC ATTENDANCE

Clinic attendees

Number of Patients
1 600
1 400
1 200
1 000
800
600
400
200

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

0

As at end of March we have, 15 employees:

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

GP

» Staff
- Medical officer (1)
- Nurses (3)
- Radiographer (3)
- Physiotherapy (2)
- Clinical administrator (1)
- Cleaners (3)
- Front desk (1)
- Accountant (1)

Radiology
Physiotherapy
EEG
Specialist Clinics
Once operations were able to resume within
the framework of COVID-19 regulations,
specialist clinics, and South African specialists
in particular, resumed their clinics thereby
reducing the backlog of patients created by the
partial lockdown.
The table below illustrates the statistics for both
MVA and private patients seen at the Clinic for
the month of July to September.

Number of attendances by service type
GP
Q1

Radiology
Q2

Physiotherapy
Q3

EEG
Q4

Specialist Clinics
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PATIENTS TREATED

KEY FOCUS AREAS/
RISK CATEGORIES

Patients
Clinical services

2021

2020

GP consultations
EEG

1 013
14

1 779
21

216
291
461

140
178
460

1 130

1 348

350
120
85
16
21
106

261
88
23
21
24
39

56

24

Radiology
MRI
CT scan
X-Ray
Physiotherapy
Physio total
Specialist clinics
Orthopaedic surgeon
Neurosurgeon
Neurologist
Psychiatrist
Speech therapy
Clinical psychologist
Occupational
therapist

REVENUE FOR SERVICES
Total revenue E4 759 550.
The main contributors to revenue are MRIs and
CT scans (radiology), since they are high value
services.
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» Establishment of the Clinic as a stand-alone
subsidiary of the Fund initially 100% owned
by the Fund with its own independent Board
of Directors.
» Termination from the Fund and reemployment of the Clinic department
employees into the Clinic subsidiary
company.
» Recruitment of additional resources to drive
operational efficiencies.
» Stabilising of operations and improving
customer base.
» The key risk is the increasing competitiveness
of the health sector with the number of
independent health centres coming on
stream at the same time.
» Attraction and retention of key skills.
» Revenue concentration risk.
» Regulations imposed on the industry.

CREATING VALUE
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HUMAN
CAPITAL
During the year under review, the Human Resources Department evolved
and aligned its structure and systems to ensure that the right talent, with the
right skills will be in place to meet the operational demands of the Fund’s
new strategic direction. This process required a careful and considered
balancing act to find the optimal state between containing manpower costs
while ensuring the Fund is suitably resourced.

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
The performance management-based personal
scorecard system, identified as a key enabler
in last year’s report, was rolled out across
the Fund during the year under review. The
scorecard measures the performance of
the employees using three perspectives
i.e.
Collaborative
Targets,
Operational
Targets and Strategic Targets. The aim of the
performance management system is to drive
a high performance culture across the Fund.
Performance reviews have been put in place
and are conducted quarterly. We anticipate that
with the successful introduction of performance
accountability and the concomitant paradigm
shift, performance can now be equitably
managed and quantified.

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
The Fund experienced a reasonable industrial
relations climate in the year under review. The
PEU authorised a 3% cost of living increase for
all employees which was implemented from
April 2020. Although discontent still exists,
especially owing to issues of pay equity and job
grading, Management and the Swaziland Union
of Financial Institutions and Allied Workers
(SUFIAW) agreed to focus on the development of
the new Remuneration Philosophy, Strategy and
Policy which when implemented in the coming
years, will hopefully address the fundamental
challenges experienced by employes with
regards to pay issues.
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The establishment of the Clinic subsidiary
company which is intend to become fully
operational in April 2021, did pose some
industrial relations issues primarily as a result
of the principles to be followed in the termination
of the Clinic Department employees from the
Fund. Regardless of these concerns which were
ventilated at the collective bargaining level, the
Fund issued a Section 40 Notice to the affected
employees and the Union with the intention to
terminate all Clinic Department employees from
the Fund by 31 March 2021. The Fund undertook
to consult the employees and the Union on all
issues that will affect the termination of the
employees and their possible re-employment in
the new Clinic subsidiary company.

REMUNERATION
While there has been good progress in
developing a long-term remuneration strategy
that seeks to link pay to performance and
introduces
performance-based
incentives/
annual bonuses, the skewed pay and non-salary
increase in parastatal institutions, remains an
area of concern and a key HR risk in light of the
Fund’s intention to create a high performance
culture. A provident fund was established in
February 2021 for employees on fixed-term
contracts which replaced the gratuity benefit.
The establishment of this Fund has assisted
the organisation to improve the employee value
proposition for contract employees while also
enhancing their proactive retirement planning.

HUMAN CAPITAL

TALENT MANAGEMENT
As indicated elsewhere in this report, the Board approved implementation of the Talent Management
Strategy whose key objectives are summarised below:
Deliver talent solutions that position the Sincephetelo MVA Fund as an employer of
choice, allowing it to attract, develop, engage and retain the best talent to ensure the
organisation’s success
STATE OF TALENT IN 2019

TOP URGENCY DRIVERS:

STATE OF TALENT IN 2024

» Intent to stay (51%)
» Employee experience
(eNPS: Minus 29)
» Limited talent data
» No succession planning
» Perception of
effectiveness of
Managerial Skills (16%)

1. Limited Talent
Management becoming
a key barrier for strategy
execution
2. Staff engagement a
critical success factor
in improving customer
service
3. The need to build the
capabilities needed
by SMVAF now and in
the future (Innovation,
Technology, Leadership,
Customer-Centricity)

» Part of Top 10 Employers
of Choice
» Employee engagement
(80% plus)
» eNPS +60
» Rich talent data
available with the
touch of a button
» Two “ready now”
successors for all
critical, key, and
scarce roles
» Perception of
effectiveness of
Managerial Skills
(80% plus)

Top seven talent management objectives:
1. Establish Talent Management supporting Processes and
Tools, as well as governance structures to enable the
effective implementation of talent management.
2. Design and deliver a compelling TVP for the Fund to
facilitate the attraction and retention of top talent.
3. Plan and analyse talent to determine the demand and supply
of talent for the achievement of the Fund’s strategy.
4. Establish career management tools and processes to drive
employee engagement and retention.
5. Develop managers to create an optimal employee
experience.
6. Implement Performance Management and Development
process to create a high-performing culture to support staff
engagement and growth.
7. Build bench strength for critical, key, scarce and value add
skills to ensure business continuity.
Top underlying assumptions:

1. The Transformation Programme will be implemented and
require new skill sets and roles.
2. The need for an optimal employee experience will place
pressure on line managers and leaders to improve the way
in which they manage talent.
This strategy was implemented from January 2021 and is a critical enabler in the achievement of the
Seamless Sincephetelo Strategy 2020–2024.
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CHANGE MANAGEMENT
The long-term success of the Fund hinges,
among other things, on more professional
management systems and the need to embed
the envisioned change management initiatives
in the way the Fund operates. With this in mind,
change management champions were appointed
and trained during the year under review. These
“foot soldiers” provide a communication link
between management and employees, in the
support of the strategic and operational changes
that are being implemented. While not seeking
to replace line management accountability for
driving and embedding the necessary change,
the change champions support structure is
intended to make it easy for employees to
fully engage with the ongoing changes and to
encourage higher engagement levels.

SKILLS AUDIT
It goes without saying that achieving the new
strategy will require the right staff in the right
positions. A skills audit conducted during the
year under review identified gaps in several
functional areas. Intensive training and
development programmes targeting improved
operational efficiency, data analytics, case
management and leadership development, are
now underway to bridge these skills gaps and
to deepen the Fund’s talent pipelines. These
interventions will be scaled up in the new
financial year. The skills audit also enabled
HR to identify skills that will be required in
the future, based on the requirements of the
2020–2024 strategy and operating model.
Several key appointments were made during the
year under review to fill up critical vacancies
and these include the recruitment of the Chief
Executive Officer, Human Resources Manager,
Management Accountant and Chief Operations
Officer. All these appointments have enabled
the Fund to gain the much needed traction in the
implementation of the new strategy.
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EMPLOYEE WELLBEING AND
THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON
EMPLOYEES
The Fund continued to offer a wide variety of
benefits as part of its overall employee value
proposition and these include subsidised
medical aid, group life insurance and good
maternity leave benefits. In addition the Fund
continues to be committed to promoting a
healthy and balanced lifestyle for all employees
and has a fully equipped gym facility, as well as a
fully-fledged wellness program covering sports,
recreation and team building programmes.
A comprehensive educational programme was
developed as part of the Fund’s response to
keep staff up to date with COVID-19 regulations
and safety protocols as per WHO guidelines.
The Fund established a fully-fledged response
unit where staff could engage the services of a
wellness office, acquire referral to professional
counselling services, access wellness-related
education together with a free COVID-19 testing
facility offering Rapid and PCR tests (for both
employees and their families). Positive cases
were immediately attended to in order to
enhance the 100% recovery prospects within a
14-day period by all staff. Employees continue
to have access to counselling services by
registered psychologists. Work from home
policies and procedures were swiftly put into
place and have worked effectively to mitigate
the impact of the lockdown and the related
restrictions including employee health. In the
year under review, at least 20 employees tested
positive for COVID–19 and all of them fully
recovered within the normal 14-day period.

HUMAN CAPITAL

HEADCOUNT BY DIVISION
Divisional headcount
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Headcount by gender and age
Division

Males Females

Ekuphileni
CEO’s office
Operations
Finance
Corporate services

25

26–30

31–40

41–50

50+

Total

3
3
21
10
13

12
2
28
11
10

–
–
–
2
–

–
1
10
3
2

13
3
24
9
5

1
–
13
5
10

1
1
2
2
6

15
5
49
21
23

50

63

2

16

54

29

12

113

LOOKING AHEAD
In the new financial year, the Human Resources Department will focus on:
» The implementation of the talent management strategy underpinned by the seven pillars;
» Tendering out and implementing the design of the new performance-based pay system
(covering both fixed and variable pay);
» Ensuring the seamless termination of the Clinic department employees, and where possible,
their re-employment by the Clinic subsidiary company; and
» Positioning the department to fully support the implementation of the Seamless Strategy by being
a credible and proactive business partner.
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SUSTAINABILITY
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

The new operational model relies heavily on partnerships to unlock value
through key stakeholders, including public and private hospitals, independent
specialist services and a host of other stakeholders within the treatment and
rehabilitation space, and stakeholder management falls within the ambit of
Corporate Communications.

Regrettably, efforts to strengthen stakeholder engagement were severely hampered due to COVID-19
and many scheduled initiatives had to be postponed.
See more about stakeholder management under risks on page 46.
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The table below outlines the various stakeholders who impact our ability to create value and illustrates
how we engage with each of them and why they are integral to the business of the Fund:

STAKEHOLDER EXPECTATIONS AND INTERESTS
AND ENGAGEMENT METHOD
Expectation
Employees

Engagement method

» Understanding of strategic direction and
context
» Support in transitioning into business
partners
» Job security
» Impact of change on current work
environment
» Clear expectations of roles
» Competitive remuneration
» Trust

»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Royal Eswatini Police Service
Expecations and interest:
1. Collaboration in accident prevention initiatives
2. Data sharing
3. Capacity building
Ministry of Health
Emergency Preparedness and Response Unit
EPR/EMT treatment and rehabilitation of road
accident survivors
Road crash call centre
Data sharing
Accident evacuation
Capacity building
Accident prevention campaigns
Media
Brand visibility
Information sharing with the public
Accountability
General public
Information sharing
Accountability

Meetings
Reports
Presentations
WhatsApp groups
Intranet and electronic communication
Roadshows
Newsletter
Exco and leadership forums
Open days
Change management campaigns

Meetings
Training college lectures

Business forums
Presentation meetings
Meetings

Information packs, media briefings,
media campaigns

Media
TV
Brochures
External campaigns
Kings Office/Parliament/Cabinet/Portfolio Committee
Oversight
Presentations
Workshops
Union
Employee relations
Meetings
Claimants
Settlement of claims
Brochures
Accountability
Electronic communication – SMS
Service delivery
Private and public clinics and hospitals
Treatment and rehabilitation of claimants
Meetings
Info/data sharing
Medical AID Schemes, Medical and Dental Council, Nursing Council, Law Society, Fund attorneys
Collaboration
Meetings
Current service providers, fuel companies, SRA, Phalala Fund, IT service providers
Emails, presentations, meetings
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ESTABLISHING FORMAL RELATIONSHIPS
In the year under review, the Fund focused on establishing formal relationships with key stakeholders
that impact the Fund to facilitate access to services directly related to settling claims and preventing
road accidents. Some interactions are taking longer than anticipated, and by the end of the financial
year we were only able to sign MOUs with three of the five stakeholders targeted. COVID-19 also stalled
progress since certain government meetings cannot be held virtually. The two outstanding MOUs will
be carried over to the next reporting period.

Road crash value chain
The Ministry of Health communicates continuously with the Case Management Department about
road accident victims admitted in their hospitals; injuries sustained and possible interventions through
treatment plans.
Emergency Preparedness and Response Unit (EPR) reaches an accident scene within the agreed
timeframe and evacuates victims to the nearest trauma hospital.
Police provide the Fund with an extensive accident reconstruction report and victims involved.
The Ministry of Works and Transport through the Road Safety Department promotes timely road
safety in collaboration with the public and the Fund.
The smooth functioning of the road crash value chain illustrated below will limit delays in the treatment
and rehabilitation of claimants and curb costs.
Private
Hospital /
Rehabilitation

SMVAF cost base

Accident occurs

Accident reported
to Police or EPR
» Accident reported to

Police (999) or EPR (977)

» When Police arrive first,

»

they contact responders
(EPR or Fire Services)
to attend to scene
Crash victim taken
to hospital

» Private

Healthcare:
Some victims
use private
healthcare then
come to MVA
for claim

Accident victim
either admitted or
discharged
Hospital/
clinic/
healthcare
centre

» If declared dead,
transported to
mortuary

SMVAF current business model
Fund accepts
or repudiates
claim
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Claim
registered and
investigation
commences
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Crash victim
lodges claim
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Efforts to implement the proactive operating
model got underway in earnest at the
beginning of the 2020/21 financial year. The
Operations Department in collaboration
with Communications began the process of
exploring multi-stakeholder collaboration,
stakeholder mapping and management, and
the Fund formalised agreements with several
key stakeholders who form part of the wider
hospital network.
1.

The Royal Eswatini Police Service,
responsible for general law enforcement,
in particular prevention of road traffic
accidents. They are also responsible for
sharing Police reports which are required
for the origination of a claim. It confirms
occurrence of an accident, victims involved
as well as findings on the cause of the
accident. It also states the erroneous party.

2. Good Shepherd Hospital and Eswatini
Nazarene Health Institutions (ENHI). Case
management officers are now able to work
formally with medical practitioners on
treatment plans and general road accident
patient requirements at these two major
hospitals, located in the Lubombo and
Manzini regions, respectively.
3. Phalala Fund through the Ekuphileni Clinic
(Responsible for the funding and case
management of critical specialist cases for
deserving Swazis).
4. Emergency Preparedness and Response
Unit, a government agency responsible for
emergency medical transportation and
accident evacuation. The agreement paved
the way for the relocation of the national
Traffic Emergency Desk to the SMVAF
Call Centre and the Fund is now able to
access data relating to all traffic accidents
reported through the Call Centre for case
management purposes. In addition, two
ambulances were provided to the Ministry
of Health. The ambulances form part of the
resources that the Fund has committed to
accident evacuation as well as to enhancing
the partnership with EPR.

In the pipeline
1.

A draft MOU that will allow the Fund access
to all national health institutions was
submitted to the Ministry of Health’s national
hospital network. Consultations were still
underway at the end of the financial year,
but the agreement is expected to be signed
by the end of FY2021/22.

2. Consultations with the Ministry of
Labour and Social Security’s Workmen
Compensation Fund and the Mbabane
Government Hospital are at an advanced
stage and agreements are expected to be
signed by the end of FY2021/22.
3. A draft MOU with the Royal Eswatini Police
Service, which records, investigates and
produces accident reports critical to the
origination of a claim, was completed in
September 2021, and awaits a signing
ceremony.

COMMUNICATION
Corporate Communications continued to
play an important role in ensuring ongoing
stakeholder engagement in the year under
review. The department, together with
the Business Continuity Committee, drove
COVID-19-related
communication,
making
sure that all employees were informed about
interventions and strategies that the Fund had in
place to mitigate the spread of the pandemic.
A digital campaign was also launched to
promote the use of the Fund’s digital platforms
for members of the public and claimants who
were unable to visit our premises.
Efforts to improve communication remain
ongoing. The quarterly business review forums
introduced in the previous financial year have
been well received, as have the feedback
sessions with staff to keep them abreast of
the performance of the Fund against strategy
and the monthly meetings with the recognised
union, SUFIAW.
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LOOKING FORWARD
Communication will remain crucial in FY2021/22
as the new Seamless Sincephetelo Strategy
2020–2024 gains purchase. The importance
of ensuring that our employees understand
the plan and their role in its success cannot be
over-emphasised.
The Communication Department will also
concentrate on raising awareness among
external stakeholders of the positive impact
that closer collaboration with hospitals has on
road users and accident victims by reducing
settlement times. Road safety awareness will
also receive attention.
See more about about stakeholder engagement on
page 84.

CORPORATE SOCIAL
INVESTMENT
Community engagement initiatives were
curtailed in the past financial year as a result
of lockdown and the decreased movement
of people. Interventions were thus mainly
geared towards assisting front line workers by
providing personal protective equipment and
sanitisers to beneficiaries such as the Royal
Eswatini Police Service’s traffic department and
the Fund’s head office.
Other CSI interventions were directed towards
beneficiaries that the Fund has supported over
the years and disbursements of E1 677 000
(2020: E1 649 000) were made to deserving
organisations and individuals in the health,
social support and community development
categories in the year under review.

The rest of the CSI disbursements is reflected below:
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Beneficiary

Description

Shiselweni Inkhundla food
hampers

Food hampers were distributed to disadvantaged
elderly people in various constituencies

E208 000

Ministry of Public Works
and Transport

Funds were made available to repair the Eteni-Matsapha
and Elangeni overhead pedestrian bridges – two major
pedestrian bridges along the MR3 highway which had
been closed due to damages. These two critical facilities
are now up and running.

E485 000

Matsanjeni North Soup
Kitchen construction

A donation towards the construction of a neighbourhood
care-point was made to this organisation which
supports economically disadvantaged people with food.

E230 000

Lubovana House
Construction (Siphofaneni)

A donation towards the construction of a house for
Make Nkhambule, an elderly woman who resides at
Lubovane area in Siphofaneni constituency.

SOS Siteki

A donation towards sustaining this community-based
project focused on assisting orphans.

E100 000

National Disaster
Management Agency

Funds were made available for disaster relief, and the
COVID-19 response. The National Disaster Management
Agency (NDMA) is a government agency whose mandate
is to prevent and substantially reduce the impact of
disasters by promoting an integrated and coordinated
system of disaster management focused on decreasing
vulnerability, increasing preparedness and mitigation
capacity.

E300 000

Swaziland Hospice
at Home

A non-profit organisation in Matsapha providing
palliative care and support for people with life-limiting
conditions and their families.

E100 000
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E79 000
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E100 000

Cheshire Homes of
Swaziland

Cheshire Homes offers rehabilitation services such as
physiotherapy, occupational therapy, assistive devices,
education and information on disability and HIV/Aids,
TB and HTS. They are part of the organisations
complementing the mandate of the Fund.

Junior Achievers
Swaziland

A programme that equips Eswatini youth with
much-needed financial literacy, work readiness
and entrepreneurship skills.

E50 000

Hope House Community
Centre

A faith-based hospice facility for the terminally ill,
particularly for people with HIV- and Aids-related
illnesses.

E25 000

MEDIA

Asset allocation

Media campaigns were run throughout the
financial year to help promote the Seamless
Sincephetelo Strategy 2020–2024 and the
expected changes envisioned in the new
operating model. Our intention was to generate
awareness of the Call Centre that the Fund now
operates in collaboration with the Emergency
Preparedness and Response Unit (EPR). We
also continued to educate people about road
safety through the media.

The Fund’s asset allocation remained heavily
tilted towards cash holdings, well above our
proposed asset allocation. With the ongoing
strategic exercise to close pre-2011 claims,
investment projects, and the fluidity of the
COVID-19 pandemic having excess liquidity
placed the Fund in the unique position to take
advantage of strategic opportunities as they
arose, while maintaining enough liquidity to deal
with the sudden shocks and disruptions caused
by the pandemic. However, greater effort needs
to be exerted to lower cash holdings to achieve
acceptable risk return objectives in line with the
growth of liabilities and undertakings.

OUR INVESTMENTS
The Fund acquired Crisovik Guest House land
and buildings for E8.5m in the period under
review. The acquisition is an addition to the
Fund’s real estate portfolio, and serves a
strategic purpose for future expansions of the
SMVAF precinct.
The investment portfolio faced significant
drawdowns under the year under review as
the Fund had to rely on investment assets to
augment the Fund’s dwindling revenue stream
to fund operational expenditure in the advent
of COVID-19 in the early months of the financial
year. This was also accompanied by the Fund’s
drive to accelerate efforts to narrow the existing
backlog of claims.
Despite significant drawdowns on reserves, the
Fund was able to recoup disinvestments in cash
equivalents countered by a solid performance
in the Fund’s financial assets, most notably the
Fund’s equity and bond portfolio. In the year
under review investments assets were valued at
E443.9m up by 2.26% compared to the previous
financial period at E434.1m.

Asset allocation

Equity
Holdings
Cash
Holdings
Bond
Holdings
Real
Estate
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

Target allocation
Actual allocation
Target/actual asset allocation as per IPS draft 31 March 2021

0.5
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Cash holdings
Cash and money market instruments held with banks and money managers continued to provide
meaningful returns despite yields on money markets being lower. This was due to the Central Bank of
Eswatini and the South African Reserve Bank taking an aggressive monetary policy position to combat
the economic shut down and restore confidence in the wake of COVID-19.
The Fund’s cash portfolio had significant exposure to local bank deposits, which have proven
worthwhile in delivering steady fixed returns well above what money markets are yielding on the
short end of the yield curve. This was partly due to attempts by banks to shore up cash in the wake of
potential credit losses.
The Fund will, however, be subject to considerable re-investment risks in the future, as much as
E100m of the Fund’s fixed deposits held in banks are maturing between May and June 2021.
FNB special call
Standard Bank call
African Alliance
Nedbank Fixed Deposit
Nedbank call
Swazibank/Eswatini Bank
Swaziland Building Society Fixed
Old Mutual
Treasury Bills
Total cash holdings

31 March 2021

31 March 2020

16 740.22
247 095
16 306 874.89
27 126 904.11
32 336 515.35
36 954 366.61
46 587 036.93
47 608 722.78

16 073.47
37 169 890.18
1 072 072.61
18 792 487.90
–
54 070 532.59
44 583 026.83
45 869 453.08
50 948 972.60

205 592 378.49

252 522 509.26

Fixed income portfolio
The fixed income portfolio continued to anchor the Fund’s investment portfolio in providing steady
and predictable cash flows, despite the low interest environment. The weighted average yield on bond
holdings stood at 9.075%. This is a weighted average yield to maturity and is subject to considerable
reinvestment risk, given that yields have significantly come down on both the short and long end of the
yield curve.
Bond

Principal (excludes
accrued interest)

Coupon yield
%

Maturity

SG 026

10 000 000

5.75% (prime –
less 50BPS)

31 August 2023

SG 027

50 000 000

10.75

31 October 2026

SG 029

20 000 000

10.5

28 February 2022

20 000 000

10.25

30 June 2021

SG 030
Total

100 000 000

Eswatini’s economy continues to face negative pressure with government’s deteriorating fiscal
position. Pandemic-induced lockdowns triggered an economic recession in 2020 as economic output
contracted by 2.4% compared to growth of 2.2% in 2019. Economic forecasts predict a rebound in 2021,
with economic output expected to recover from a low base and increase by 2.7%. Risks to economic
recovery remain firmly entrenched in the short- to medium-term as dwindling Southern African
Customs Union (SACU) receipts further entrench government’s fiscal position and pose a risk to
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economic growth. Medium-term growth is expected to be feeble, weighed down by accelerated fiscal
consolidation and a decline in projected SACU receipts. As a result, the debt capital markets will come
under pressure with an aggressive programme.

Equity holdings
The equity portfolio delivered a solid performance producing gains of 38.336%, from E97 008 000.82
to E134 197 346.4. This was largely driven by positive investor sentiment towards mass vaccine
inoculation and the huge amount of cheap money in the market following the unprecedented fiscal and
monetary stimulus.
Market value
March 2021

Market value
March 2020

Year-on-year
returns

Sanlam
Stanlib
Old Mutual 15% equity position

58 524 921.88
65 052 424.47
10 620 000

40 793 302.30
48 514 698.62
7 700 000

43.467
34.088
37.922

Total equity

134 197 346.4

97 008 000.82

38.336

South Africa’s economy is expected to grow
3.8% in 2021 and 2.4% in 2022. Like the rest of
the world, South Africa’s economic recovery will
be determined by the speed at which vaccines
are rolled out. Despite the roll-out of a vaccine
programme, medical experts believe that the
pace of vaccinations will not enable South Africa
to avoid a third wave. The severity of this midyear wave, and the accompanying strictness of
associated lockdowns, will directly determine
the nature and speed of economic recovery.
Headline consumer price inflation is forecast to
increase to 4.3% in 2021, from 4% in 2020, and
rise to 4.4% in 2022. Oil prices have been revised
up, resulting in higher petrol price inflation, at
12.7% for 2021, compared to 4.4% in January.
Electricity prices are significantly higher at
9.7% for 2021 up from 8.1% in 2020. Overall
risks to the inflation outlook appear balanced
and closer to the South African Reserve Bank’s
long-term outlook of 4.5%. A stronger Rand in
recent months and generally low pass-through
is expected to continue to moderate inflationary
pressure going into the second quarter. However,
the implied rate path of the Quarterly Projection
Model indicates an increase of 25 basis points in
each of the second and fourth quarters of 2021.

LOOKING AHEAD
The Fund’s portfolio remained intact during
the year under review, supported by a solid
performance in our equity portfolio. Cash and
bond holdings continued to serve as an anchor
by providing steady and predictable cash flows,
which went a long way in providing the Fund
with alternative sources of income. However,
given the fluidity and uncertainty brought about
by COVID-19, the Fund needs to rethink our
investment portfolio going forward to withstand
external shocks and repricing of financial
assets, given the speed with which the tide
could turn. This is especially true in the case of
equity markets which, despite recent buoyancy,
could present significant downside risks in the
near- to medium-term owing to the growing
dislocation with the real economy.
With this in mind, the Fund began to review
the current asset allocation in the year under
review, with the intention of re-adjusting
asset allocations to align with capital market
expectations, address current funding levels
and the Fund’s unique financial situation.
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OUR
LEADERSHIP
Board members
Nomvuyo Dludlu (47)
Board member

Ncobile Dlamini-Mngomezulu (43)
Board member

Thabile J Nkosi (45)
Board member

C

C

C

Gender diversity

40% FEMALE (3)
Age

94

Tenure

30–40

1

0–3 years

6

41–50

5

3+ years

2

51–60

2
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Zithulele Gina (46)
Chairman

GOVERNANCE

Our governance forms
a central pillar of our
Financial, Intellectual
and Human Capitals.
Board committee membership
Audit, Finance and Risk Committee (AFR Com)
Human Resources, Ethics and Social Committee (HRES Com)
Investment and Projects Committee (IP Com)
David Mfanimpela Myeni (53)
Chief Executive Officer

Xolani Mphikeleli Ngwenya (40)
Board member

Sifiso Nxumalo (46)
Board member

60% MALE (5)
Expertise
Business management

3

Strategy

2

Finance

2

Information Technology

1

Human resources

2

Transport

1

Bongani E Zwane (54)
Board member
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Board members
ZITHULELE GINA (45)
Chairman I Appointed 1 March 2019
Qualifications
BA Law (UNESWA); LLB (UNESWA); MSc Leadership and Change
(Leeds Beckett University)
Mr Gina has held senior management positions at the Central Bank
of Eswatini (Head Strategy and Communication); Swaziland National
Provident (Head of Corporate Services); Coca Cola Swaziland
(HR Generalist); he is currently GM for Human Resources at Central
Bank; Swaziland Railway (HR Administrator) and the Council of
Swaziland Churches (Legal Aid Officer). He has also served as Board
Chairman at Swaziland Railway,. and is a Board member at Swazi
Plaza Properties.

NOMVUYO DLUDLU (46)
Board member I Appointed March 2017,
re-appointed in March 2019
Qualifications
Advanced Certificate in French (University of Swaziland); BA Social Science
(University of Swaziland); Postgraduate Diploma in Business Management
(University of Natal); MBA (University of Natal); Certificate in Project
Appraisal and Risk (Queen’s University, Canada); Certificate in Senior
Management Development Programming (University of Stellenbosch)
Mrs Dludlu was appointed Manager’s Secretary at Standard Bank
Swaziland prior to appointments at the Ministry of Finance where
her last role was as Senior Finance Officer. She currently serves as
Head of Corporate Planning at Eswatini Railway as well as part-time
tutor and MBA dissertation supervisor at the Management College
of Southern Africa (MANCOSA). In addition to her duties at SMVA,
she also holds memberships on the boards of Eswatini Post and
Telecommunications and CIT College.

NCOBILE DLAMINI-MNGOMEZULU (42)
Board member I Appointed 1 March 2019
Qualifications
BCom (Accounting) (UNESWA); PGCE (UNESWA); MBA (UNESWA)
Ms Dlamini-Mngomezulu served as Accounts Officer (Ministry of
Education), Assistant Accountant (Treasury Department) prior to her
current position as Senior Finance Officer (Ministry of Finance).
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XOLANI MPHIKELELI NGWENYA (39)
Board member I Appointed 1 March 2019
Qualifications
O Level Certificate
Mr Ngwenya has been a public transport business operator for 17 years
and serves as Treasurer of the Eswatini Local Kombi Association –
Mbabane Branch.

THABILE J NKOSI (44)
Board member I Appointed March 2017,
re-appointed 1 March 2019
Qualifications
BA Economics and Statistics (UNESWA); Postgraduate certificate in Petroleum
Economics and Policy (University of the Witwatersrand);
MBA (ESAMI, Tanzania)
Mrs Nkosi served as Energy Officer, Principal Energy Officer, Senior
Energy Officer, and Principal Energy Officer at (Ministry of Natural
Resources and Energy), prior to being appointed Director Energy at the
Ministry of Natural Resources and Energy.

SIFISO NXUMALO (45)
Board member I Appointed 1 March 2019
Qualifications
MSc Financial Analysis and Fund Management (Exeter University, UK)
After working in the roles of dealer at FNB Eswatini and Treasury and
Financial Services Manager at Eswatini Post, Mr Nxumalo served as CEO
at African Alliance Asset Management, Mvunonala Asset Management
(RSA) and SANLAM Investment Management Eswatini.

BONGANI E ZWANE (53)
Board member I Appointed 1 March 2019
Qualifications
BA Social Science (Statistics and Accounting) (UNESWA); Certificate –
Management Development Programme (Stellenbosch University)
Mr Zwane worked at Barclays Bank and the Ministry of Finance prior to
his current role as Managing Director at Engen Eswatini. He also serves
as Oil Industry Secretary.
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Executive Committee

David Mfanimpela Myeni
Chief Executive Officer

Qualifications

Qualifications

BA (Social Science) Economics and Statistics (UNESWA);
MSc Agriculture Economics (University of Reading, UK);
Diploma in Business Management (Damelin); Graduate
Certificate in Human Resources Management
(University of Pretoria); MPhil Development Finance
(University of Stellenbosch)

BA Social Science (UNESWA); BA (Hons) Human Resources
Management (University of KwaZulu-Natal); MCom in Leadership
Studies (University of KwaZulu-Natal); Diploma in Human
Resources Management (Damelin)

Prior to his appointment as CEO at SMVAF, Mr Myeni
worked as an Economist (Ministry of Economic
Planning and Development), Mushroom Project
Manager (UNDP Swaziland), Business Development
Advisor IDEAA Project (WK Kellogg Foundation
Africa Programme), SAFANS Program Coordinator
(World Vision Swaziland); Restructuring and
Diversification Management Unit (GFA Consulting
Group), Programme Director (Micro Finance Unit)
and Chief Executive Officer (Centre for Financial
Inclusion). He also serves as a member of the
Immigration Advisory Committee at the Ministry
of Home Affairs and as a member of the Board of
Directors of Junior Achievement Eswatini.
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Bonginkosi Max Mkhonta
Corporate Executive
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Prior to his present role as Corporate Executive at SMVAF,
Mr Mkhonta worked as Personnel Officer and Senior
Personnel Officer (Usutu Pulp Company), Assistant
Personnel Manager and Personnel Manager (Natex
Swaziland Ltd), GM Human Resources, Project Manager
Transformation, Senior Manager HR (Eswatini Posts and
Telecommunications Corporation), Managing Consultant
(Cilo Consulting), HR Manager (Sappi Usutu (Pty) Ltd),
HR Manager (Sappi Manufacturing (Pty) Ltd, Stanger, RSA),
GM Corporate Services (Eswatini Electricity Company),
Group HR Manager (Royal Eswatini Sugar Corporation).
He also serves as Independent Non-Executive Director
in a number of companies in Eswatini.
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Martin Simelane
Chief Financial Officer

Innocent Dlamini
Chief Operating Officer

Senzo P Masuku
Legal Advisor/Board Secretary

Qualifications

Qualifications

Qualifications

Diploma in Accounting and Business
Studies (DABS) (UNESWA); BCom
(UNESWA); MBA (MANCOSA)

BSc in Electronic Engineering
(UNESWA), a Master’s in Business
Leadership (UNISA), Master’s in
Information Technology (University
of Pretoria) and numerous other
short-term qualifications including
an MDP and Risk Management from
University of Stellenbosch

BA Law, LLB (UNISWA); MDP
(University of Stellenbosch);
Foundations of Medico-Legal
Practice (University of Cape Town)

Mr Simelane held positions at
Swaziland Building Society,
Unitrans Swaziland (Pty) Ltd.
Swaziland Royal Insurance
Corporation, prior to his current
position as Chief Financial Officer
at SMVAF. He also serves as a
Board Member at Inala Capital,
Diabetes Eswatini (where is also
National Treasurer) and Piggs
Peak Hotel and Casino, where he is
Finance Committee Chairman.

He is a member of the Golden
Key Society and Institute of Risk
Management South Africa.
He has worked for many prominent
organisations at managerial
level such as the Central Bank of
Eswatini, ESWADE and Eswatini
National Provident Fund (ENPF).
Prior to joining the Fund, Innocent
was consulting for the World Bank
in the e-Government Procurement
implementation project. He is a
Member of the IoD.

Mr Masuku has worked as Clerical
Officer (Ministry of Justice),
Teacher of English Language
and Literature (Phumelele
High School), and in various
management positions at SMVAF,
including Claims Officer and
Senior Claims Officer, prior to
his appointment as Legal Advisor.
He also is also an admitted
Advocate of the High Court of
Swaziland.
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REGULATION

OUR GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK

The Fund is regulated by the Public Enterprises
Unit (PEU). This unit monitors all Eswatini public
enterprises and operates within the Ministry of
Finance. The PEU requires quarterly reports
from the Fund, and it issues guidelines to it
as part of its control mechanisms for Fund
investments, expansions and strategy. No major
Fund decision is taken or implemented without
consultation with the PEU.

Established by statute and as a state-owned
enterprise, the Fund primarily relies on the
following legislation for governance:
» Motor Vehicle Accidents Act 13/1991 and
Motor Vehicle Accidents (Amendment) Act
of 2011
» Public Enterprises (Control and Monitoring)
Act 8/1989
» Circulars issued by the Director of Public
Enterprises in terms of the Act 8/1989

As there is currently no regulatory solvency
capital requirement for the MVA in the country,
the solvency requirement is estimated in
accordance with the previous South African
regulations as a useful benchmark as published
in Board Notice 169 of 2011 (BN169), which is
considered appropriate for the Fund.

In addition, the principles of King IV and policies
approved by the Board apply as and when
necessary.

EXECUTIVE-LEVEL GOVERNANCE
CHANGES
During the year under review, two recruitments
were undertaken:
» The CEO started work on 1 April 2020
» The COO started work on 1 September 2020

BOARD MEETINGS FOR 2020/2021 – SCHEDULE AND ATTENDANCE
Date
19 April 2020
1 April 2020
28 May 2020
30 July 2020
27 August 2020
28 October 2020
30 November 2020
23 December 2020
28 January 2021
18 March 2021
25 March 2021
29 April 2021

Meeting month
January
February

Attendance/Apologies
Apology: Mr Z Gina
Apologies: Mr Ngwenya, Mr Zwane and Mrs Dludlu
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance

HRES Committee

IP Committee

AFR Committee

Board

12 January 2021

14 January 2021

19 January 2021
21 January 2021

28 January 2021

25 February 2021 24 February 2021 26 February 2021

March
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18 March 2021
25 March 2021

GOVERNANCE

BOARD SUB-COMMITTEES
Audit, Finance and Risk Committee (AFR Com)
The committee met 14 times in FY2021
» Mrs Thabile Nkosi (Chairman)
» Mr Bongani Zwane
» Mr Sifiso Nxumalo
Responsibilities
AFR Com provides
oversight of:
» Fund assurance
functions and
services (including
external audit,
internal audit
and finance)
» Integrity of
annual financial
statements
» Risk management
» Effectiveness of
the CFO and the
finance function;
effectiveness of
internal financial
controls including
approval of annual
operational and
capital budgets
» Compilation and
submission of
statutory reports
to the PEU
» All IT, Finance
and Procurement
Policies

Key focus areas for FY2021

Achievements against key performance areas

» The review and approval

» The committee reviewed and approved all

»
»

»
»
»
»

of the internal audit report
to management from the
approved internal audit and
risk management plan
Quarterly monitoring of
the implementation of the
Top 10 risks
Effective closure of all issues
in the 2019 and 2020 report
to management from both
internal and external audits
report to management
Approval of the Internal Audit
Charter
Approval and Implementation
of the Annual Internal Audit
and Risk Management Plan
Approval of the 2020/2021
Operational and Capital Budget
by March 2020
Ensuring that the 2019/2020
annual financial statements
are prepared and ready for
submission to the shareholder
within the statutory deadlines

»

»

»
»
»
»
»
»
»

three internal audit reports issued during the
reporting period in accordance with the approved
Internal Audit and Risk Management Plan
The committee monitored the implementation
of the approved Internal Audit and Risk
Management Plan which was 95% complete by
March 2021
The committee closely monitored the
implementation of the actions for the mitigation
of the Top 10 strategic risks throughout the
reporting period
By March 2021, an average of 74% of all issues
raised from both the internal and external audit
reports to management had been closed out
The Internal Audit Charter was developed and
approved by the Board on 23 July 2020
The Annual Internal Audit and Risk Management
Plan was approved on 23 July 2020
The Enterprise-wide Risk Register was approved
by the Board in May 2020
The 2020/2021 Operational and Capital Budget
was approved by the Board in March 2020
Amid the COVID-19 lockdown the submission of
the 2019/2020 financial statements was delayed
by exactly one month
New IT, Finance and Procurement Policies were
approved by the Board in February 2020
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AFR COM meeting attendance – FY2021
Date
15 May 2020
23 July 2020
18 August 2020
20 August 2020
20 October 2020
13 November 2020
21 December 2020
19 January 2021
21 January 2021
26 February 2021
20 April 2021
22 April 2021
5 August 2021
17 August 2021

Attendance/Apologies
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance

Board sub-committees and composition are as follows:
Composition of HRES COM

» Mrs Thabile Nkosi (Chairman)
» Mr Bongani Zwane (Member)
» Mr Sifiso Nxumalo (Member)
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Human Resources, Ethics and Social Committee (HRES Com)
The committee met nine times in FY2021
» Mrs Nomvuyo Dludlu – Chairman
» Mr Zithulele Gina
» Mr Xolani Ngwenya
Responsibilities

Key focus areas for FY2021

Achievements against key performance areas

HRES Com provides
oversight of:
» All human resource
issues and policies
» Remuneration for
the executive and
employees
» Recruitment of
members of the
executive
» Review of the Fund’s
Strategic Plan
» Development of a
high-performance
organisational
culture, and review
of the Executive
Management
performance
agreements
» Organisational
ethics, responsible
corporate citizenship
and stakeholder
management

» Consideration and
approval of annual
performance scorecards
for the CEO and Exco
» Performance
assessments and review
of the CEO and Exco
» Consideration of the
2019 Ingwenyama
Cup Tournament
Performance Report
» Consideration of the
updated organisation
structure for the Fund in
support of the new
strategic plan
» Manpower cost
increases for employees
» Consideration of the
Talent Management
Strategy and Policy
» Consideration of the
quarterly HR Report
» Consideration of the
new Remuneration
Philosophy, Strategy and
Policy
» Consideration of the
Employee Relations
Strategic Framework
» Contract renewal
requests for members
of Exco
» HR Policy approvals
» Consideration of the
reform of the retirement
fund benefit for contract
staff
» Implications of the
establishment of the
Clinic Subsidiary on
the Fund

» Performance assessments of the FY2020
for the CEO and Exco
» Approval of the FY2021 performance
scorecards for the CEO and Exco
» Approval of the 2019 Ingwenyama Cup
Tournament Performance Report
» Approval of the following for the Board’s
subsequent ratification:
- Updated organisation structure for
the Fund in support of the Seamless
Strategic Plan
- FY2021 cost of living increases of 3% to
all employees
- Talent Management Policy
- Employee Exit Policy and Procedure
- Remuneration Philosophy, Strategy and
Policy
- Employee Relations Framework
- Contract renewal of the CFO (effective
April 2021 to March 2024)
- Sibaya Provident Fund for all contract
staff (replacing the contract gratuity
benefit)
- Redundancy strategy and packages
for the Clinic department employees
in support of the establishment of the
Clinic subsidiary company
- Quarterly HR Reports for periods ending
June 2020, September 2020, December
2020, March 2021
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HRES Com meeting attendance – FY2021
Date

Attendance/Apologies

6 April 2020
18 May 2020
16 July 2020
19 August 2020
23 September 2020
13 October 2020
12 January 2021
25 February 2021
21 May 2021

Apology: Mr Ngwenya
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Apology: Mr Ngwenya
Full attendance
Full attendance

Board sub-committees and composition are as follows:
Composition of HRES Com

» Mrs Nomvuyo Dludlu (Chairman)
» Mr Zithulele Gina (Member)
» Mr Xolani Ngwenya (Member)

Investment and Projects Committee (IP Com)
The committee met eight times in FY2021
» Mrs Ncobile Mngomezulu – Chairman
» Mr Sifiso Nxumalo
» Mrs Nomvuyo Dludlu
Responsibilities

Key focus areas for FY2021

»
The IP Com provides
oversights of:
» Investment
Policy Strategy
implementation
»
» Performance of the
»
investment assets
» Performance of
Investment Managers
» Monitoring
investment portfolios
on returns and
compliance
» Advising the Board on
investment decisions
» Project evaluation
and approval
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Consideration of
investments and
projects request from
management
Diversify portfolio
Rebalance portfolio
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Achievements against key performance areas

» Conversion of Clinic to a complete
subsidiary of the SMVAF

» Adoption of new operating model
» Pre-feasibility study of Ekhuphileni Clinic
expansion

» Approval of Motor Third Party Liability
business case

GOVERNANCE

IP Com meeting attendance – FY2021
Date
22 May 2020
21 July 2020
28 July 2020
12 August 2020
15 October 2020
14 January 2021
24 February 2021
22 April 2021

Attendance/Apologies
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance
Full attendance

Board sub-committees and composition are as follows:
Composition of HRES Com and IP Com

» Mrs Ncobile Mngomezulu (Chairman)
» Mr Sifiso Nxumalo (Member)
» Mrs Nomvuyo Dludlu (Member)
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DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITY
STATEMENT
for the year ended 31 March 2021

DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT
The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements
of the Sincephetelo MVA Fund comprising the statement of financial position at 31 March 2021, the
statements of comprehensive income, changes in reserves and cash flows for the year then ended,
and the notes to the financial statements, which include a summary of significant accounting policies
and other explanatory notes, in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards, and in
the manner required by the Motor Vehicle Accidents Act of 1991.
The directors are also responsible for such internal control as the directors determine is necessary
to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether
due to fraud or error and for maintaining adequate accounting records and an effective system of risk
management as well as the preparation of the supplementary schedules included in these financial
statements.
The directors have made an assessment of the ability of the Sincephetelo MVA Fund to continue as a
going concern and have no reason to believe that the business will not be a going concern in the year
ahead.
The auditor is responsible for reporting on whether the financial statements are fairly presented in
accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework.

APPROVAL OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The financial statements of the Sincephetelo MVA Fund as set out, were approved by the Board of
Directors on 30 August 2021 and are signed on its behalf by:

Chairman

Board member

Chief Executive Officer
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S
REPORT
To the Members of Sincephetelo MVA Fund

OUR OPINION
In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of
Sincephetelo MVA Fund (the Fund) as at 31 March 2021, and its financial performance and cash flows
for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards.

What we have audited
Sincephetelo MVA Fund’s financial statements set out on pages 106 to 163 comprise:
» the statement of financial position as at 31 March 2021;
» the statement of comprehensive income for the year then ended;
» the statement of changes in equity for the year then ended;
» the statement of cash flows for the year then ended; and
» the notes to the financial statements, which include a summary of significant accounting policies.

BASIS FOR OPINION
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs).
Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s responsibilities for
the audit of the financial statements section of our report.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for
our opinion.

Independence
We are independent of the Fund in accordance with the International Code of Ethics for
Professional Accountants (including International Independence Standards) (IESBA Code) issued
by the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants and other independence requirements
applicable to performing audits of financial statements in Eswatini. We have fulfilled our other ethical
responsibilities in accordance with the IESBA Code and other ethical requirements applicable to
performing audits of financial statements in Eswatini.

OTHER INFORMATION
The directors are responsible for the other information. The other information obtained at the date
of this auditor’s report comprises the information included in the document titled “Sincephetelo MVA
Fund Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2021”. The other information does not include
the financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon.
Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express an
audit opinion or any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
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Continued

In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other
information identified above and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially
inconsistent with the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise
appears to be materially misstated.
If, based on the work we have performed on the other information that we obtained prior to the date
of this auditor’s report, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information,
we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE DIRECTORS FOR THE FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements
in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards, and for such internal control as the
directors determine is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, the directors are responsible for assessing the Fund’s ability to
continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the
going concern basis of accounting unless the directors either intend to liquidate the Fund or to cease
operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.

AUDITOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE AUDIT OF THE FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report
that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee
that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs will always detect a material misstatement when it
exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in
the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken
on the basis of these financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgement and maintain
professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also:
» Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due
to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain
audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not
detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error,
as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override
of internal control.
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» Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the Fund’s internal control.
» Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by the directors.
» Conclude on the appropriateness of the directors’ use of the going concern basis of accounting and,
based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Fund’s ability to continue as a going concern. If
we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s
report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate,
to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of
our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Fund to cease to continue
as a going concern.
» Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including
the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and
events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.
We communicate with the directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of
the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we
identify during our audit.

PricewaterhouseCoopers
Partner: Makhosazana Mhlanga
Registered Auditor
PO Box 569
Mbabane
1 September 2021
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REPORT OF
THE DIRECTORS
for the year ended 31 March 2021

It gives the Board pleasure to submit its report together with the financial statements for the year
ended 31 March 2021.

STATE OF THE FUND’S AFFAIRS
The Fund has been able to execute its statutory mandate as stipulated in the Motor Vehicle Accidents
Act of 1991, as amended and has for the year ended 31 March 2021 recorded a net deficit of E55 022 382
(2020 net deficit: E151 957 786) as a result of a significant decrease in fuel levy revenue and increase
in benefits paid during the year to clear the existing backlog of claims.

FINANCIAL RESULTS
As at 31 March 2021 the Fund’s assets exceeded its liabilities by E283 036 759 (2020: E338 059 141).

GOING CONCERN
The directors believe that the organisation has adequate financial resources to continue operating for
the next 12 months and beyond from the date of issue of these financial statements and accordingly the
financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis.

EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING DATE
The following events occurred subsequent to year end:
» The Clinic was registered as a separate entity effective in the 2021/2022 financial year.
» The directors are aware of the extension of the national lockdown which was enforced before year
end in response to the novel coronavirus pandemic. There was no material effect to these financial
statements and no adjustments required in respect of the event.
» The directors are aware of a political unrest in the country from 29 June 2021 which resulted in
many businesses temporarily closing operations. Several businesses were vandalised and some
looted. There was no material effect to these financial statements and no adjustments required in
respect of the unrest.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The following were Board members at the date of approval of these financial statements:
Mr Z Gina
Mr S Nxumalo
Mr X Ngwenya
Ms N Mngometulu
Ms T Nkosi
Ms N Dludlu
Mr B Zwane
Mr D Myeni
Mr S Masuku (Legal Advisor)
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Non-executive Chairman
Non-executive member
Non-executive member
Non-executive member
Non-executive member
Non-executive member
Non-executive member
Chief Executive Officer
Board Secretary
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BANKERS
First National Bank Eswatini Limited
Nedbank (Swaziland) Limited
Standard Bank Eswatini Limited
Swaziland Building Society
Eswatini Development and Savings Bank

BUSINESS AND POSTAL ADDRESS OF THE FUND
Business address
Sincephetelo MVA Office Park
Mbhilibhi Street
Mbabane
Eswatini

Postal address
PO Box 4239
Mbabane
Eswatini
H100

AUDITORS
The auditors of the Fund are: PricewaterhouseCoopers (Eswatini)
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Business address

Rhus Office Park
Kal Grant Street
Mbabane
Eswatini

Postal address

PO Box 569
Mbabane
H100
Eswatini

LEGAL ADVISORS

Howe Masuku Nsibandze
Business address
Lot 429
Corner Ben Dunn
Lomadvokokola Street
Queensgate, Mbabane
Eswatini

Postal address
Howe Masuku Nsibandze
PO Box 1298
Mbabane
H100
Eswatini

INVESTMENT ADVISORS

Imbewu Yesive Investment
Business address
Embassy House
Dr Sishayi Road
Mbabane
Eswatini

Postal address
Imbewu Yesive Investments
PO Box 7051
Mbabane
H100
Eswatini
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INVESTMENT MANAGERS
African Alliance Eswatini Limited
Business address
Nedbank Centre
2nd Floor
Swazi Plaza
Mbabane
Eswatini
Stanlib Asset Management Limited
Business address
South Wing Building, 2nd Floor
Mbabane Office Park
Mbabane
Eswatini
Sanlam Investment Management
Business address
Floor
Fincorp Building
Corner of Gwamile and Dabede Street
Mbabane
Eswatini

Postal address
PO Box 5727
Mbabane
H100
Eswatini

Postal address
PO Box A294
Swazi Plaza
H101
Eswatini
Postal address
PO Box 8392
Mbabane
H100
Eswatini

ACTUARIES

Deloitte & Touche Actuarial & Insurance Solution
Business address
Magwa Crescent
Waterfall City
2090
South Africa
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Deloitte & Touche Actuarial & Insurance Solutions
Private Bag X6
Gallo Manor, 20152
Gauteng
South Africa
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REPORT OF
ACTUARIES
for the year ended 31 March 2021
TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF SINCEPHETELO MVA FUND
We hereby certify that:
» We have undertaken an actuarial valuation of the outstanding claims provision of the Sincephetelo
MVA Fund as at 31 March 2021.
» The valuation, on accepted actuarial principles, reveals the total outstanding claims amount,
which allows for outstanding reported as well as incurred but not reported claims.

STATEMENT OF ASSETS, LIABILITIES AND EXCESS ASSETS
2021
E’000
Assets (net of non-technical liabilities)
Claims liabilities
Surplus

2020
E’000

678 067
(395 030)

655 840
(317 781)

283 037

338 059

PUBLISHED REPORTING VALUATION METHODS AND ASSUMPTIONS
The discounted value of the outstanding claims liability is estimated to be E395 million (2020: E317.8
million). This figure includes an amount for the non-undertakings and undertakings liabilities, gross
large claims and their respective expected reinsurance recoveries as well as indirect claims handling
expenses.
The liability is calculated on an inflated and discounted basis, i.e. explicit allowance for future claims
inflation and anticipated investment returns was made.
The valuation results shown in this report were derived on a best estimate basis, and include no
deliberate bias for either over-estimation or under-estimation. However, the future experience of the
Fund and hence the valuation is subject to uncertainty. Deviation from the estimates are normal and
to be expected and (given the nature of schemes such as the MVA Fund) are more likely to result in
solvency deteriorations than improvements.
The relatively small number of claims may cause a high level of volatility in the experience of the Fund.
This volatility in turn causes an increase in the uncertainty of the result.
This report is prepared in the context of the governing legislation as it stands as at the valuation date
and as such does not take into account any future legislative changes. A detailed report has been
submitted to the Board of Directors.

Jaco van der Merwe
BCom (Hons) FFA FASSA
Director
Actuarial & Insurance Solutions
Deloitte & Touche
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STATEMENT OF
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
for the year ended 31 March 2021

Note

2021
E

2020
E

Revenue
Net fuel levies

1

103 945 741

121 239 508

Revenue
Other operating income

2

103 945 741
8 030 631

121 239 508
4 064 187

Net operating income before benefits and claims expenses
Benefits and claims expenses

3

111 976 372
(118 485 807)

125 303 695
(110 699 145)

(6 509 435)
437 559
(107 916 959)

14 604 550
–
(195 562 280)

(113 988 835)
58 966 453

(180 957 730)
28 999 944

(55 022 382)

(151 957 786)

Net operating (loss)/income after benefits and claims
expenses
Reinsurance proceeds
Operating and administrative expenses
Operating deficit
Investment income
Deficit for the year
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STATEMENT OF
FINANCIAL POSITION
as at 31 March 2021

Assets
Non-current assets
Plant and equipment
Investment property
Financial assets
Right-of-use asset
Current assets
Inventory
Fuel levy and other receivables
Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents

Note

2021
E

2020
E

7
8
9
12

184 315 409
44 684 971
228 556 732
3 199 419

191 508 690
35 535 918
290 514 796
284 974

460 756 531

517 844 378

1 812 460
15 181 859
110 524 658
104 846 537

377 559
14 482 872
52 021 045
91 613 740

10
9
11

232 365 514

158 495 216

Total assets

693 122 045

676 339 594

Equity
Reserves attributable to the Fund
Accumulated surplus

283 036 759

338 059 141

64 806 577
242 504 000
2 434 391

92 668 000
164 341 000
161 310

309 744 968

257 170 310

72 480 307
15 239 000
7 669 958
4 046 917
904 136

35 125 000
25 647 000
9 183 745
11 008 029
146 369

Non-current liabilities
Outstanding claims liabilities
Undertaking liabilities
Lease liability
Current liabilities
Outstanding claims liabilities
Undertaking liabilities
Trade and other payables
Provisions for employee benefits
Lease liability
Total liabilities and equity

16
15
20

16
15
13
14
20

100 340 318

81 110 143

693 122 045

676 339 594
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STATEMENT OF
CHANGES IN RESERVES
for the year ended 31 March 2021

Accumulated
Surplus
E
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Year ended 31 March 2021
At the beginning of the year
Deficit for the year

338 059 141
(55 022 382)

At the end of the year

283 036 759

Year ended 31 March 2020
At the beginning of the year
Deficit for the year

490 016 927
(151 957 786)

At the end of the year

338 059 141
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STATEMENT OF
CASH FLOWS
for the year ended 31 March 2021

Note
Cash flows from operating activities
Cash utilised by operations
Investment income

18

Net cash flows from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of plant and equipment
Acquisition of investment property
Proceeds on sale of assets
Net movement in investments

7
8
18.1

Net cash flows from investing activities

2021
E
(25 078 942)
10 927 144

(72 155 471)
28 999 944

(14 151 798)

(43 155 527)

(14 785 521)
(9 146 355)
432 184
51 493 760

(6 316 955)
–
170 000
13 076 278

27 994 068

6 929 323

Cash flows from financing activities
Net movement in lease liability

(609 473)

Net cash flows from financing activities

(609 473)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

11

2020
E

307 679
307 679

13 232 797
91 613 740

(35 918 525)
127 532 265

104 846 537

91 613 740
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT
ACCOUNTING POLICIES
for the year ended 31 March 2021

1.

GENERAL INFORMATION
The Fund was established by an Act of Parliament under the Motor Vehicle Accidents
Act No. 13 of 1991, as amended as an instrument by which the Government of Eswatini
compensates road accidents victims who suffered bodily injuries or loss of support following
the death of breadwinners. In 2011, the Fund started profiling of cases of damages with
treatment and rehabilitation being given top priority in personal injury claims.
The Fund commenced operations under the fuel levy system on 1 January 1988.

1.1

Financial statements
The financial statements include the assets and liabilities of the Fund. The financial statements
have been authorised for issue by the Board of Directors on 30 August 2021.
The principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of these financial statements are
set out below. These policies have been consistently applied to all the years presented, unless
otherwise stated.

2.

BASIS OF PRESENTATION
These financial statements are prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) and in the manner required by the Motor Vehicle Accidents Act No. 13 of
1991, as amended. They have been prepared under the historical cost convention, except for
financial assets and financial liabilities which have been stated at fair value through profit or
loss in the statement of comprehensive income.
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires the use of certain
critical accounting estimates. It also requires management to exercise its judgement in the
process of applying the Fund’s accounting policies. The areas involving a higher degree of
judgement or complexity, or areas where assumptions and estimates are significant to the
financial statements have been disclosed in the financial statements.
The accounting policies have been consistently applied to all years presented and all amounts
are shown in Emalangeni unless otherwise stated and forwarded to the nearest one Lilangeni.
The financial statements are presented in Emalangeni, rounded to the nearest one Lilangeni,
the Fund’s functional currency.

2.1

Changes in accounting policy and disclosures

(a)

New standards, amendments and interpretations adopted
by the Fund
Certain new accounting standards and interpretations have been published and are
mandatory for 31 March 2021 reporting periods.
A number of the other new standards are also effective from 1 April 2020, but they do
not have a material effect on the Fund’s financial statements.
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(b)

New standards and interpretations not yet adopted by the Fund
At the date of approval of the financial statements of the Fund for the period ended
31 March 2021, the following standards and interpretations were in issue but not yet
effective:

Effective for the financial year commencing 1 April 2021
» COVID-19-Related Rent Concessions (Amendment to IFRS 16, “Leases”).
» Interest rate benchmark (IBOR) reform (Phase 2) (Amendments to IFRS 9, “Financial
Instruments”, IAS 39, “Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement”,
IFRS 7, “Financial Instruments: Disclosures”, IFRS 4, “Insurance Contracts” and
IFRS 16, “Leases”).
» Classification of Liabilities as Current or Non-current (Amendment to IAS 1,
“Presentation of Financial Statements”).
» Determination of assets or liabilities in a business combination; exception in
IFRS 3, for liabilities and contingent liabilities; and recognition of contingent assets
(Amendment to IFRS 3, “Business Combinations”).
» Proceeds before Intended Use (Amendments to IAS 16, “Property, Plant and
Equipment”).
» Onerous contracts – Cost of Fulfilling a Contract (Amendments to IAS 37,
“Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets”).
» Annual improvements cycle 2018–2020.
Effective for the financial year commencing 1 April 2021
» COVID-19-Related Rent Concessions (Amendment to IFRS 16, “Leases”).
The IASB has provided lessees (but not lessors) with relief in the form of an optional
exemption from assessing whether a rent concession related to COVID-19 is a lease
modification, provided that the concession meets certain conditions. Lessees can
elect to account for qualifying rent concessions in the same way as they would if they
were not lease modifications. In many cases, this will result in accounting for the
concession as a variable lease payment. The amendment is not expected to have a
significant impact on the financial statements.

Classification of Liabilities as Current or Non-current (Amendment to IAS 1,
“Presentation of Financial Statements”)
The amendment clarifies that liabilities are classified as either current or non-current,
depending on the rights that exist at the end of the reporting period. Classification is
unaffected by expectations of the entity or events after the reporting date (for example,
the receipt of a waiver or a breach of covenant). The amendment is not expected to have
a significant impact on the financial statements.
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2.
2.1

BASIS OF PRESENTATION (continued)
Changes in accounting policy and disclosures (continued)

(b)

New standards and interpretations not yet adopted by the Fund
(continued)

Proceeds before Intended Use (Amendments to IAS 16, “Property, Plant
and Equipment”)
The amendment to IAS 16 prohibits an entity from deducting from the cost of an item of
PPE any proceeds received from selling items produced while the entity is preparing
the asset for its intended use (for example, the proceeds from selling samples produced
when testing a machine to see if it is functioning properly). The proceeds from selling
such items, together with the costs of producing them, are recognised in profit or loss.
The amendment is not expected to have a significant impact on the financial statements.

Onerous Contracts – Cost of Fulfilling a Contract (Amendments to IAS 37,
“Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets”)
The amendment clarifies which costs an entity includes in assessing whether a
contract will be loss-making. This assessment is made by considering unavoidable
costs, which are the lower of the net cost of exiting the contract and the costs to fulfil
the contract. The amendment clarifies the meaning of “costs to fulfil a contract”. Under
the amendment, costs to fulfil a contract include incremental costs and the allocation
of other costs that relate directly to fulfilling the contract.
The amendment is not expected to have a significant impact on the financial statements.

Annual improvements cycle 2018–2020
These amendments include minor changes to:
» IFRS 1, “First Time Adoption of IFRS” has been amended for a subsidiary that
becomes a first-time adopter after its parent. The subsidiary may elect to measure
cumulative translation differences for foreign operations using the amounts
reported by the parent at the date of the parent’s transition to IFRS.
» IFRS 9, “Financial Instruments” has been amended to include only those costs or
fees paid between the borrower and the lender in the calculation of “the 10% test”
for derecognition of a financial liability. Fees paid to third parties are excluded from
this calculation.
» IFRS 16, “Leases”, amendment to the Illustrative Example 13 that accompanies
IFRS 16 to remove the illustration of payments from the lessor relating to leasehold
improvements. The amendment intends to remove any potential confusion about
the treatment of lease incentives.
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Under IAS 17, lessees were required to make a distinction between a finance lease
(on balance sheet) and an operating lease (off balance sheet). IFRS 16 now requires
lessees to recognise a lease liability reflecting future lease payments and a
“right-of-use asset” for virtually all lease contracts. The IASB has included an optional
exemption for certain short-term leases and leases of low-value assets; however, this
exemption can only be applied by lessees.
For lessors, the accounting stays almost the same. However, as the IASB has updated
the guidance on the definition of a lease (as well as the guidance on the combination
and separation of contracts), lessors will also be affected by the new standard.
At the very least, the new accounting model for lessees is expected to impact
negotiations between lessors and lessees. Under IFRS 16, a contract is, or contains,
a lease if the contract conveys the right to control the use of an identified asset for a
period of time in exchange for consideration.
IFRS 16 supersedes IAS 17, “Leases”, IFRIC 4, “Determining whether an Arrangement
Contains a Lease”, SIC 15, “Operating Leases – Incentives” and SIC 27, “Evaluating the
Substance of Transactions Involving the Legal Form of a Lease”.
The Fund has adopted IFRS 16, “Leases”. On adoption of IFRS 16, the Fund recognised
lease liabilities in relation to leases which had previously been classified as “operating
leases” under the principles of IAS 17, “Leases”. These liabilities were measured at
the present value of the remaining lease payments, discounted using the lessee’s
incremental borrowing rate as of the date of recognition of each lease and/or the date
of inception of the lease.
In applying IFRS 16, the Fund has used the following practical expedients permitted
by the standard:
» applying a single discount rate to a portfolio of leases with reasonably similar
characteristics;
» relying on previous assessments on whether leases are onerous as an alternative
to performing an impairment review – there were no onerous contracts at the lease
inception and/or recognition date;
» including initial direct costs for the measurement of the right-of-use asset as the
date of initial application for leases which commenced in the current financial
period; and
» using hindsight in determining the lease term where the contract contains options
to extend or terminate the lease.
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3.
3.1

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Insurance contracts

3.1.1 Claims incurred

Claims incurred comprise claims and related expenses incurred during the year and changes
in the provisions for outstanding claims, including provisions for claims incurred but not
reported and related external and internal expenses, together with any other adjustments to
claims from previous years.

3.1.2 Outstanding claims provision
Provision is made at the year-end for the estimated cost of claims incurred but not settled
at the reporting date, including the cost of claims incurred but not yet reported (commonly
referred to as Claims IBNR) and claims incurred but not enough reported (IBNER) to the Fund
and the cost of claims reported but not yet settled as at the reporting date. Claims outstanding
are determined as accurately as possible on the basis of a number of factors, which include
previous experience in claims patterns, claims settlement patterns and trends in claims
frequency.
Further, the outstanding claims provision is calculated taking the following elements into
account:
» Estimates of additional claims payments that may be required on claims that have already
been reported to the Fund and are still open;
» Estimates of additional claims payments that may be required on claims that have already
been reported to the Fund and are closed, but could be reopened in the future;
» Estimates of external claims handling expenses, i.e. legal and medical experts, assessors
and other experts – excluding the Fund’s overhead administrative costs; and
» Indirect claims handling expenses.
The estimates of the outstanding claims provision were produced on a “going concern” basis,
and the outstanding claims estimate is reflected in the financial statements at a discounted
value, based on expected monetary values at the expected time of payment of those claims.
Reserves for internal or indirect claim handling expenses (e.g. administration costs) are
specifically included in the estimates. The outstanding claims provision is calculated
gross of any reinsurance recoveries. A separate estimate is made of the amounts that will
be recoverable from reinsurers based upon the gross provisions and having due regard to
collectability.

Incurred but not reported claims
Provision is made in the claim’s liabilities under insurance contracts for the estimated cost
at the end of the year of claims incurred but not reported (IBNR) at that date. The liability
is calculated using the four methods; Basic Chain Ladder (BCL), Initial Estimated Loss (IEL)
method, Bornhuetter-Ferguson (BHF) and Payments Per Claim Incurred (PPCI) method.
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Thereafter the most appropriate method is selected given the observed claims development.
A stochastic claims reserving technique (bootstrapping) is then used to determine a range of
likely outcomes for the outstanding claims liability. These liabilities are then discounted to
allow for the time value of money. Outstanding claims and benefit payments are stated gross
of reinsurance.

3.2

Reinsurance contracts held

3.2.1 Reinsurance premiums

The Fund procured reinsurance cover for the purposes of limiting its net loss potential in
years prior to the implementation of the Motor Vehicle Accidents (amendment) Act of 2011.
The reinsurance policies do not release the Fund from its direct obligations to its claimants,
as the duty to compensate the claimants remains with the Fund in spite of the fact that the
reinsurance cover has been procured.
The Fund did not renew its cover, hence there are no reinsurance premiums payable in the
current year.
The Fund does not recognise reinsurance assets except for claims which have already been
lodged with reinsurers, due to uncertainty regarding the successful realisation of the claims.
All claims that were incurred while the Fund was covered have been recognised in the Fund’s
liabilities as a recovery from the re-insurer.

3.2.2 Reinsurance claims
The expected benefits to which the Fund is entitled under its reinsurance contracts held are
recognised as reinsurance assets. These assets consist of balances due from reinsurers
(classified within loans and receivables) that are dependent on the present value of expected
claims and benefits arising net of expected premiums payable under the related reinsurance
contracts. Amounts recoverable from or due to reinsurers are measured consistently with the
amounts associated with the reinsured contracts and in accordance with the terms of each
reinsurance contract.
Reinsurance assets include balances due from reinsurance companies for ceded insurance
liabilities. Amounts recoverable from reinsurers are estimated in a manner consistent with
the outstanding claims provision or settled claims associated with the reinsured policy.
The cost of reinsurance related to long-term contracts is accounted for over the life of the
underlying insurance policies using assumptions consistent with those used to account for the
underlying policies. Premiums ceded and benefits reimbursed are presented in the statement
of comprehensive income and statement of financial position on a gross basis.
Reinsurance assets are assessed for impairment at each reporting date. If there is reliable
objective evidence, as a result of an event that occurred after its initial recognition, that
amounts due may not be recoverable, the Fund reduces the carrying amount of the reinsurance
asset to its recoverable amount and recognises that impairment loss in the statement of
comprehensive income.
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3.
3.3

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
Plant and equipment
All plant and equipment are stated at historical cost less depreciation and accumulated
impairment. Historical cost includes expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition
of the items. Cost may also include transfers from equity of any gains/losses on qualifying
cash flow hedges of foreign currency purchases of plant and equipment.
Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount or recognised as a separate
asset, as appropriate, only when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with
the item will flow to the Fund and the cost of the item can be measured reliably. The carrying
amount of the replaced part is derecognised. All other repairs and maintenance are charged to
the income statement during the financial period in which they are incurred.
Land is not depreciated. Depreciation on other assets is calculated using the straight-line
method to allocate their cost or revalued amounts to their residual values over their estimated
useful lives. The Fund reviewed plant and equipment depreciation estimates in relation to the
depreciation rates as follows:

Buildings
Office furniture and equipment
Motor vehicle
Computer equipment and software
Medical equipment

2021
%

2020
%

4
10
20
33.3
15

4
20
20
33.3
15

The assets’ residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at the
end of each reporting period. In the 2021 financial period, useful lives were reviewed, and
new rates applied prospectively in accordance with IAS 8, “Accounting Policies, Changes in
Accounting Estimates and Errors” as highlighted above.
An asset’s carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the
asset’s carrying amount is greater than its estimated recoverable amount.
Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing the proceeds with the carrying
amount and are recognised within “Other (losses)/gains – net” in the income statement. When
revalued assets are sold, the amounts included in other reserves are transferred to retained
earnings.
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3.4

Investment property
Investment property, principally comprising freehold and leasehold land and buildings, is held
for long-term rental yields with third parties.
Investment property is measured initially at its cost, including related transaction costs and
where applicable borrowing costs.
After initial recognition investment property is carried at cost less accumulated depreciation
and accumulated impairment losses in accordance with IAS 16. The accounting policy in
note 3.3 therefore applies to the investment property.
If an investment property becomes owner-occupied, it is reclassified as property, plant and
equipment and its costs and accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment loss are
reclassified as is for accounting purposes of subsequent recording considering that the Fund
holds its property, plant and equipment subsequently at costs less accumulated depreciation
and accumulated impairment loss. Property that is being constructed or developed for future
use as investment property is classified as property, plant and equipment and stated at cost
until construction or development is complete, at which time it is reclassified and subsequently
accounted for as investment property.
If an item of property, plant and equipment becomes an investment property because its use
has changed, it is transferred and recognised as investment property at cost less accumulated
depreciation and impairment loss in line with the property plant and equipment balances.

3.5

Financial instruments

3.5.1 Financial assets

Recognition and initial measurement
Trade receivables are initially recognised when they are originated. All other financial
assets and financial liabilities are initially recognised when the Fund becomes a party to the
contractual provisions of the instrument.
A financial asset (unless it is a trade receivable without a significant financing component or
financial liability) is initially measured at fair value plus, for an item not at FVTPL, transaction
costs that are directly attributable to its acquisition or issue. A trade receivable without a
significant financing component is initially measured at the transaction price.

Classification and subsequent measurement
Financial assets
At initial recognition, the Fund measures a financial asset at its fair value plus, in the case
of a financial asset not at fair value through profit or loss (FVPL), transaction costs that are
directly attributable to the acquisition of the financial asset. Transaction costs of financial
assets carried at FVPL are expensed in profit or loss.
Financial assets are not reclassified subsequent to their initial recognition unless the Fund
changes its business model for managing financial assets, in which case all affected financial
assets are reclassified on the first day of the reporting period following the change in the
business model.
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3.
3.5

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
Financial instruments (continued)

3.5.1 Financial assets (continued)

Classification and subsequent measurement (continued)
Financial assets (continued)
A financial asset is measured at amortised cost if it meets both of the following conditions and
is not designated as at FVTPL.
» it is held within a business model whose objective is to hold assets to collect contractual
cash flows; and
» its contractual terms give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments of
principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding.
All financial assets not classified and measured at amortised cost as described above are
measured at FVTPL. On initial recognition the Fund may irrevocably designate a financial
asset that otherwise meets the requirements to be measured at amortised cost or at FVOCI
as at FVTPL if doing so eliminates or significantly reduces an accounting mismatch that would
otherwise arise.

Business model assessment
The Fund makes an assessment of the objective of the business model in which a financial
asset is held at portfolio level because this best reflects the way the business is managed and
information is provided to management. The information considered includes:
» the stated policies and objectives for the portfolio and operation of those policies in
practice. These include whether management’s strategy focuses on earning contractual
interest income, maintaining a particular interest rate profile, matching the duration of
the financial assets to the duration of any related liabilities or expected cash outflows or
realising cash flows through the sale of the assets;
» how the performance of the portfolio is evaluated and reported to the Fund’s management;
» the risks that affect the performance of the business model (and the financial assets held
within that business model) and how those risks are managed;
» how managers of the business are compensated, e.g. whether compensation is based on
the fair value of the assets managed or the contractual cash flows collected; and
» the frequency, volume and timing of sales of financial assets in prior periods, the reasons
for such sales and expectations about future sales activity.
Transfers of financial assets to third parties in transactions that do not qualify for derecognition
are not considered sales for this purpose, consistent with the Fund’s continuing recognition of
the assets.
Financial assets that are held for trading or are managed and whose performance is evaluated
on fair value basis are measured at FVTPL.
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Assessment whether contractual cash flows are solely payments of principal and interest
For the purposes of this assessment, “principal” is defined as the fair value of the financial
asset on initial recognition. “Interest” is defined as consideration for the time value of money
and for the credit risk associated with the principal amount outstanding during a particular
period of time and for other basic lending risks and costs (e.g. liquidity risk and administrative
costs), as well as profit margin.
In assessing whether the contractual cash flows are SPPI, the Fund considers the contractual
terms of the instrument. This includes assessing whether the financial asset contains a
contractual term that could change the timing or amount of contractual cash flows such that it
would not meet this condition. In making the assessment, the Fund considers:
» contingent events that would change the amount and timing of cash flows;
» terms that may adjust the contractual coupon rate, including variable-rate features; and
» terms that limit the Fund’s claim to cash flows from specified assets (e.g. non-recourse
features).

Subsequent measurement
Financial assets at FVTPL

These assets are subsequently measured at fair value. Net gains and
losses, including any interest or dividend income, are recognised in
profit or loss.

Financial assets at
amortised cost

These assets are subsequently measured at amortised cost using
the effective interest method. The amortised cost is reduced by
impairment loses. Interest income, foreign exchange gains and
losses and impairment are recognised in profit or loss. Any gain or
loss on derecognition is recognised in profit and loss.

3.5.2 Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities are classified as measured at amortised cost or FVTPL. A financial liability
is classified as FVTPL if it is classified as held for trading or it is designated as such on initial
recognition. Financial liabilities at FVTPL are measured at fair value and net gains and losses,
including any interest expenses, are recognised in profit or loss. Other financial liabilities are
subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method. Interest
expense is recognised in profit or loss. Any gain on derecognition is also recognised in profit
or loss.
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3.
3.5

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
Financial instruments (continued)

3.5.3 Derecognition

Financial assets
The Fund derecognises a financial asset when the contractual rights to the cash flows from
the financial asset expire, or it transfers the rights to receive the contractual cash flows in a
transition in which substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership of the financial asset
are transferred or in which the Fund neither transfers nor retains substantially all of the risks
and rewards of ownership and it does not retain control of the financial asset.
The Fund enters into transactions whereby it transfers assets recognised in its statement
of financial position but retains either all of substantially all of the risks and rewards of the
transferred assets. In these cases, the transferred assets are not derecognised.

Financial liabilities
The Fund derecognises a financial liability when its contractual obligations are discharged
or cancelled or expire. The Fund also derecognises a financial liability when its terms are
modified and the cash flows of the modified liability are substantially different, in which case a
new financial liability based on the modified terms is recognised at fair value.
On derecognition of a financial liability, the difference between the carrying amount
extinguished and the consideration paid (including any non-cash assets transferred or
liabilities assumed) is recognised in profit or loss.

3.5.4 Offsetting
Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount presented in the statement of
financial position when, and only when, the Fund currently has a legally enforceable right to
set off the amounts and it intends either to settle them on a net basis or to realise the asset and
settle the liability simultaneously.

3.6

Impairment

3.6.1 Non-derivative financial assets
The Fund recognises loss allowances for ECLs on:
» Financial assets measured at amortised cost.
The Fund measures loss allowances at an amount equal to lifetime ECLs, except for the
following which are measured at 12-month ECLs:
» debt securities that are determined to have low credit risk at the reporting date; and
» other debt securities and bank balances for which credit risk (i.e. the risk of default
occurring over the expected life of the financial instrument has not increased significantly
since initial recognition.
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Loss allowances for trade receivables are always measured at an amount equal to lifetime ECLs.
When determining whether the credit risk of a financial asset has increased significantly since
initial recognition and when estimating ECLs, the Fund considers reasonable and supportable
information that is relevant and available without undue cost or effort. This includes both
quantitative and qualitative information and analysis, based on the Fund historical experience
and informed credit assessment and including forward-looking information.
The Fund assumes that the credit risk on financial asset has increased significantly it is more
than 30 days past due.
The Fund considers a financial asset to be in default when:
» the borrower is unlikely to pay its credit obligations to the Fund in full, without recourse by
the Fund to actions such as realising security (if any is held); or
» the financial asset is more than 90 days past due.
Lifetime ECLs are the ECLs that result from all possible default events over the expected life
of a financial instrument.
Twelve-month ECLs are the portion of ECLs that result from default events that are possible
within the 12 months after the reporting dated for a shorter period if the expected life of the
instrument is less than 12 months.
The maximum period considered when estimating ECLs is the maximum contractual period
over which the Fund is exposed to credit risk.

Measurement of ECLs
ECLs are a probability weighted estimate of credit losses. Credit losses are measured as the
present value of all cash shortfalls (i.e. the difference between the cash flows due to the Fund
in accordance with the contract and the cash flows that the Fund expects to receive).
ECLs are discounted at the effective interest rate of the financial asset.

Credit impaired financial assets
At each reporting date, the Fund assesses whether financial assets are carried at amortised
cost. A financial asset is “credit-impaired” when one or more events that have detrimental
impact on the estimated future cash flows of the financial asset have occurred.
Evidence that a financial asset is credit-impaired includes the following observable data:
» significant financial difficulty of the borrower or issuer;
» a breach of contract such as a default or being more than 90 days past due;
» the restructuring of a loan or advance by the Fund on terms that the Fund would not
consider otherwise;
» it is probable that the borrower will enter bankruptcy or other financial re-organisation; or
» the disappearance of an active market for a security because of financial difficulties.
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3.
3.6

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
Impairment (continued)

3.6.1 Non-derivative financial assets (continued)

Presentation of allowance for ECL in the statement of financial position
Loss allowances for financial assets measured at amortised cost are deducted from gross
carrying amount of the assets.
Write-off
The Fund writes off a receivable when there is information indicating that the counterparty is in
severe difficulty and there is no realistic prospect of recovery, e.g. when the counterparty has
been placed under liquidation or has entered into bankruptcy proceedings. However, financial
assets that are written off could still be subject to enforcement activities in order to comply
with the Fund’s procedures for recovery of amounts due.
Financial assets not classified as at FVTPL were assessed at each reporting date to determine
whether there was objective evidence of impairment.
Objective evidence that financial assets were impaired included:
» default or delinquency by a debtor;
» restructuring of an amount due to the Fund on terms that the Fund would not consider
otherwise;
» indications that a debtor or issuer would enter bankruptcy;
» adverse charges in the payment status of borrowers or issuers;
» the disappearance of an active market for security because of financial difficulties; or
» observable data indicating that there was a measureable decrease in the expected cash
flows from a Fund of financial assets.
The Fund considered evidence of impairment to these assets at both an individual asset and a
collective level. All individually significant assets were individually assessed for impairment.
Those found not to be impaired were then collectively assessed for any impairment that has
been incurred but not yet individually identified. Assets that were not individually significant
were collectively assessed to impairment. Collective assessment was carried out by grouping
together assets with similar risk characteristics.
An impairment loss was calculated as the difference between an asset’s carrying amount
and the present value of the estimated future cash flows discounted at the asset’s original
effective interest rate. Losses were recognised in profit or loss and reflected in an allowance
account. When the Fund considered that there were no realistic prospects of recovery of the
asset, the relevant amounts were written off. If the amount of impairment loss subsequently
decreased and the decrease was related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment
was recognised, then the previously recognised impairment loss was reversed through profit
or loss.
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3.6.2 Non-financial assets
At reporting date, the Fund reviews the carrying amounts of its non-financial assets
(other than investment property) to determine whether there is any indication of impairment.
If any such indication exists, then the asset’s recoverable amount is estimated.
For impairment testing, assets are grouped together into the smallest group of assets that
generates cash inflows from continuing use that are largely independent of the cash inflows
of other assets or CGUs.
The recoverable amount of an asset or CGU is the greater of its value-in-use and its fair value
less costs to sell. Value-in-use is based on the estimated future cash flows, discounted to their
present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the
time value of money and the risks specific to the asset or CGU.
An impairment loss is recognised if the carrying amount of an asset or CGU exceeds its
recoverable amount.
Impairment losses are recognised in profit or loss.
An impairment loss is reversed only to the extent that the asset’s carrying amount does
not exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined, net of depreciation or
amortisation, if no impairment loss had been recognised.

3.7

Provisions
Provisions are recognised when the Fund has a present legal or constructive obligation as
a result of past events, it is probable that an outflow of resources will be required to settle
the obligation, and a reliable estimate of the amount can be made. Where the Fund expects a
provision to be reimbursed, for example under an insurance contract, the reimbursement is
recognised as a separate asset but only when the reimbursement is virtually certain.
The Fund recognises a provision for onerous contracts when the expected benefits to be
derived from a contract are less than the unavoidable costs of meeting the obligations under
the contract.
Restructuring provisions comprise lease termination penalties and employee termination
payments, and are recognised in the period in which the Fund becomes legally or constructively
committed to payment. Costs related to the ongoing activities of the Fund are not provided in
advance.
Provisions are discounted using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market
assessments of the time value of money and, where appropriate, the risks specific to the
liability.
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3.
3.8

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
Revenue recognition

Fuel levies

The main income received by the Fund is a levy that is based on fuel sales known as the Motor
Vehicle Accidents Fund Levy. The Levy income is a charge levied on fuel throughout the country
and the rate of the Levy per litre is determined by the Ministry of Finance in consultation with
the Minister of Natural Resources and Energy.
The Fund recognises revenue from fuel levies when the amount of revenue can be reliably
measured, and it is probable that future economic benefits will flow to the Fund.
Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable.

3.8.1 Other income

Clinic revenue
Clinic revenue comprises: consultations; radiology; investigation; pharmacy; neurology;
physiotherapy; speech and hearing; and x-ray.
The Clinic recognises revenue upon service delivery. This is measured based on agreed rates
with medical aid funds. Private clients are charged at 5% discount from the agreed rates with
medical funds. Clinic revenue is classified under other income of the Fund.

Investment income
Investment income comprises interest income on funds invested.
Interest income is recognised on a time-proportion basis using the effective interest
rate method. When a receivable is impaired, the Fund reduces the carrying amount to its
recoverable amount, being the estimated future cash flow discounted at the original effective
interest rate of the instrument, and continues unwinding the discount as interest income.

Rental income
Rental income from investment property are recognised in the statement of income on a
straight-line basis over the term of each lease.

3.9

Leases

3.9.1 The Fund as lessor
As a lessor the Fund classifies its leases as either operating or finance leases.
A lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers substantially all the risks and rewards
incidental to ownership of the underlying asset and classified as an operating lease if it does not.
In line with the provisions of IFRS 16, the Fund applies a single lessee accounting model which
requires a lessee to recognise assets and liabilities for all leases with a term of more than
12 months, unless the underlying asset is of low value. Finance leases are capitalised at
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inception of the lease at the lower of the fair value of the leased property and the present value
of the minimum lease payments.
Each lease payment is allocated between the liability and finance charges so as to achieve a
constant rate on the finance balance outstanding. The corresponding rental obligations, net of
finance charges, are included in other long-term payables. The interest element of the finance
cost is charged to the income statement over the lease period so as to produce a constant
periodic rate of interest on the remaining balance of the liability for each period. The property,
plant and equipment acquired under finance leases is depreciated over the shorter of the
useful life of the asset or the lease term.

3.9.2 The Fund as lessee
A lease liability and corresponding right-of-use asset are recognised at the lease
commencement date, for all lease agreements for which the Fund is a lessee, except for shortterm leases of 12 months or less, or leases of low value assets. For these leases, the Fund
recognises the lease payments as an operating expense on a straight-line basis over the term
of the lease unless another systematic basis is more representative of the time pattern in
which economic benefits from the leased asset are consumed.

Lease liability
The lease liability is initially measured at the present value of the lease payments that are not
paid at the commencement date, discounted by using the rate implicit in the lease. If this rate
cannot be readily determined, the Fund uses its incremental borrowing rate.
Lease payments included in the measurement of the lease liability comprise the following:
» fixed lease payments, including in-substance fixed payments, less any lease incentives;
» lease payments in an optional renewal period if the Fund is reasonably certain to exercise
an extension option; and
» penalties for early termination of a lease, if the lease term reflects the exercise of an option
to terminate the lease.
The related payments are recognised as an expense in the period incurred and are included in
operating expenses. The lease liability is presented as a separate line item on the statement
of financial position. The lease liability is subsequently measured by increasing the carrying
amount to reflect interest on the lease liability (using the effective interest method) and by
reducing the carrying amount to reflect lease payments made. Interest charged on the lease
liability is included in finance costs.
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3.9

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
Leases (continued)

3.9.2 The Fund as lessee (continued)

Lease liability (continued)
The Fund remeasures the lease liability (and makes a corresponding adjustment to the related
right-of-use asset) when:
» there has been a change to the lease term, in which case the lease liability is remeasured
by discounting the revised lease payments using a revised discount rate;
» there has been a change in the assessment of whether the Fund will exercise a purchase,
termination or extension option, in which case the lease liability is remeasured by
discounting the revised lease payments using a revised discount rate;
» there has been a change to the lease payments due to a change in a rate, in which case the
lease liability is remeasured by discounting the revised lease payments using the initial
discount rate (unless the lease payments change is due to a change in a floating interest
rate, in which case a revised discount rate is used); and
» a lease contract has been modified and the lease modification is not accounted for as a
separate lease, in which case the lease liability is remeasured by discounting the revised
payments using a revised discount rate. When the lease liability is remeasured in this way,
a corresponding adjustment is made to the carrying amount of the right-of use asset or
is recognised in profit or loss if the carrying amount of the right-of-use asset has been
reduced to zero.
Right-of-use assets
Lease payments included in the measurement of the right-of-use comprise the following:
» the initial amount of the corresponding lease liability;
» any lease payments made at or before the commencement date;
» any initial direct costs incurred; and
» less any lease incentives received.
Right-of-use assets are subsequently measured at cost less accumulated depreciation and
impairment losses.
Right-of-use assets are depreciated over the shorter period of lease term and useful life of the
underlying asset. However, if a lease transfers ownership of the underlying asset or the cost of
the right-of-use asset reflects that the Fund expects to exercise a purchase option, the related
right-of-use asset is depreciated over the useful life of the underlying asset. Depreciation
starts at the commencement date of a lease.
The residual value, useful life and depreciation method of each asset are reviewed at the
end of each reporting year. If the expectations differ from previous estimates, the change is
accounted for prospectively as a change in accounting estimate.
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Each part of a right-of-use asset with a cost that is significant in relation to the total cost of the
asset is depreciated separately. The depreciation charge for each year is recognised in profit
or loss unless it is included in the carrying amount of another asset.

3.10 Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents are carried in the statement of financial position at cost.
For purposes of the statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on
hand, deposits held at call with Funds, other short-term highly liquid investments with original
maturities of three months or less, and Fund overdrafts. Fund overdrafts are included within
borrowings in current liabilities on the statement of financial position.

3.11 Employee benefits
(a)

Pension obligations

The Fund has a pension scheme in accordance with the local conditions and practices.
The scheme is a defined contribution plan.
The Fund pays contributions to publicly or privately administered pension insurance
plans on a mandatory, contractual or voluntary basis. The Fund has no further payment
obligations once the contributions have been paid. The contributions are recognised as
employee benefit expenses when they are due. Prepaid contributions are recognised
as an asset to the extent that a cash refund or a reduction in the future payments is
available.

(b)

Termination benefits
Termination benefits are payable when employment is terminated by the Fund before
the normal retirement date, or whenever an employee accepts voluntary redundancy
in exchange for these benefits. The Fund recognises termination benefits when it is
demonstrably committed to a termination when there is a detailed formal plan to
terminate the employment of current employees without possibility of withdrawal.
In the case of an offer made to encourage voluntary redundancy, the termination
benefits are measured based on the number of employees expected to accept the offer.

(c)

Statutory obligations
Provision is not made for statutory termination obligations in terms of the Employment
Act, 1980. It is considered that the Fund’s contributions to the pension fund exceed the
contributions required by the employment act which can be recovered against such
statutory obligations, at present.

3.12 Taxation
The Fund is exempt from taxation in terms of the provision of section 5 (2) of The Motor Vehicle
Accidents Act No. 13 of 1991 as amended.
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3.13 Undertakings liability
The liability of undertakings is in respect of future medical costs, future loss of earnings and
loss of support claims, where future medical, future loss of earnings and loss of support
expenses are anticipated. The Fund has undertaken to meet these expenses in the future as
and when they are incurred. The Fund estimates the present value of future costs and the
necessary funds are deposited into separate interest-bearing accounts from which payments
are made.
The amount of the loss is measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and
the present value of estimated future cash flows (excluding future credit losses that have not
been incurred) discounted at the financial asset’s original effective interest rate.

3.14 Key assumptions in applying accounting policies
Key assumptions derive estimates which require management’s most complex or subjective
judgements. The Fund’s management decide on assumptions that can materially affect the
reported amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year. These estimates
and judgements are continually evaluated and are based on historical experience and other
factors, including expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under
the circumstances. The most significant assets and liabilities which typically require such
assumptions are fair value of investments and the outstanding claims provision.

(a)

Outstanding claims provision and undertaking liabilities
The estimation of the ultimate liability arising from claims incurred but not settled at
the reporting date is the Fund’s most critical accounting estimate. There are several
sources of uncertainty that need to be considered in the estimate of the liability that
the Fund will ultimately pay for such claims. The provision for outstanding claims
is actuarially determined on an annual basis. The measurement of the obligations
in respect of this liability requires actuarial estimates and valuations. An actuary is
engaged to perform these calculations.
The Fund establishes a claim liability account, which is estimates of future payments
for reported (known) claims, reported claims that do not have enough information
(Incurred But Not Enough Reported, “IBNER”) and unreported claims (Incurred But
Not Reported, “IBNR”) with respect to events which could result in an expense to the
Fund. Provisioning is a complex process dealing with uncertainty requiring the use of
informed estimates and judgements. Any changes in the estimates are reflected in the
income statement in the period in which estimates are changed.
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Delays occur in notification of claims and a substantial measure of experience and
judgment is involved in assessing outstanding liabilities, the ultimate cost of which
cannot be known with certainty as of the statement of financial position date.
The liability for claims is determined on the basis of information currently available;
however, it is inherent in the nature of the business that the ultimate liability may vary
as a result of subsequent developments.
In the current year the Fund has assumed an annual inflation of approximately 4.2%
per annum. The IBNR calculation was discounted using a real discount rate of 2% per
annum.
Each year at 31 March, the Fund performs an actuarial valuation of the outstanding
claims liability.
Outstanding claims provision is made in the claim’s liabilities under insurance
contracts for the estimated cost at the end of the year of claims incurred but not
reported (IBNR) at that date. The liability is calculated using the four methods; Basic
Chain Ladder (BCL), Initial Estimated Loss (IEL) Method, Bornhuetter-Ferguson (BHF)
and Payments Per Claim Incurred (PPCI) method. Thereafter the most appropriate
method is selected given the observed claims development. A stochastic claims
reserving technique (bootstrapping) is then used to determine a range of likely
outcomes for the outstanding claims liability. These liabilities are not discounted
due to the short-term nature of outstanding claims. Outstanding claims and benefit
payments are stated gross of reinsurance.

Summary of economic assumptions
(i)

Inflation
Historical inflation (CPI index) figures supplied by the Fund to inflate past claims
to present day values were used. The inflation rate over the inter-valuation period
was 4.2% year-on-year for end of March 2021.
Future inflation was allowed for at a rate of 5% p.a. In the previous valuation,
4% was used. The real discount rate (i.e. excess of the discount rate over inflation)
is approximately 2% p.a. and is 1% lower to the previous valuation.

(ii) Discount rate
The discount rate was set at 7% p.a. and the real discount rate has been set at a
rate of 2% p.a. This is 1% lower than the previous valuation.
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3.14 Key assumptions in applying accounting policies (continued)
(a)

Outstanding claims provision and undertaking liabilities (continued)
Summary of economic assumptions (continued)
Sensitivity analysis – non-undertakings outstanding claims
In this section we illustrate the sensitivity of the valuation result to isolated changes
in the valuation basis. The sensitivities shown below were performed on the
non-undertakings outstanding claims.
Test

1.
2.

Discounted outstanding claims liability as at
31 March 2021
Decrease in discounted rates by 1%
Reduced indirect claims handling expense ratio
by 5%

E000’s

% Change

138 802
141 949

2.3%

134 207

(3.3%)

From the table above it can be seen that the valuation results are not materially
affected by the changes in the discount rate and indirect claims handling expenses as
defined by the different sensitivity tests.
The results may be summarised as follows:
» (Test 1) Decrease discount rates by 1%.
» (Test 2) Reduce indirect claims handling expense ratio by 5%.

Sensitivity analysis – undertakings outstanding claims
In this section we illustrate the sensitivity of the valuation result to isolated changes in
the valuation basis. The sensitivities shown below were performed on the undertakings
outstanding claims liability:
Test

1.
2.
3.

Discounted outstanding claims liability as at
31 March 2021
Increase take-up rates by 1%
Increase real discounted rates by 1%
(decrease inflation by 1%)
Increase average IBNR claim amount by 5%

E000’s

% Change

257 743
260 883

1.2%

251 872
261 625

(2.3%)
1.5%

Inflating cash flows at a lower inflation rate reduces the present value of liability.
The important assumption in the escalation and discounting process is the real
discount rate. The real discount rate used for the current valuation is 2%. Increasing
the real discount rate to 3% reduces the liability by 2.3%. We conclude that the valuation
results are not materially affected by the changes in the key assumptions as defined
in the sensitivity tests.
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The results may be summarised as follows:
» (Test 1) Increase take up rates by 1%.
» (Test 2) Increase real discount rates by 1% (decrease inflation by 1%).
» (Test 3) Increase average IBNR claim amount by 5%.

(b)

Basis for determining fair values of investments
The fair values of quoted investments in active markets are based on current bid prices.
If the market for a financial asset is not active, the Fund establishes fair value by using
valuation techniques. These include the use of recent arm’s-length transactions or
other valuation techniques commonly used by market participants.

4.

RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK AND OBJECTIVES
The Board acknowledges its responsibility for establishing and communicating appropriate
risk and control policies and ensuring that adequate risk management processes are in
place. The Fund has a Board of Directors which deals with the various aspects on policies
for accepting risks, including selection and approval of risks to be insured, use of limits and
avoiding undue concentrations of risk to ensure the appropriate risk classification.

Responsibility for the Board of Directors
The Fund’s Board of Directors is appointed by the Minister of Finance and is in place to assist
the management in discharging its risk management obligations. The principal objectives of
the Fund’s Board of Directors in terms of risk management are to:
» Review the Fund’s risk philosophy, strategy, policies and processes recommended by
executive management;
» Review compliance with risk policies and with the overall risk profile of the Fund;
» Review and assess the integrity of the process and procedures for identifying, assessing,
recording and monitoring of risk;
» Review the adequacy and effectiveness of the Fund’s risk management function and its
implementation by management; and
» Ensure that material corporate risks have been identified, assessed and receive attention.
A significant part of the Fund’s business involves the acceptance and management of risk.
Primary responsibility for risk management at an operational level rests with the executive
management. The Fund’s risk management processes, of which the systems of internal,
financial and operating controls are an integral part, are designed to control and monitor
risk throughout the Fund. For effectiveness, these processes rely on regular communication,
sound judgement and a thorough knowledge of the products and markets by the people closest
to them. Management is tasked with integrating the management of risk into the day-to-day
activities of the Fund.
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5.
5.1

FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
Financial risk factors
The Fund’s activities expose it to a variety of financial risks: market risk (including cash flow
interest rate risk and price risk), credit risk and liquidity risk. The organisation’s overall risk
management programme focuses on the unpredictability of consumer and financial markets
and seeks to minimise potential adverse effects on the Fund’s financial performance.
Risk management is carried out by management under policies approved by the Board of
Directors. Management identifies, and evaluates risks in close co-operation with the Fund’s
Board of Directors. The Board provides written principles for overall risk management, as
well as written policies covering specific areas, such as interest rate risk, credit risk, use of
non-derivative financial instruments, and investment of excess liquidity.

(a)

Market risk
Market risk includes currency risk, interest rate risk and equity price risk. From time
to time financial instruments are entered into to reduce this exposure to market risk.

(i)

Currency risk
Currency risk is the risk that the financial instruments that are denominated in
foreign currency will fluctuate due to changes in foreign exchange rates.
The Fund is not exposed to currency risk at the reporting date as there were no
financial instruments that are denominated in foreign currency. The Fund also
operates in Eswatini only.

(ii) Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial
instrument or an insurance contract will fluctuate due to changes in market
interest rates.
The Fund continuously assesses the market expectations within South Africa and
Eswatini interest rate environments.
The Fund’s exposure to market risk for changes in interest rates relates primarily
to the Fund’s investments. As part of the process of managing the Fund’s interest
rate risk, interest rate characteristics of new investments are positioned
according to expected movements in interest rates.
The following financial instruments will be directly impacted by changes in market
interest rates: financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, cash and cash
equivalents, and undertaking liabilities.
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A change of 50 basis points in interest rates at the reporting date would have
increased/(decreased) profit or loss by the amounts shown below. This analysis
assumes that all other variables remain constant.
The monetary sensitivity analysis to changes in interest rates on assets is
performed on the same basis as for 2021 and 2020:
Profit or loss and/or equity
2021
E

2020
E

Financial assets (note 9)
Cash and cash equivalent (note 11)

339 081 390
104 846 537

342 535 841
91 613 740

Base assets

443 927 927

434 149 581

Increase of 50 basis points
Decrease of 50 basis points

2 219 640
(2 219 640)

2 170 748
(2 170 748)

(iii) Price risk
Equity price risk
The Fund is currently exposed to equity price risk because at the statement
of financial position date there were investments held by the Fund that were
classified either as available for sale or at fair value through profit and loss.
Commodity price risk
The Fund is not exposed to commodity price risk.

(b)

Credit risk

Credit risk is the risk that counterparty to a financial instrument will fail to discharge
an obligation and cause the Fund to incur a financial loss
Credit risk is managed on a Fund basis. Credit risk arises from cash and cash
equivalents and deposits with Funds and financial institutions, as well as credit
exposures to oil companies for fuel levy receivables, including outstanding receivables
and committed transactions.
For banks and financial institutions, deposits are only placed with high credit quality
financial institutions. As there is no independent rating, risk control to assess the
credit quality of its clients, taking into account its financial position, past experience
and other factors, the Fund only deal with reputable and international oil companies.
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (continued)
Financial risk factors (continued)

(b)

Credit risk (continued)

The banks and financial institutions on which deposits are placed by the Fund are:
» First National Bank Eswatini Limited
» Nedbank (Swaziland) Limited
» Standard Bank Eswatini
» Swaziland Building Society
» Eswatini Development and Savings Bank
» African Alliance Swaziland Limited (Investment Managers)
» Stanlib Asset Management Limited (Investment Managers)
» Sanlam Investment Management (Investment Managers)
Credit risk is the risk that counterparty to a financial instrument will fail to discharge
an obligation and cause the Fund to incur a financial loss.
The oil companies from which the Fund’s fuel levy receivables are collectable are:
» Galp Energia Swaziland (Proprietary) Limited
» Engen Swaziland (Proprietary) Limited
» Total Swaziland (Proprietary) Limited
» Puma Swaziland (Proprietary) Limited
» Gas and Oil Industries
» Fuelex

(c)

Liquidity risk

Liquidity risk is the risk that the Fund will encounter difficulty in raising funds to meet
commitments associated with financial instruments and reinsurance contracts
Prudent liquidity risk management implies maintaining sufficient cash and marketable
securities, the availability of funding through an adequate amount of committed credit
facilities and the ability to close out market positions. Due to the dynamic nature of
the underlying businesses, the Fund maintains flexibility in funding by maintaining
availability under committed credit lines.
Ultimate responsibility for liquidity risk management rests with the Board of
Directors, which has built an appropriate liquidity risk management framework for
the management of the Fund’s short-, medium- and long-term funding and liquidity
management requirements.
The Fund manages liquidity risk by maintaining sufficient cash reserves and by
matching financial assets and liabilities as far as is practical. The Fund remains
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confident that the available cash resources and short-term investments will be
sufficient to meet its funding requirements.
Reinsurance is also used to manage liquidity risk.
Note 17(b) analyses the Fund’s financial liabilities into relevant maturity groupings
based on the remaining period at the statement of financial position to the contractual
maturity date. The amounts disclosed in the table are the contractual undiscounted
cash flows. Balances due within 12 months equal their carrying balances as the impact
of discounting is not significant.
The Fund’s objectives when managing capital are to safeguard the Fund’s ability to
continue as a going concern in order to provide compensation in terms of the Motor
Vehicle Accidents Fund Act No. 13 of 1991, as amended.
Due to the nature of its operations, the Fund does not have to maintain or adjust the
capital structure, as it is a Fund established by the Act of Parliament under the Motor
Vehicle Accidents Fund Act No. 13 of 1991 as the instrument by which the Government
of Eswatini compensates to road accident victims who have suffered bodily injuries or
loss of support following the death of breadwinners.
Consistent with other Funds, the Fund does not monitor capital on the basis of the
gearing ratio.

5.2

Fair value estimation
The Fund does not have financial instruments traded in active markets (such as trading and
available-for-sale securities) which are fair valued based on quoted market prices at the
statement of financial position date.
Furthermore, the Fund does not have financial instruments that are traded in an active market
which their fair values are determined by using valuation techniques.
The carrying value less impairment provision of fuel levy receivables and payables are
assumed to approximate their fair values. The fair value of financial liabilities for disclosure
purposes is estimated by discounting the future contractual cash flows at the current market
interest rate that is available to the Fund for similar financial instruments.

6.

INSURANCE RISK MANAGEMENT
The Fund accepts insurance risk as it is mandated by legislation to compensate victims of road
accidents for injuries suffered as a result of motor vehicle accidents. The Fund is exposed to
uncertainty surrounding the timing, frequency and severity of claims under these contracts.

7.

COMPARATIVE FIGURES
Where necessary, comparative figures have been adjusted to conform with changes in
presentation in the current year.
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2021
E

2020
E

Revenue

103 945 741

121 239 508

The analysis of fuel levies per oil fund in respect of fuel imported
and sold in the country is as follows:
Engen Swaziland (Proprietary) Limited
Total Swaziland (Proprietary) Limited
Galp Energia Swaziland (Proprietary) Limited
Puma Energy Swaziland (Proprietary) Ltd
Swazi Oil
Fuelex
Gross fuel levies
Less refunds to Eswatini Railways

18 984 343
29 565 421
40 883 415
22 278 288
33 600
9 450
111 754 517
(7 808 776)

20 493 048
32 492 553
51 204 781
26 124 364
7 000
–
130 321 746
(9 082 238)

Net fuel levies

103 945 741

121 239 508

3 244 434
4 305 764
419 847
60 586

–
3 769 961
(121 962)
416 188

8 030 631

4 064 187

79 856 408
13 390 822
25 238 577

89 554 145
24 423 000
(3 278 000)

118 485 807

110 699 145

FUEL LEVIES

OTHER OPERATING INCOME

Clinic revenue
Rental income
(Loss)/profit on disposal of assets
Other income

BENEFITS AND CLAIMS EXPENSES

Reported claims charged during the year
Actuarial movement in undertaking liabilities
Actuarial movement in outstanding claims liabilities
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2021
E

4.

5.

6.

2020
E

OPERATING DEFICIT

The following items have been charged in arriving at the operating
deficit:
Auditors’ remuneration
Consultancy fees
Depreciation (note 7, 8 and 12)
Impairment (note 7 and 8)
Fair value loss
Directors’ fees
Rates expense
Rent expense
Repairs and maintenance
Licence fees
Legal expenses
Employee benefit expenses (note 5)
Ingwenyama Cup
Travelling expenses
Training
Clinic consumables
Road safety

627 268
6 725 988
22 539 300
–
–
530 619
647 792
186 841
4 361 803
812 143
1 599 067
43 554 075
(311 694)
128 527
1 520 862
799 692
1 959 875

604 193
8 080 069
24 619 265
55 670 627
12 851 798
1 393 443
635 617
399 908
1 895 881
621 650
400 090
47 374 626
8 302 769
1 067 057
2 538 612
1 217 930
2 361 767

34 646 948
4 054 510
2 087 940
2 764 677

40 717 901
2 268 584
2 243 044
2 145 097

43 554 075

47 374 626

– Dividend income
– Interest income
– Fair value (losses)/gains
– Interest income from deposits with banks

2 768 816
21 181 409
34 348 057
668 171

1 983 744
26 517 736
–
498 464

Investment income

58 966 453

28 999 944

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT EXPENSE

Salaries and wages
Other benefits
Post-retirement benefits contributions
Medical aid contributions

INVESTMENT INCOME
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7.

PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Motor Freehold land
vehicles and buildings
E
E
Year ended 31 March 2020
Carrying value at beginning of the year
Additions
Transfer to inventory
Disposals
Impairment
Depreciation charge
Carrying value at end of the year
Year ended 31 March 2020
Cost
Accumulated depreciation and impairment
Carrying value at end of the year
Year ended 31 March 2021
Carrying value at beginning of the year
Additions
Reclassification between asset categories
Disposals
Depreciation charge
Carrying value at end of the year
Year ended 31 March 2021
Cost
Accumulated depreciation and impairment
Carrying value at end of the year

Land
E

7 591 728
–
–
(291 962)
–
(2 584 412)

182 479 411
670 192
–
–
(44 974 520)
(8 755 740)

9 089 396
–
–
–
–
–

4 715 354

129 419 343

9 089 396

11 256 997
(6 541 643)

200 634 214
(71 214 871)

9 089 396
–

4 715 354

129 419 343

9 089 396

4 715 354
2 377 770
–
–
(1 945 310)

129 419 343
2 506 306
(1 851 532)
–
(6 011 499)

9 089 396
–
–
–
–

5 147 814

124 062 618

9 089 396

12 849 832
(7 702 018)

200 567 000
(76 504 382)

9 089 396
–

5 147 814

124 062 618

9 089 396

The offices of the Fund are located in Lot 43, SMVA Office Park on Mbhilibhi Street, Mbabane, Hhohho.
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Computer
equipment
Equipment and software
E
E

Medical
equipment
E

Work in
progress
E

Total
E

13 398 616
2 867 257
–
–
–
(4 742 335)

1 912 559
2 109 600
–
–
–
(1 492 242)

39 356 321
70 032
(333 494)
–
–
(4 861 717)

–
–
–
–
–
–

253 828 031
5 717 081
(333 494)
(291 962)
(44 974 520)
(22 436 446)

11 523 538

2 529 917

34 231 142

–

191 508 690

24 458 556
(12 935 018)

7 408 417
(4 878 500)

51 520 465
(17 289 323)

–
–

304 368 045
(112 859 355)

11 523 538

2 529 917

34 231 142

–

191 508 690

11 523 538
4 877 190
(173 622)
(7 565)
(2 497 792)

2 529 917
3 034 528
173 622
(5 116)
(1 907 239)

34 231 142
574 244
–
–
(7 752 749)

–
1 415 483
–
–
–

191 508 690
14 785 521
(1 851 532)
(12 681)
(20 114 589)

13 721 749

3 825 712

27 052 637

1 415 483

184 315 409

29 062 014
(15 340 265)

10 598 835
(6 773 123)

52 094 709
(25 042 072)

1 415 483
–

315 677 269
(131 361 860)

13 721 749

3 825 712

27 052 637

1 415 483

184 315 409
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8.

INVESTMENT PROPERTY

E

Year ended 31 March 2020
Carrying value at beginning of the year
Additions
Impairment
Depreciation charge

48 099 943
159 460
(10 696 107)
(2 027 378)

Carrying value at end of the year

35 535 918

Year ended 31 March 2020
Cost
Accumulated depreciation and impairment

52 400 791
(16 864 873)

Carrying value at end of the year

35 535 918

Year ended 31 March 2021
Carrying value at beginning of the year
Additions
Reclassification between asset categories
Disposals
Depreciation charge

35 535 918
9 146 355
1 851 532
–
(1 848 834)

Carrying value at end of the year

44 684 971

Year ended 31 March 2021
Cost
Accumulated depreciation and impairment
Carrying value at end of the year

67 043 491
(22 358 520)
44 684 971

The investment property comprises of the following (fair values disclosed):
» Second and third floors being let out by the Fund in the SMVA Office Park, on Mbhilibhi
Street. (The Fund apportioned the floors that are being held for letting, to the total floor
area of the office park in determining the value of the Investment Property. Fair values of
the property will be determined on regular intervals) – E36 327 371.
» Lot 43, Mbabane Township (CBD), Gwamile Street building, Mbabane – E13 478 000.
» Lot 521, Mbabane Township, Mbhilibhi Street, Mbabane – E7 157 000.
All investment property valuation was performed by Swaziland Realty Consultants
(Proprietary) Limited in the 2020 financial year.
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9.

2021
E

2020
E

10 620 000
–
11 567 125
65 052 424
82 792 260
58 524 923

7 740 000
45 869 453
44 583 027
48 514 699
103 014 315
40 793 302

228 556 732

290 514 796

20 178 356
35 778 738
48 072 141

50 948 972
–
–

6 495 423

1 072 073

FINANCIAL ASSETS

Non-current
Old Mutual Life Assurance shares
Old Mutual – money market fund
Swaziland Building Society – Permanent unlisted shares
Stanlib
Government treasury bonds
Sanlam
Current
Government treasury bonds
Swaziland Building Society 12-month fixed deposits
Old Mutual – money market fund
Investments Managed by African Alliance:
– Lilangeni Fund
Total financial assets

110 524 658

52 021 045

339 081 390

342 535 841

Government treasury bonds
The Fund invested in the bonds as follows:
» E50 000 000 on 31 October 2016. Maturity date – 31 October 2026. Interest – 10.75% per
annum payable in October and April each year.
» E10 000 000 on 31 August 2016. Maturity date – 31 August 2023. Interest – 9% per annum
payable in February and August each year.
» E20 000 000 on 28 February 2017. Maturity – 28 February 2022. Interest – 10.5% per annum
payable in February and December each year.
» E20 000 000 on 30 June 2017. Maturity – 30 June 2024. Interest – 10.25% per annum payable
in December and June each year.
Old Mutual money market fund was re-classified in the current financial to short-term financial
assets. The prior period balances in relation to these, have not been reclassified. The change
in classification was necessitated by the change in the intention of holding these assets.
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9.

FINANCIAL ASSETS (continued)
Valuation of Old Mutual Eswatini equity shares (15% stake)
The investment value of Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (Swaziland) (Pty) Ltd was
estimated to be E98 million investment as at 31 December 2020. Applying a minority discount
of 15% and marketability discount of 15% translates to an equity value on a non-marketable
and controlling basis to E70.8 million. Taking into account SMVAF 15% equity stake brings
the value on non-marketable and non-controlling basis to E10.62 million, signifying a 38%
increase in value from the previously estimated value of E7.7 million at the time of acquisition.
Based on the valuations done by Old Mutual Eswatini the Fund believes it is more realistic and
in line with Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (Swaziland)’s financial performance over the
four-year period dating back to 2016 and favourable financial performance expected in the
2021–2023 financial periods.

10.

FUEL LEVY AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

Fuel levies
Clinic receivables
Prepayments and sundry debtors
Staff loans and advances

2021
E

2020
E

9 808 145
1 295 263
3 194 833
883 618

10 631 348
–
3 093 648
757 876

15 181 859

14 482 872

The Board of Directors believes that the above values of fuel levy and other receivables
approximate fair value.
There is no concentration of credit risk with respect to fuel levy and other receivables, as the
Fund’s fuel levies are less than 30 days past due and are not considered impaired. These relate
to oil companies for whom there is no recent history of default. Accordingly, no impairment has
been provided.
The Fund does not hold any collateral as security.
Fuel levy receivables that are less than one month past due are not considered impaired. As of
31 March 2021, there were no fuel levy receivables that were past due as such no impairment
has been provided. The carrying amounts of the Fund’s fuel levy and other receivables are
denominated in the Eswatini Lilangeni.
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11.

12.

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Cash on hand
Cash at bank
Short-term deposits with local banks

RIGHT-OF-USE ASSETS

Balance on 1 April 2020
IFRS 16 adjustment
Additions
Re-measurement adjustment
Depreciation

2021
E

2020
E

17 316
40 299 183
64 530 038

28 177
37 255 334
54 330 229

104 846 537

91 613 740

284 973
–
3 341 455
148 868
(575 877)

(155 441)

3 199 419

284 974

575 877

155 441

6 674 470
995 488

9 124 065
59 680

7 669 958

9 183 745

–
440 415
–

The statement of comprehensive income shows the following
amounts relating to leases:
Depreciation charged of right-of-use assets
The right-of-use assets relates to leases of two premises
occupied by the Fund in Manzini.

13.

TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES

Trades payables
Other payables
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14.

PROVISION FOR EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

Year ended 31 March 2021
Balance at 31 March 2020
Charged to statement of
comprehensive income
Paid during the year
Balance at 31 March 2021
Year ended 31 March 2020
Balance at 31 March 2019
Charged to statement of
comprehensive income
Paid out during the year
Balance at 31 March 2020

Leave pay
E

Service
gratuity
E

Other
termination
costs
E

Total
E

1 557 812

854 338

8 595 879

11 008 029

(1 149 202)
–

1 819 820
(2 615 947)

(1 460 675)
(3 555 108)

(790 057)
(6 171 055)

408 610

58 211

3 580 096

4 046 917

1 864 792

718 215

1 302 884

3 885 891

(306 980)
–

1 348 552
(1 212 429)

7 427 200
(134 205)

8 468 772
(1 346 634)

1 557 812

854 338

8 595 879

11 008 029

Gratuity
Gratuity is provided for in accordance with the contract basis renewable every three years for
the management and executive. The provision is calculated at the fixed rate of the value of total
annual remuneration package of the contract or prorated to termination date multiplied by the
number of completed years of service. The Fund has stopped providing for gratuity. It is now
making contributions to a provident fund for all contract employees.

Leave
Leave is provided for at the statutory provision rate. Employees and management are entitled
to 24 leave days per annum and 30 leave days per annum respectively and can only carry over a
maximum of five days which are to be utilised within the subsequent year of service.

15.

UNDERTAKINGS LIABILITIES

Undertakings liabilities

The reconciliation of undertaking liabilities is as follows:
Discounted outstanding reported claims reserve
IBNR and IBNER claims reserve
Allowance for indirect claims handling expenses
At the end of the year
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2021
E

2020
E

257 743 000

189 988 000

220 005 000
37 738 000

161 669 000
–
28 319 000

257 743 000

189 988 000
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The liability of undertaking is in respect of future medical costs and loss of support claims,
where future medical and loss of support expenses are anticipated. The liability is the present
value of future costs. The same actuarial principles, assumptions and methodology used in
the estimation of outstanding claims liabilities incurred but not reported (IBNR) were applied
in the estimation of the undertaking liabilities. The maturity analysis is included in note 17.(b).

16.

OUTSTANDING CLAIMS LIABILITIES
2021
E

2020
E

Outstanding claims liabilities

137 286 884

127 793 000

The reconciliation of outstanding claims liabilities is as follows:
Gross outstanding reported claims
Gross IBNR reserve
Provision for changes in estimates
Effect of discounting on total claims reserve
Allowance for gross large claims
Allowance for gross reinsurance recoveries
Allowance for indirect claims handling expenses

132 544 884
26 428 000
(30 153 000)
(20 400 000)
16 020 000
(13 332 000)
26 179 000

156 212 000
30 253 000
(66 710 000)
(18 646 000)
16 020 000
(13 770 000)
24 434 000

At the end of the year

137 286 884

127 793 000

The maturity analysis is included in note 17.(b).
The liability as at 31 March 2021 is about 24.8% above the liability as at 31 March 2020.
The Fund establishes a claims liability account, which is an estimate of future payments for
reported (known) claims and unreported claims (Incurred But Not Reported, “IBNR”) with
respect to events which could result in an expense to the Fund. Provisioning is a complex
process dealing with uncertainty requiring the use of informed estimates and judgements.
Any changes in the estimates are reflected in the income statement in the period in which
estimates are changed.
Delays occur in notification of claims and a substantial measure of experience and judgement
is involved in assessing outstanding liabilities, the ultimate cost of which cannot be known
with certainty as of the balance sheet date. The liability for claims is determined on the basis
of information currently available; however, it is inherent in the nature of the business that the
ultimate liability may vary as a result of subsequent developments.
The rate of claims inflation selected needs to take account of the nature of the liability and,
where discounted reserves are held, be consistent with the discount rate that is selected.
Historical inflation (CPI index) figures supplied by the Fund to inflate past claims to present
day values were used. The inflation rate over the inter-valuation period was 4.2% year-on-year
for end of March 2021.
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16.

OUTSTANDING CLAIMS LIABILITIES (continued)
Future inflation was allowed for at a rate of 5% p.a. In the previous valuation, 4% was used.
The real discount rate (i.e. excess of the discount rate over inflation) is now 2% p.a. and is 1%
lower in the previous valuation.

Discount rate
The discounted liability represents the net present value of all future payments, calculated at
a specific discount rate.
The discount rate was set at 7% p.a (2020: 7%) and the real discount rate has been set at a rate
of 2% p.a. (2020: 3%).
Discounting cash flows at a higher discount rate reduces the present value of the liability.
The important assumption in the escalation and discounting process is the real discount rate.
The real discount rate used for the current valuation is 2%.
The outstanding claims liability represents the value of the Fund’s obligations, under the terms
of the existing legislation to compensate people injured as a result of motor vehicle accidents
(or their dependants in the case of fatalities).

Projection of future claims notification
The ultimate claim numbers have been projected using a Bornhuetter-Ferguson projection
method. The projection builds on the number of claims that have already been notified to the
Fund, to estimate the number of claims that will be notified in future in respect of accidents that
already have occurred up until the valuation date. These claims are also known as Incurred
But Not Reported claims (IBNR claims).
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A brief description of this methodology is discussed below:

Methodology
(a)

Payments Per Claim Incurred (PPCI)
The PPCI method models the claims process by assuming that the payments will
develop in a predictable pattern over time. The method requires assumptions
regarding:
» The ultimate number of claims incurred for each accident year
» The average claim size
» The distribution of payments over time
» Future claims inflation rate(s)
For the latest accident year, this method essentially estimates the number of claims
that will ultimately be reported for the year, and the average claim size.

(b)

Bornhuetter-Ferguson projection of claim numbers
As noted above, the PPCI method requires a projection of the number of claims that
will ultimately be reported for each year’s accidents. The Bornhuetter-Ferguson (BHF)
method has been used to do this projection.
The BHF method uses an independent measure to determine the likely ultimate number
of claims for each accident year. The independent measure used for the analysis was
sales of petrol and diesel.

(i) Basic Chain Ladder (BCL) or Link-ratio method
Link ratios are calculated between the development years of each of the accident
years in the triangle and are combined as weighted average development factors
for each development year. Such a set of development factors are called Basic
Chain Ladder development factors.
The derived development factors are used to project the claims expected to
emerge in the future development periods.
Once the claims have been projected and the ultimate level of claims established,
the difference between the ultimate projected claims and claims paid to date
represents the amount of claims reserve required (i.e. OCR + IBNR + IBNER).
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17. (a) Analysis of financial assets and liabilities by measurement
Financial assets and financial liabilities are measured in an ongoing basis either at fair value
or amortised cost. The summary of significant accounting policies describes how the classes
of financial instruments are measured and how income and expenses, including fair value
gains are recognised. The following table analyses the carrying amounts of the financial
assets and liabilities by category:

31 March 2021
Financial assets
Financial assets
Fuel levy and other
receivables
Cash and cash
equivalents
Financial liabilities
Outstanding claims
liabilities
Undertaking
liabilities
Trade and other
payables
Lease liability
31 March 2020
Financial assets
Financial assets
Fuel levy and other
receivables
Cash and cash
equivalents
Financial liabilities
Outstanding claims
liabilities
Undertaking
liabilities
Trade and other
payables
Lease liability
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Financial
asset at
fair value
through OCI
E

Financial
asset at
fair value
through p/l
E

Financial
asset at
amortised
cost
E

Financial
liabilities at
amortised
cost
E

Total
E

–

188 764 910

150 316 479

–

339 081 390

–

–

13 370 460

–

13 370 460

–

–

104 846 537

–

104 846 537

–

188 764 910

268 533 476

–

457 298 387

–

–

–

137 286 884

137 268 884

–

–

–

257 743 000

257 743 000

–
–

–
–

–
–

7 669 959
3 338 527

7 669 959
3 338 527

–

–

–

406 038 370

406 038 370

–

142 917 499

199 618 342

–

342 535 841

–

–

14 482 872

–

14 482 872

–

–

91 613 740

–

91 613 740

–

142 917 499

305 714 954

–

448 632 453

–

–

–

127 793 000

127 793 000

–

–

–

189 988 000

189 988 000

–
–

–
–

–
–

9 183 745
307 679

9 183 745
307 679

–

–

–

327 272 424

327 272 424
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17. (b) Liquidity analysis

Less than
1 month or
available/
payable on
demand
E

More than
1 month but
less than
5 years
E

More than
5 years
E

Total
E

31 March 2021
Financial assets
Financial assets
Fuel levy and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

110 524 658
13 370 460
104 846 537

228 556 732
–
–

–
–
–

339 081 390
13 370 460
104 846 537

Total assets

228 741 655

228 556 732

–

457 298 387

–
–
7 669 958
904 136

137 286 884
80 347 000
–
2 434 391

–
177 396 000
–
–

137 286 884
257 743 000
7 669 958
3 338 527

Financial and insurance liabilities
Outstanding claims liabilities
Undertaking liabilities
Trade and other payables
Lease liabilities

8 574 094

220 068 275

177 396 000

406 038 369

31 March 2020
Financial assets
Financial assets
Fuel levy and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

52 021 045
14 482 872
91 613 740

290 514 796
–
–

–
–
–

342 535 841
14 482 872
91 613 740

Total assets

158 117 657

290 514 796

–

448 632 453

–
–
9 183 745
146 369

111 576 000
106 933 000
–
161 310

16 217 000
83 055 000
–
–

127 793 000
189 988 000
9 183 745
307 679

9 330 114

218 670 310

99 272 000

327 272 424

Financial and insurance liabilities
Outstanding claims liabilities
Undertaking liabilities
Trade and other payables
Lease liabilities
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2021
E

18.

CASH GENERATED FROM OPERATIONS

(55 022 382)

(151 957 786)

22 539 300
(24 618 396)
–
–
(34 348 057)
(419 847)
150 343

24 619 265
(28 999 944)
55 670 627
333 494
–
121 962
–

Net changes in working capital

(91 719 039)
66 640 097

(100 212 382)
28 056 911

Increase in fuel levy and other receivable
(Decrease)/increase in inventory
Increase in trade and other payable
Increase in undertaking liabilities
(Decrease)/increase in outstanding claims liability
Increase in provisions for other liabilities and charges

(698 987)
(1 434 901)
(1 513 787)
67 755 000
9 493 884
(6 961 112)

(1 049 660)
604 803
231 630
24 423 000
(3 275 000)
7 122 138

(25 078 942)

(72 155 471)

342 535 841
34 348 057
23 950 225
(10 258 973)
(339 081 390)

355 612 119
–
–
–
(342 535 841)

Deficit for the year
Adjustments for:
Depreciation (note 7, 8 and 12)
Investment income
Impairment loss (note 7 and 8)
Reclassification of PPE to inventory
Fair value gains on investments
Loss/(profit) from sale of PPE
Finance cost

Cash utilised by operations

18.1 Reconciliation of movement in investments
Opening balance
Fair value gain
Interest capitalised
Interest received
Closing balance

Net movement in investments
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19.

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
The Fund was established by an Act of Parliament as an instrument by which the Government of
Eswatini compensates road accident victims who suffered bodily injuries or loss of support
following the death of breadwinners.

19.

2021
E

2020
E

530 619

1 393 443

2 538 374
448 347
70 353
179 060
12 710
495 626
20 000
–
472 841
89 552
36 800

2 326 598
446 918
58 673
136 602
6 195
449 793
–
16 500
255 005
–
39 600

4 363 663

3 735 884

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

19.1 Related party transactions
(a)

Board of Directors’ compensation
Board of Directors’ fees

The Board of Directors is remunerated on retainer and
attendance of Board meetings.

(b)

Key management salaries

Basic salary
Gratuity
Provident/pension fund
Medical aid
ENPF
Housing allowance
Leave allowance
Cell phone allowance
Travel allowance
Uniform allowance
Utilities
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2021
E

2020
E

58 211

854 358

19.2 Year-end balances arising from related
parties
Payables to related parties
Key management – gratuity

Gratuity provision is made for payments in accordance with the contract basis renewable every
three years. The provision is calculated at the rate of 25% of the value of total annual remuneration
package of the contractor as at terminal date multiplied by the number of completed years of
service. The Fund has transferred all contract staff (Executive, Management and Graduate trainees)
in the current period from the previous gratuity scheme to a provident fund scheme under Eswatini
Insurance Company (ESRIC).

20.

LEASE LIABILITY

Non-current liability
Current liability

The statement of comprehensive income shows the following
amounts relating to leases:
Interest expenses

2 434 391
904 136

161 310
146 369

3 338 527

307 679

150 343

–

The Fund has an operating lease for two premises in Manzini. The Fund recognised a right-of-use
asset and corresponding lease liability for this operating lease in the current financial year for the
new Manzini Client Services office. The Fund’s incremental borrowing rate applied in determining
the lease liability is the prevailing prime rate (7.25%) as quoted by the Central Bank of Eswatini.

21.

CHANGE IN ACCOUNTING ESTIMATE
During the current year, the remaining depreciation rate of Furniture and Fittings was revised.
The effect of this change in estimate is a decrease in depreciation expense in the current year
of E2 497 792 (Depreciation @ 10% less Depreciation @ 5%). The effect on future periods is a
decrease in depreciation expense of E2 497 792.
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22. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
22.1 Commitments
As at 31 March 2021, the Fund had no commitments.

22.2 Contingencies
The Fund has contingent liabilities in respect of legal claims arising in the ordinary course
of its operations. These arise in relation to disputes over the amount payable by the Fund.
However, it is not anticipated that any material additional liabilities will arise from contingent
liabilities. These have been deemed immaterial as at 31 March 2021 to the period before the
signing and issue of these financial statements.

23.

GOING CONCERN
The directors believe that the organisation has adequate financial resources to continue
operating for the next 12 months and beyond from the date of issue of these financial statements
and accordingly the financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis.

24.

EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING DATE
The following events occurred subsequent to year end:
» The Clinic was registered as a separate entity effective in the 2021/2022 financial year.
» The directors are aware of the extension of the national lockdown, which was enforced
before year end in response to the novel coronavirus pandemic. There was no material
effect to these financial statements and no adjustments required in respect of the event.
» The directors are aware of a political unrest in the country from 29 June 2021, which
resulted in many businesses temporarily closing operations. Several businesses were
vandalised and some looted. There was no material effect to these financial statements
and no adjustments required in respect of the unrest.
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